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Part I

General
Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis presents general tools for the development of highly available distributed applications such as replicated servers and Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) applications. A desktop and multi-media conferencing tool [Rod91] is an example of a CSCW application, incorporating various activities such as video transmission and management of replicated work space. These services are becoming popular today, with the world-wide increase of communication capacity: Replicated servers in clusters are becoming a leading solutions for scalability, fault tolerance and performance, and world-spanning conferences and interactive games over the Internet are becoming more and more popular. Unfortunately, the subtleties involved in such systems are not well understood and many industries apply ad-hoc solutions without fully understanding their limitations and guarantees.

The contribution of this thesis is in providing application builders with tools and concepts that facilitate the development of such systems while accurately understanding their limitations and guarantees. These concepts are demonstrated and were tested in prototype implementations.

This thesis suggests a comprehensive framework for the development of highly available groupware and CSCW applications, geared towards multi-process failure prone environments (e.g., the Internet). The services are fault tolerant and scalable. The suggested framework incorporates a wide variety of services ranging from efficient communication solutions to tools for maintaining consistency of distributed information in the face of faults. These services support multi-party conferencing in dynamic discussion groups, while keeping track of the dynamically changing set of participants in each group. The service architecture is presented in Chapter 4.

The services exploit the group communication paradigm: Group communication systems provide application builders with reliable multicast communication services within dynamically changing groups, as well as membership services which inform the members when other members crash.
or join the group. General background on group communication systems is provided in Chapter 3.

Unlike classical group communication systems, our design separates the membership services from the multicast communication substrate. The membership is implemented as a separate server (daemon) on each machine that interacts with the multicast communication substrate and with the application. This separation makes the communication services more efficient since most of the time the membership does not change. This design also facilitates using the same membership services for a variety of quality of service (QoS) communication options [CHKD96, BFHR98, RCHS97]. Examples of QoS options include high bandwidth, low latency, and also reliable (loss free) multicast. Decomposing the service into separate modules also makes it easier to reason about, i.e., formally specify the service guarantees and assumptions, and prove correctness. The membership service is presented in detail in Chapter 5.

In addition to the multicast communication service and the membership service, we provide application builders with session level services. These services relieve the application builder of the need to explicitly deal with the subtleties of changes in the network situation. These session services exploit the strong group communication semantics in order to efficiently maintain consistency of objects in the face of failures. This thesis focuses on important building blocks for consistent replication: Chapter 6 presents a highly available Totally Ordered Broadcast service, which may be used, e.g., for consistent replication. Chapter 7 presents a highly available service for maintaining the primary network component in the network. Other session services are described in Section 4.4.

Chapter 6 presents a Totally Ordered Broadcast protocol, which guarantees a fully serializable history of object updates. This is achieved by prohibiting arbitrary updates of the object in disjoint network components; often, only the members of a primary component may update the object. The algorithm in Chapter 6 exploits group communication as a building block. It always allows members of a primary component in the system to update the object. It may be used in conjunction with several types of primary component services that notify processes when they are members of the current primary component e.g., a service based on dynamic voting presented in Chapter 7.

The underlying concepts demonstrated by the services constructed in this thesis are general and apply to a large family of distributed systems and applications.

Fault tolerant distributed services are now being developed by many commercial companies; highly available servers running in clusters are the leading new generation solution for scalability and performance. At the basis of many of these commercial systems lie concepts that were developed in academic projects and systems. The underlying concepts of this work will play a role in future
development of such systems. In particular, the formal reasoning we apply to our systems will assists commercial system builders understand the guarantees and limitations behind the systems they construct, and also help identify the tradeoffs involved.

Chapter 8 presents a novel protocol, E3PC, for atomic commitment, that always allows a majority to make progress. The “classical” three phase commit (3PC) protocol [Ske82] sometimes allows a majority to make progress, but if failures cascade, a majority may become connected and still remain blocked. We have identified this shortcoming, and have developed a new structure that allows information to propagate through the sequence of majorities formed in the system. E3PC improves the classical 3PC without adding extra communication by following this structure.

In [FKM+95] we show that this structure is common to all algorithms that always achieve agreement with a majority, and therefore is an important concept for developing fault-tolerant consistent algorithms. The protocol in Chapter 6 exploits similar principles (and bears the same structure).
Chapter 2

The Model*

This thesis is concerned with highly available groupware services in asynchronous partitionable message passing environments. All the protocols presented in this thesis are run among a set of processes connected by an underlying asynchronous communication network, and all tolerate crash and partition failures. This chapter presents the computation model, and introduces definitions which are used throughout this thesis. Section 2.1 introduces the computation model. Section 2.2 describes the asynchronous partitionable failure model, which is common to all the chapters of this thesis. Where different assumptions are made, they are explicitly stated in the relevant chapters.

It is well-known that in asynchronous failure-prone environments, agreement problems such as Consensus and non-blocking atomic commit are not solvable [FLPS8, Gue95]. In order to render such problems solvable, the model is often augmented with external failure detectors. In Section 2.3, we define classes of failure detectors for the partitionable failure model. These definitions are used throughout the rest of this thesis.

2.1 The Computation Model

We assume that each process is equipped with a failure detector, which provides hints regarding which processes may be faulty at any given time. The information provided by the failure detectors need not be accurate, although some restrictions on their behavior are imposed. These restrictions are described in Section 2.3.

A process is modeled as a (possibly infinite) automaton, which takes steps that consist of receiving receive events from the network and suspect lists from the failure detector, doing some local computation, and then generating zero or more send events. A process $p$ is said to suspect another process $q$ if $q$ is in $p$'s suspect list. Events of type receive may be empty, i.e., containing null messages. (This allows processes to initiate operations spontaneously). If the message is not empty, we say that the process receives a message, or that the message is delivered to the process.

*The definitions of failure detectors in this chapter are based on work by Dolev, Friedman, Keidar and Malkhi [DFKM96, FKM*95, DFKM97].
In order to distinguish between the messages sent in different send events, we assume that each message sent is tagged with a unique message identifier, which may consist, e.g., of the sender identifier and a sequence number or a timestamp. Thus, we can require that every message is sent at most once in the system.

A process can also incur crash and recover events from the environment. Every recover event is immediately preceded by a crash event, and a crash event may be immediately followed only by a recover event, or by no events at all.

A history of a process is a sequence of events as they occur in that process, in which a crash event is not followed by any other event. An execution (run) is a collection of histories, one for each process, in which there is a mapping from each receive event to a corresponding send event. In this paper we consider only executions in which there are no causal cycles [CL85, Lam78].

An execution $\sigma'$ is a sub-execution of another execution $\sigma$ if both include histories of the same set of processes, and the history of each process $p_i$ in $\sigma'$ is a prefix of $p_i$'s history in $\sigma$. Given an execution $\sigma$ and a sub-execution $\sigma'$ of $\sigma$, the collection of history suffixes obtained by eliminating the history of each process in $\sigma'$ from its corresponding history in $\sigma$ is an extension of $\sigma'$. We denote this extension by $\sigma \setminus \sigma'$. An execution or a sub-execution is infinite if the history it contains for every process is either infinite or ends with a crash event.

## 2.2 The Failure Model

The underlying communication network provides datagram message delivery. There is no known bound on message transmission time, hence the system is asynchronous. Processes fail by crashing, and crashed processes may later recover. Live processes are considered correct, crashed processes are faulty. In protocols that explicitly mention the use of stable storage (e.g., the protocol in Chapter 6), recovered processes come up with their stable storage intact. Communication links may fail and recover. Malicious failures are not considered; messages are neither corrupted nor spontaneously generated by the network, as stated in the following property:

**Property 2.2.1 (Message Integrity)** For any message $m$ delivered by a process $p$, there is a preceding send event of $m$ at some process $q$.

**Definitions**

The causal partial order [Lam78] is defined as the transitive closure of: $m \xrightarrow{\text{caus}} m'$ if $\text{receive}_q(m) \rightarrow \text{send}_q(m')$ or if $\text{send}_q(m) \rightarrow \text{send}_q(m')$. 

CHAPTER 2. THE MODEL

Let $\sigma$ be an infinite execution, $\sigma'$ a sub-execution of $\sigma$, $\sigma''$ a sub-execution of $\sigma'$, and let $\tau$ be the extension $\sigma' \setminus \sigma''$. Note that if $\sigma'$ above is infinite, then $\sigma = \sigma'$. We use the following definitions:

**alive** Process $p$ is *alive* in $\tau$ if $p$ does not crash in $\tau$ and it incurs the same number of crashes and recoveries in $\sigma'$.

**connected** Processes $p$ and $q$ are *connected* in $\tau$ if $p$ and $q$ are alive in $\tau$, $p$ receives in $\sigma$ every message that was sent from $q$ to $p$ in $\tau$,\(^1\) and vice versa.

A set of processes $P$ is *connected* in $\tau$, if for every two processes $p, q \in P$, $p$ and $q$ are connected in $\tau$.

If $\sigma'$ is infinite, $p$ and $q$ are ($P$ is) *permanently connected* in $\sigma$.

**detached** Processes $p$ and $q$ are *detached* in $\tau$ if $p$ does not receive (in $\sigma$) any message that $q$ sends in $\tau$ and vice versa.\(^2\)

A set of processes $P$ is *detached* from a set of processes $Q$ in $\tau$ if for every process $p \in P$ and every process $q \in Q$, $p$ and $q$ are detached in $\tau$. Note that the definitions of detached and connected do not complement each other.

If $\sigma'$ is infinite, $p$ and $q$ ($P$ and $Q$) are *permanently detached* in $\sigma$.

**connected component** \(^3\) A set of processes $P$ is a *connected component* in $\tau$, if $P$ is connected in $\tau$, and $P$ is detached from $N \setminus P$ in $\tau$.

If $P$ has $k$ members, it is also called a *$k$-connected component* in $\tau$.

If $\sigma'$ is infinite, $P$ is a *permanently connected component* in $\sigma$.

A permanently connected component defines a *stable* situation in which members of the component are alive and can exchange messages among themselves, but cannot receive any message from processes outside the component. Note that, although messages are guaranteed to be delivered within a permanently connected component, there is no bound on the latency of these messages.

### 2.3 Failure Detectors

Failure detectors are useful abstractions for specifying services and protocols in a distributed environment prone to failures. Failure detectors provide a clear analysis of the effects of failures on the solvability of certain problems in distributed environments.

Chandra and Toueg [CT96] defined classes of *distributed* failure detectors: Each process has access to a local *failure detector module* which maintains a list of the processes that it currently

---

\(^1\)Since network latency is not zero, and processes continuously send messages, requiring that the message will arrive in $\tau$ would be too strong.

\(^2\)Note, in particular, that a crashed process is detached from any other process.

\(^3\)A *component* is sometimes called a *partition*. In our terminology, a partition splits the network into several components.
suspects to have crashed. Failure detectors are categorized according to their degree of completeness, i.e., their success in detecting failures, and their accuracy, i.e., their ability to avoid false suspicions. The failure detectors definitions presented in [CT96] are described in the fail-stop model, which is limited to crash failures only. Below, we extend these definitions to the partitionable failure model.

The most intuitive way to extend failure detector definitions to a partitionable environment is to detect detached processes as well as faulty ones. We adapt Chandra and Toueg’s definitions of strong completeness and accuracy to detect detached processes as follows:

**Strong completeness** If $p$ and $q$ are permanently detached from each other and $p$ is alive then $p$ eventually permanently suspects $q$ (i.e., there is a time after which $p$ suspects $q$ forever).

**Strong accuracy** If $p$ and $q$ are permanently connected then $p$ does not suspect $q$.

**Eventually strong accuracy** If $p$ and $q$ are permanently connected then there is a time after which $p$ does not suspect $q$.

Using these properties, we now define perfect and eventually perfect failure detectors:

**Perfect failure detector** A perfect failure detector is a failure detector which fulfills the strong completeness and strong accuracy properties.

**Eventually perfect failure detector** An eventually perfect failure detector is a failure detector which fulfills the strong completeness and eventual strong accuracy properties.

Is it important to note that in environments in which messages are never lost, non-crashed processes are always connected. Thus, in such environments, our definitions are compatible with those proposed by Chandra and Toueg in [CT96].

Definitions of failure detectors that detect detached processes in partitionable environments were also suggested by Babaoglu et al. in [BDM95]. In [BDM95], eventual symmetry of connected processes (i.e., if $p$ is not connected to $q$ then $q$ is eventually not connected to $p$) is a requirement of the model, while in our approach, if communication does not preserve eventual symmetry then there are no restrictions on the failure detector’s behavior. Like [BDM95], we focus on eventual perfect failure detectors and use these reachability detectors to analyze the solvability of a partitionable membership service that eventually stabilizes in the partitionable failure model.

Other possible detection properties, such as weak completeness, are meaningless w.r.t. detecting detached processes; Babaoglu et al. [BDM95] observe that the resulting eventual weak and eventual strong reachability detector classes are not equivalent. Furthermore, neither of them is strong enough for solving the partitionable membership problem defined in [BDM95].
Chapter 3

Group Communication Systems and Specifications*

The service presented in this thesis follows the group communication paradigm. This chapter provides general background about this paradigm: Section 3.1 describes typical services of group communication systems (GCSs) and Section 3.2 discusses contemporary research in this area. Section 3.3 addresses the challenge of formally specifying the guarantees of group communication systems.

3.1 Background: Typical Group Communication Services

Group communication is a powerful paradigm for the development of fault-tolerant distributed applications and for CSCW groupware and multi-media applications. GCSs introduce the notion of group abstraction that allows processes to be easily arranged into multicast groups. A multicast group is identified by the logical name assigned to it when the group is created. Each message targeted to the group's logical name is guaranteed to be delivered to all the currently connected and operational group's members. This allows to handle a set of processes as a single logical connection. Furthermore, processes may dynamically join or leave these groups.

Some of the leading GCSs today are: Consul [MPS91b], Ensemble [HvR96], Horus [vRHB94], ISIS [ByR94, BSS91], Newtop [EMS95], Phoenix [MFSW95], Relacs [BDGB94], RMP [WMK95], Totem [AMMS+95, MMSA+96] and Transis [ADKM92b].

GCSs typically support reliable multicast and membership services. The task of the membership service is to maintain a listing of the currently active and connected processes in each group and to deliver this information to the application whenever it changes. The output of the membership service is called a view. The reliable multicast services deliver messages to the current view members.

*This chapter is based on the introduction to a survey by Vitenberg, Keidar, Chockler and Dolev [VKCD98].
3.2. MODULARITY: THE NEW TREND IN GCS

A membership service may either be primary component\(^1\) or partitionable; in a partitionable membership several disjoint network components may co-exist while in a primary component membership, only members of one connected component are considered alive. The first and most well known group membership service was the primary component membership of ISIS [BvR94]. It was followed by many more primary component membership services, e.g., [MS94, MPS91b, RV92]. The first partitionable membership service was introduced as part of the Transis [ADKM92b, DM96, ADKM92a] group communication system. Later, numerous new GCSs featuring a partitionable membership have emerged, e.g., Totem [AMMS+95, MMSA+96], Horus [vRB96], RMP [WMK95], Newtop [EMS95] and RELACS [BDGB94].

Typically, GCSs provide the application builder with various types of efficient reliable multicast services. For example, the causal multicast service guarantees that the reply to a message is never delivered before the message. The totally ordered multicast service extends the causal service in such a way that all messages are delivered in the same order at all targets.

A GCS usually runs in an environment in which processes and communication links can fail, and in which messages may be lost or arbitrarily delayed. In such environments, the GCS simulates a “benign” world in which message delivery is reliable within the set of reachable (live and connected) processes. Furthermore, several GCSs provide semantic models such as Virtual Synchrony [BJ87], Strong Virtual Synchrony [FvR95] and Extended Virtual Synchrony [MAMSA94]. Such models define relationships between view changes and message delivery which enable the application to derive some useful information regarding which processes delivered the message (as explained in [VKCD98, ACDV97]).

3.2 Modularity: The New Trend in GCS

Experience with group communication systems and reliable distributed applications has shown that there are no “right” system semantics for all applications [Bir96]: different GCSs are tailored to different applications, which require different semantics and qualities of service (QoS).

The Horus [vRB96] system tackled this problem with a new paradigm: modularity. Horus and its successor Ensemble [HvR96] are flexible GCSs comprised of independent protocol layers that implement different service levels and semantics. This approach allows the application builder to tailor a GCS to his needs, treating protocol layers as building blocks.

Modular design has another important advantage: It is possible to separately reason about the

\(^1\)A primary component was originally called a primary partition.
guarantees of each layer and the correctness of its implementation. Recently, the I/O automata formalism was exploited for specification and reasoning about GCSs [FLS97, Cho97, DPFLS98, CHD98]. The modular "layered" design nicely maps into compositions of I/O automata. This approach uncovers the subtleties of the interaction between the GCS and its applications, as well as among the layers of the GCS.

Another benefit of modularity is its flexibility to incorporate a variety of QoS options. Recently, several emerging projects addressed the challenge of incorporating QoS communication into the framework of group communication. For example, the MMTS [CHKD96] extends the Transis [ADKM92b, DM96] GCS by providing a framework for synchronization of messages with different QoS requirements; Maestro [BFHR98] extends the Ensemble [HvR96] group communication system by coordinating several protocol stacks with different QoS guarantees and the Collaborative Computing Transport Layer (CCTL) [RCHS97] implements similar concepts, geared towards distributed collaborative multimedia applications.

3.3 On the Formal Specifications of Group Communication

In this section we discuss the difficulties one encounters when trying to formally specify meaningful group communication systems.

3.3.1 The Impossible

Group communication systems typically run in asynchronous failure prone environments. Unfortunately, in such environments, agreement problems that resemble the services provided by GCSs are not solvable. An example of such a problem is Terminating Reliable Broadcast (TRB) [HT93], which requires non-faulty processes to either deliver every message sent or to declare the sender as faulty. Ideally, group multicast should resemble TRB in that it should require non-faulty processes to either deliver every message, or to deliver a view change that excludes the sender. Hence, an ideal group multicast service is also impossible to implement.

The issue of solvability of the group membership problem was recently the subject of extensive research. Ideally, we would like a membership service to eventually reflect the actual network connectivity. For example, consider the case that the network stabilizes so that a group $G$ of processes remains permanently alive and connected, and all other processes have crashed. If such stabilization occurs, we would like the membership service to eventually report $G$ as the current view and then report of no further view changes.
3.3. ON THE FORMAL SPECIFICATIONS OF GROUP COMMUNICATION

Unfortunately, this desired membership service is impossible to achieve. To see this, note that in the asynchronous fail-stop model, where communication links are reliable and crashed processes never recover, such network stabilization always eventually occurs. Therefore, when restricted to the fail-stop model, a desired membership service is as strong as an *eventual perfect failure detector* [CT96], which is not implementable in asynchronous fail-stop environments. In fact, it has been proven by [CHTCB96] that even a very weak version of the group membership problem is not solvable in asynchronous environments.

3.3.2 The “Best Effort” Principle

Practical systems cannot do the impossible, they can only make their “best-effort”. This concept is illustrated by the following example: No system builder can guarantee that his group membership service will always correctly reflect the network situation. A powerful adversary that fully controls the communication can force every deterministic membership algorithm to be incorrect or to constantly change its mind. However, existing group communication systems make a “best-effort” attempt to reflect the network situation as much as possible, and indeed succeed most of the time. Note that the group communication systems we are concerned with are not intended for critical (real-time) applications; they run in environments in which such applications can not be realized. The usefulness of these systems stems from the fact that real networks rarely behave like vicious adversaries.

Many formal specifications of group communication systems do not capture this notion of “best effort”. This results in specifications that can in fact be implemented by algorithms weaker than the actual implementations (or even by trivial algorithms) [ACBMT95]. However, since the “best effort” principle is an important consideration of system builders, actual systems provide more than their specifications require. For example, the Internet Protocol (IP) [Pos81] is an unreliable datagram protocol that does not guarantee to deliver any message. Yet few would argue that IP is useless.

3.3.3 Circumventing the Impossibility Result

Specifications of group communication were made non-trivial using a variety of techniques. The first attempts at non-trivial membership specifications [DMS94] ruled out only those classes of trivial algorithms which, despite changes in the actual network situation, might at some point cease reporting view changes. These attempts were criticized as too trivial in [ACBMT95].
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Later specifications explicitly linked the behavior of the GCS to the output of an external failure detector module. The output of a failure detector is a list of suspects, i.e., processes which are suspected to be faulty. For example, [FvR95, DMS95] require that a process not be removed from the view unless it is a suspect.

Other specifications [MS94, BDM95, VKCD98] take this approach one step further, and exploit the notion of eventual perfect failure detectors (defined in Section 2.3). The specifications in [MS94, BDM95] guarantee that if the external failure detector is an eventual perfect one then the membership service will at some point begin to correctly reflect the network situation. We follow this approach in this thesis. Note that the eventual perfect failure detector is used here as an analysis tool to identify external conditions under which the membership service behaves correctly.

Another approach [FLS97] is to guarantee correct behavior of the GCS at periods during which the underlying network is stable and timely. The specifications of [FLS97] are stronger than the failure detector based ones in that they guarantee the timeliness of the service and not just eventual termination. Of course, such guarantees can only be made when network message delivery and process scheduling are timely. The specifications are parameterized by timeouts suited for the underlying networks.
Part II

Highly Available Groupware Services
Chapter 4

The Service Design*

This chapter presents a general framework for the construction of groupware and *computer supported cooperative work (CSCW)* applications. Examples of such applications include: multi-media and desktop conferencing, distance learning, interactive games and simulations, and collaborative computing.

The suggested framework integrates a comprehensive set of services which supports sharing of a variety of applications among dynamically changing groups of users. The services are fault tolerant and scalable, and are therefore appropriate for multi-processor failure prone networks such as the Internet. The services exploit the group communication paradigm for dynamic discussion groups, and for keeping track of the dynamically changing set of participants.

The main services are over-viewed in this chapter, and are presented in more detail in the next chapters.

4.1 The Service Architecture

This thesis presents a general framework for the construction of highly available distributed applications such as replicated servers, groupware and *computer supported cooperative work (CSCW)* applications. Examples of CSCW applications include: multi-media and desktop conferencing, distance learning, interactive games, and simulations. The service design follows the group communication paradigm.

Unlike classical group communication systems, our design separates the membership services from the multicast communication substrate. The membership is implemented as a separate server (daemon) on each machine that interacts with the multicast communication substrate and with the application. This separation makes the communication services more efficient since most of the time the membership does not change. This design also facilitates using the same membership services for a variety of quality of service (QoS) communication options [BFHR98, RCHS97, CHKD96]. Decomposing the service into separate modules also makes it easier to reason about, i.e., formally

---

*This chapter is based on a paper by Anker, Chockler, Dolev and Keidar [ACDK97].*
specify the service guarantees and assumptions, and prove correctness. An overview of the membership services is described in Section 4.3. Chapter 5 describes the membership services in detail.

The service exploits a novel concept: a multi-media multicast transport service (MMTS) [CHKD96], that supports multiple QoS group communication options\(^1\). This makes the services inherently fault tolerant, and allows the application builder to define the tradeoffs between the level of synchronization/reliability and the timeliness of message delivery. The MMTS is described in Section 4.2.

In addition to the multicast communication service and the membership service, we provide application builders with session level services. These services relieve the application builder of the need to explicitly deal with the subtleties of changes in the network situation. The session services exploit the strong group communication semantics in order to efficiently maintain consistency of objects in the face of failures. An overview of the session services is presented in Section 4.4.

The service architecture is depicted in Figure 4.1.

![Figure 4.1: The system architecture.](image)

### 4.2 Multimedia Multicast Transport Services (MMTS)

In [CHKD96] a novel concept is introduced: a multi-media multicast transport service (MMTS) that supports QoS group communication. The MMTS provides a framework for synchronization of messages with different QoS requirements.

The MMTS concept is particularly beneficial for applications that integrate services with a

\(^1\)In [CHKD96] the membership services are regarded as part of the MMTS. Here, we follow the approach taken by Maestro [BFH97], which separates the group multicast services from the membership services.
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variety of QoS needs. For example, multi-media and desktop conferencing systems require Quality of Service (QoS) communication for video transmission. Nonetheless, such applications are concerned with more than just transmitting a stream of video: they need to exchange messages for connection establishment, dynamic group management, and negotiation and re-negotiation of Quality of Service (QoS) [RR96]. Furthermore, it is desirable to make such systems fault tolerant.

Recently, several emerging projects addressed the challenge of incorporating QoS communication into the framework of group communication. Maestro [BFHR98] extends the Ensemble [HvR96] group communication system by coordinating several protocol stacks with different QoS guarantees. The Collaborative Computing Transport Layer (CCTL) [RCHS97] implements similar concepts, geared towards distributed collaborative multimedia applications. Both systems implement and elaborate the concept of MMTS.

The vic [MJ95] video conferencing tool over the MBone\(^2\) is a flexible framework for packet video. This approach uses a conference bus for broadcasting the various media in a conference session (e.g., whiteboard media, audio, and video). In the vic architecture, the conference bus may be used along with a coordination tool. The MMTS can be viewed as integrating both the conference bus and the coordination tool.

The MMTS concept is flexible, it can exploit various underlying communication protocols and technologies, e.g., RSVP [ZDE+93], ST-II [Top90] and ATM QoS. Furthermore, it modularly supports integration of new QoS options, e.g., the cyclic UDP QoS [Smi94] that was implemented as a protocol layer in the Horus system [VvR94].

One of the important challenges that need to be addressed when using groupware toolkits for a multimedia application is how to combine services with strong semantics with the QoS required by the multimedia application.

The MMTS allows the user to provide optional synchronization barriers among streams of messages of different QoS types. Synchronization barriers are implemented using reliable messages. Using synchronization barriers, the user may enforce order semantics w.r.t. messages of different streams. These barriers may delay “faster” messages until the arrival of “slower” messages that they depend on. For soft real-time applications, that can tolerate some bounded delay, a best-effort synchronization mechanism is provided. The best-effort service delays the message delivery for some pre-defined timeout in order to try to synchronize the different channels used by the application. After this timeout, the message may be either discarded or delivered in spite of the

\(^2\)Information about the MBone can be found in http://www.best.com/prince/techinfo/mbone.html.
lack of synchronization, according to the application's specification.

This concept generalizes the \( \Delta \)-Causal communication mode \cite{BMR96, Yav92}. In this communication mode, messages may be lost. Each message has a lifetime, \( \Delta \), after which its data is no longer meaningful, hence the message may be discarded.

Another example of best-effort semantics is the cyclic UDP \cite{Smi94} prioritized best-effort message recovery mechanism. Cyclic UDP allows the user to specify priorities for messages. Messages with a higher priority are recovered before messages with a lower priority. Message recovery attempts are stopped after a certain timeout period. Cyclic UDP may be incorporated in the MMTS, (as described in \cite{CHKD96}), by recovering lost messages only until the synchronization barrier message is delivered.

### 4.3 Advanced Group Membership Services and Policies

We provide a hierarchical group membership service with support for group policies. These services are valuable building blocks for conferencing applications and interactive games. The membership service is implemented as a separate process (daemon).

#### 4.3.1 Group Membership Services

The basic membership service is based on the CONGRESS connection-oriented group-address resolution service \cite{ABDL97, ABDL96}, which is designed for ATM networks, but may be exploited in other networks as well. CONGRESS supports two types of services: address resolution, which is a single query about the group membership, and incremental updates, which provides the user with updates every time the group membership changes.

CONGRESS provides basic efficient group resolution services for performance driven applications. It does not impose agreement on the order of membership changes, thus different members may incur the same membership changes in different orders. Furthermore, CONGRESS does not deal with message transmission, and in particular, does not impose any semantics on message ordering w.r.t. to membership changes.

Our membership service allows applications that require consistency to agree upon the order of membership changes, and thus incur membership changes in the same order. This is done by using CONGRESS incremental updates in conjunction with a one round agreement protocol, as described in Chapter 5. The agreement protocol is run only for groups that explicitly request this service.

Group communication systems usually provide strong semantics of message ordering w.r.t. mem-
bership changes, e.g., virtual synchrony [BJ87, FvR95, MAMSA94]. Virtual synchrony requires synchronization among the applications and the membership service. This service is costly: it incurs a delay period in which messages may not be transmitted [FvR95]. This synchronization greatly facilitates the design of applications that require consistency (e.g., applications with shared data [BJ87, ABCD96, KD96, ADMSM94, SM98]), but is too costly for applications that require real-time message delivery (e.g., video transmission).

We provide virtually synchronous communication for groups and message types that explicitly request this service. The implementation of virtual synchrony is described in more detail in Chapter 5.

4.3.2 Hierarchical directory services

An important innovation of our membership service is the support for hierarchical directory services. We maintain a hierarchy of groups: A group may be a sub-group of a parent group. A parent group may contain a number of sub-groups. The listing of sub-groups and their memberships are available only to the members of the parent group. This concept is useful for applications containing a number of logically related groups, e.g., a conferencing applications with several discussion groups.

In order to support the notion of a secure multicast group [RKBvR94, RHDB98, RD97], the access to the group hierarchy is regulated by an authentication server. Only authorized members are allowed to join secure groups. The hierarchical directory services allows secure groups to be hidden from unauthorized parties, by coupling them as sub-groups of the same secure parent group.

The membership service may maintain two membership sets for each process group: active members who may provide input in the group, and passive members who receive messages sent to the group but cannot send messages to the group.

4.3.3 Group Policies

The membership service may also allow users to determine policies regarding the membership and nature of communication in a group. The policies are declared when the group is created. If no policy is declared, then the policies are inherited from the parent group. There are two basic types of policies: membership policies and run-time policies.

Membership policies restrict the ability of processes to become members of the group. Restrictions may be imposed on the number of members in a group, and also on the properties of the members. For example, a conference over the Internet may allow only two members from each country to participate in the discussion. If due to a membership policy, a user's join request may
currently not be fulfilled, we allow the user to block until the join will become possible. Membership
policies are enforced by the membership service.

Run-time policies are specified at group creation time, and are enforced at run-time. Run time
policies may define, for example, the number of users that may concurrently provide input in a
group, and who is responsible for dispensing the right of speech. The floor control mechanism
(described in Section 4.4.2) enforces such policies.

Run-time policies are used in conjunction with membership policies. An example application
that exploits both types of policies is an interactive chess server. The chess server allows two players
to play in each game (actively join the “players” group), and allows other users to watch the game
and exchange comments (passively join the “players” group, and actively join the “voyeur” group).
Permission to play a game is granted according to the player’s rank. Each of the two players may
make a move only when it is his turn.

4.4 The Session Services

The service architecture allows supporting a wide range of session level services geared towards the
needs of typical classes of distributed applications. Among them are tools for coordination and
floor control in conferencing systems, consistent object replication, security, etc. In this thesis we
elaborate on consistent replication services, which are over-viewed in Section 4.4.1. In Section 4.4.2
we discuss coordination services and floor control.

4.4.1 Support for replication

Numerous distributed applications use replication in order to increase their availability and reliability. This raises the need for a service that would preserve replicas in a consistent state despite network and machine failures: When the network partitions into several disjoint components, the states of disconnected replicas may diverge. When processes reconnect, all the processes should be brought to a common state.

We distinguish between two levels of consistency services: short-term and long-term. The short-
term consistency service guarantees to preserve consistency within a group of connected processes.
When a partition is mended, the states of previously disconnected replicas are unified using a
state transfer protocol. The protocol in [ACDV97] exploits group communication for efficient
implementation of state transfer.

The long-term consistency service guarantees a 1-copy serializable history of object updates.
That is, for every execution \( \sigma \) of the replicated data service there is a sequence \( \tau \) of (non-distributed) object updates such that \( \sigma \) produces the same output and has the same effect on the data as executing \( \tau \) on a single copy of the object (cf. [BH87]). This is achieved by prohibiting arbitrary updates of the object in disjoint network components, often, only the members of a primary component may update the object. The long-term consistency service is described in Chapter 6. We also provide a dynamic voting-based primary component service that notify processes when they are members of the current primary component which is described in Chapter 7.

4.4.2 Coordination and Floor Control

Different groups may impose different run-time policies on the eligibility of members to provide input of various types (e.g., video, audio, text) in a group. The policy is defined when the group is created. The floor control mechanism enforces this policy. An example policy may allow all the participants to type text concurrently in a text chat, and yet allow only one member to update a shared file at a given time. Another possible policy may designate a group of parties as the conference managers which are responsible for dispensing the right of speech. Ordinary members are allowed to speak only when they obtain permission to speak.

The floor control mechanism manages the dynamic switching of the right to produce input among multiple conference parties. This service is particularly useful in distance learning applications, in which students are typically not allowed to intervene when the teaching is in progress. Nevertheless, the teacher may grant students permission to ask questions at the end of a topic presentation.

The floor control supports the token abstraction to designate a party (or group of parties) that are currently allowed to produce the input. The interface also allows parties to indicate their wish to obtain the token. If some participants were defined as conference managers they can pass the token among the ordinary parties at any given time.

If all the group members are equal in rights, they can freely compete for the token. The reliable totally ordered multicast service helps guarantee the uniqueness of the token holder. When the current token holder finishes its “monologue”, he can explicitly pass the token to another party or return it to the system so that other parties can compete for it.
Chapter 5

Scalable Group Membership Services*

This chapter presents a new architecture for a scalable group membership service for wide area environments. This architecture provides two different service levels and their semantics, each geared to different applications with different needs. This chapter focuses on a novel scalable group membership algorithm, which provides virtually synchronous communication semantics.

The novelty of our design is in its client-server approach: In our design, membership is not maintained by every process, but only by a few dedicated servers. Thus, membership maintenance induces very low overhead when membership changes are infrequent. Our design is inherently scalable and suitable for wide area networks. It allows lightweight clients to benefit from advanced membership services. Furthermore, our design supports the coexistence of full-fledged clients along with thin clients.

5.1 Introduction

Group communication [ACM96] is an important abstraction, widely used for distributed and communication-oriented applications. Such applications typically require the coordination of large and dynamic sets of processes at different sites. The group communication abstraction is essential for the modular design of groupware and other multi-user applications in such networks. The most important aspects of this abstraction are the maintenance of group membership and the semantics of interleaving membership change notifications within the flow of regular messages.

Different applications utilize group communication for different purposes, and hence require different semantics from the group membership service they utilize (as explained in [BFHR98, CHKD96, Bir96]). For example, video conferencing applications need a general knowledge of which peers are interested in joining the conference, in order to know where to multicast the video stream, and where to receive it from. Such applications do not require the synchronization of membership
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*This chapter is based on a paper by Anker, Chockler Dolev and Keidar [ACDK98] and on work by Keidar, Sussman, Dolev and Marzullo [KSDM].
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change notifications with regular messages.

On the other end of the spectrum, consistent data replication may greatly benefit from strong semantics [BJ87, ABCD96, KD96, FLS97, ADMSM94, SM98]. For example, some group communication systems provide virtual synchrony semantics, which synchronize membership notifications with regular messages and thus simulate a "benign" world in which message delivery is reliable within the set of live processes. This enables synchronization among applications, but is costly: it incurs a delay period in which messages may not be transmitted [FvR95]. Therefore, it is not appropriate for applications that require real-time message delivery (e.g., video transmission).

Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) [Rod91] groupware and multimedia applications involve different services that require different Quality of Service (QoS) and different semantics from the group membership which they use, for example, an on-line conferencing application may incorporate multimedia multicast as well as coordination and sharing of consistent information (e.g., a shared white board).

Extensive research is currently being carried out to optimize scalable reliable multicast protocols in order to meet the demands of such applications [Car94, FJM+95, PSK94, PSLB97]. Many of these applications make use of highly dynamic multicast groups. Such protocols often need to be complemented by a membership mechanism that maintains the dynamically changing set of members in each multicast group.

However, the design of a scalable membership service for WANs is a challenging task. Issues that need to be addressed include:

- Message latency tends to be large and highly unpredictable in a WAN, as compared to the relative consistency of message latency in a local-area network (LAN). This high latency works against algorithms in which processes repeatedly exchange messages in order to reach a decision.

- Failure detection in a WAN is usually less accurate than failure detection in a LAN. Inaccurate failure detection may cause a membership algorithm to change views frequently. This is costly as it can cause applications to engage in additional communication for re-synchronizing their shared state.

- There is no efficient support for the flooding of messages in a WAN, as opposed to a LAN. A group membership service supporting multiple groups in a WAN must take care not to flood the network.
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This chapter describes a new architecture for construction of a scalable group membership service for wide area environments. The membership service provides two different service levels and semantics, each geared to different applications with different needs. In addition, our membership server provides advanced services such as a hierarchical directory of groups and secure groups.

The two different service semantics are geared towards different kinds of applications: the \textit{CONnection-oriented Group-address RESolution Service (CONGRESS)} [ABDL97, Ank97] membership service provides simple semantics of membership approximation, and the \textit{Membership Object-oriented Service for Heterogeneous Environments (MOSHE)} service, which extends CONGRESS, provides full virtual synchrony semantics. In this chapter we focus on implementing MOSHE atop of CONGRESS.

There are many different formulations of group membership services (some examples may be found in [VKCD98, DMS94, DMS95, BDM97]), and various definitions of virtual synchrony semantics (and variants such as strong virtual synchrony, extended virtual synchrony), e.g., [VKCD98, BJ87, FvR95, MAMSA94, FLS97]. MOSHE provides semantics which have been proven useful for several distributed applications [ABCD96, KD96, FLS97, ADMSM94, SM98]. In particular, the total ordering protocol presented in Chapter 6 exploits these semantics.

Numerous group membership protocols providing similar semantics were constructed (e.g., [CS95, AMMS+95, MMSA+96, EMS95, ADKM92a, MPS91a, MSMA91, DMS94, MS94, BDM97]). The novelty of MOSHE is in its client-server approach: The servers maintain the membership of clients in groups. The client-server design is a major challenge, since the protocol has to synchronize different entities. Our implementation focuses on minimizing the number of messages sent in order to achieve preciseness, without sacrificing efficiency.

In our design, membership is not maintained by every process, but only by a few dedicated servers. Thus, membership maintenance induces very low overhead when membership changes are infrequent, and the strong semantics required by some parts of the application induce no overhead for those parts which require weaker semantics.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 describes the environment model and Section 5.3, the system architecture. The features of the basic membership service, CONGRESS, are described in Section 5.4. The guarantees of the virtually synchronous membership service, MOSHE, are specified in Section 5.5. Section 5.6 overviews the implementation of MOSHE. Section 5.7 compares MOSHE with other membership algorithms. Section 5.8 describes the advanced membership services.
5.2 The Environment Model

The membership service exploits an external failure detector (FD) module (as explained in Chapter 2). It is assumed that the failure detector fulfills strong completeness, i.e., it eventually suspects every process that has permanently crashed or disconnected. We do not discuss here how the failure detector is implemented. A framework for implementing a failure detector in a WAN is provided in [Vog96].

We further assume that the failure detector module operates in conjunction with the underlying communication, so that no messages are ever received from a suspected process, i.e., a receive event cannot occur for a message whose sender is in the receiver's suspect list.

We assume that the communication between pairs of processes preserves the FIFO order, as specified below:

5.2.1 Reliable FIFO Multicast Communication Channels

Our membership service is constructed atop a reliable FIFO multicast service, which fulfills the following properties:

**Property 5.2.1 (Reliable FIFO Order)** If process p sends two messages to process q: m₁ and later m₂, and if q receives both messages, then these messages are received in the order in which they were sent.

Furthermore, while process q does not suspect process p, q receives p's messages without gaps, i.e., if process p sends a message m' between m₁ and m₂, and between the receipt of m₁ and m₂, q does not suspect p, then q also receives m' between m₁ and m₂.

**Property 5.2.2 (No Duplication)** Every message received by a process p is received only once by p.

The reliable FIFO service preserves the Message Integrity property (Property 2.2.1) of the underlying communication links.

5.3 The System Architecture

Our membership service differs from those of other group communication systems in that it complies with the client-server paradigm (please see Figure 5.1). Processes that communicate with each other
are clients of the membership service. The clients communicate with each other using reliable FIFO multicast channels\(^1\) which allow them to multicast messages to all the members of a group.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 5.1: The membership service architecture.

The task of the membership service is to maintain a listing of the currently active and connected group members, and to deliver this information to clients in a consistent manner, when the membership changes. The changes in the group membership are reported in views. A client becomes a member of a group by joining the group, and stops being a member by leaving the group, or by crashing.

We currently support two options for client-server interaction: The first option is based on a reliable point-to-point FIFO service built directly atop the low-level socket interface. The second option utilizes the Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) [OMG98] which is the industrial standard for building client-server applications. Some of the advantages of using CORBA include: simplified object-oriented design, network transparency, client-server failure detection, and the possibility of using standard CORBA services (e.g., security, naming and event services).

Within the CORBA framework, objects (i.e., entities consisting of an interface and an implementation) are registered over a virtual software bus, called the Object Request Broker (ORB). Whenever a CORBA application issues a request to a previously registered (possibly remote) object, the ORB locates the object and forwards the request to it. For more details, please see [ACDK98].

The membership server is designed according to the object-oriented paradigm and written in the Java programming language. The membership server consists of two objects: MOSHE and CONGRESS. The CONGRESS substratum accumulates the group membership and failure detection information and disseminates it among the membership servers. CONGRESS resides directly on top

\(^1\)The clients may use a multimedia multicast transport service (MMTS) as described in Section 4.2. The MMTS provides a variety of QoS options, among them reliable FIFO multicast.
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of a network layer (such as ATM or IP).

MOSHE extends CONGRESS to provide membership services with strong membership and message delivery semantics. Examples of such semantics include virtual synchrony and the ordered delivery of views. In addition, MOSHE provides some advanced services such as hierarchical and secure group services. In order to synchronize multicast message delivery with membership change events, MOSHE clients multicast synchronization messages via the MMTS.

Client requests are first processed by the MOSHE object. For each client request, this processing includes updating the group hierarchy (if necessary) as well as authorization and/or authentication for secure groups. Then, the request is delegated to the CONGRESS object for further dissemination among the other membership servers.

When a change in the membership of some group is reported by CONGRESS, MOSHE checks if the group requires strong semantics. If it doesn’t, MOSHE immediately informs the group members of the new membership. Otherwise, MOSHE initiates an additional synchronization round at the end of which the view is reported.

5.4 The CONGRESS Basic Service

CONGRESS [ABDL97] is a protocol for resolving (i.e., mapping a multicast group name into a set of members identifiers) and maintaining the membership of multicast groups. CONGRESS operates over point-to-point connections, and is scalable to a WAN.

In order to be scalable and efficient, CONGRESS minimizes the network traffic required to maintain the dynamic group membership. The saving in network traffic is achieved by using a hierarchy of dedicated servers, which propagate necessary information about multicast groups to clients in the server’s area. Furthermore, CONGRESS does not flood the WAN on every group membership change. This is achieved through careful maintenance of a distributed spanning tree for each of the multicast groups. A single membership change in a multicast group G incurs $O(|G|)$ protocol messages.

5.4.1 CONGRESS Services

The CONGRESS services are provided by an interface that consists of the following basic functions:

- $\text{join}(G)$: Make the invoking client a member of group $G$.
- $\text{leave}(G)$: Remove the invoking member from the membership in $G$. 
• **resolve** \( (G) \): Request to resolve a multicast group name \( G \) into an approximated set of members identifiers.

A client may learn of the membership of a group from the following *membership notification events*:

• **resolve-reply** is a response to a **resolve** request. It consists of an approximated list of members.

• **Incremental membership notification** (MN) is a notification of a change in the group’s membership, due to **join**, or **leave** events, or due to a change in the suspect list reported by the failure detector. A change in the suspect list can occur due to a suspected process crash or communication link failure, or due to recovery of either a process or a communication link.

Incremental membership notifications report only the difference between the new membership and the one previously reported. For example, MN("join", a, G) denotes a membership notification that reflects the fact that process \( a \) has joined group \( G \), either due to a **join** request or due to recovery of the communication link to \( a \).

**Definitions**

We now introduce the following definitions:

• An incremental membership notification *reflects* one of the following events w.r.t. a process: **join**, **leave**, process crash, failure of the communication link to a process, false suspicion of a process, or a refutation of a false suspicion. In some cases, an incremental membership notification may reflect the outcome of a series of such events, e.g., if a process has disconnected, and later crashed and recovered and then reconnected, then the outcome of latter three events would be reflected in a single "join" notification. A **resolve-reply** reflects the final outcome of a series of events.

• The *membership of group \( G \) calculated by a client* is constructed by resolving a group name once, and subsequently applying the incremental membership notifications as they arrive. For example, if the **resolve-reply** received in response to the initial **resolve** request for group \( G \) was \( \{b, c\} \), then applying the membership notification \( \text{MN}(a, G) \) yields the new membership: \( \{a, b, c\} \).
• We say that process \( a \) is a potential member of group \( G \) if \( a \) has joined \( G \) (i.e., issued a join), and afterwards \( a \) has neither crashed nor issued a leave.

### 5.4.2 CONGRESS Guarantees

In this section, we describe the properties that CONGRESS guarantees w.r.t. the membership information it provides.

The first property guarantees that two membership notifications w.r.t. the process are received in the order of the events which they reflect. This guarantee is called per-source chronological ordering of membership events.

**Property 5.4.1 (Per-Source Chronological Ordering of Membership Events)** Membership notification events reflecting events w.r.t. the same process occur in the same order as the events that they reflect.

Note, however, that membership notification events w.r.t. different processes may occur in different orders at different processes. This is illustrated in Example 1 below. Agreement on the order of notifications would require running a synchronization round for each membership change. Such a synchronization round is performed by MOSHE for groups that require it, as explained in Section 5.6.

**Example 1** Assume that \( a \) and \( b \) are two members of a group \( G \). Assume further that the membership at both of them is \( \{a, b\} \). Now, assume that \( c \) and \( d \) join group \( G \) at approximately the same time. Assume also that \( c \) is topologically close to \( a \) and that \( d \) is topologically close to \( b \). It is highly probable that \( a \) will receive CONGRESS’ notification about \( c \) joining \( G \) before receiving notification about \( d \) joining \( G \), and that \( b \) will receive the notifications in the reverse order (i.e., the notification about \( d \) will be received before the notification about \( c \) at \( b \)). This implies that \( a \) will calculate the membership of \( G \) first as \( \{a, b\} \), then as \( \{a, b, c\} \) and finally as \( \{a, b, c, d\} \), whereas \( b \) will calculate the membership first as \( \{a, b\} \), then as \( \{a, b, d\} \) and only then as \( \{a, b, c, d\} \).

Since the network is asynchronous and protocol messages may be delayed, membership information at distinct CONGRESS servers may differ at any given time. It has been proven that it is impossible to make strong guarantees regarding the preciseness of the membership derived from notifications at instable time periods (please see discussion in Section 5.5.1). If, however, the network stabilizes, and no new membership events occur in group \( G \), then eventually all the members of \( G \) will have a precise view of the membership in \( G \). This is formulated in the following property:
Property 5.4.2 (Eventual Preciseness) Let $G$ be a group, and $t_0$ a point in time s.t. the set of potential members of $G$ has not changed after time $t_0$. Furthermore, assume that after time $t_0$ all the potential members of $G$ are in the same connected component, and do not suspect each other. Then there is a time $t_1 > t_0$ s.t. at time $t_1$ all the potential members of $G$ have the same calculated membership, which consists of exactly the set of potential members of $G$.

Consider, for instance, Example 1 above. There, the membership eventually becomes $\{a, b, c, d\}$ at all the processes.

Two points are worth noting about the above definition:

1. If there are live potential members of $G$ in two disjoint network components, then we would like processes in each component to have a calculated membership consisting of the set of potential members of $G$ in the local component. It is easy to see that this requirement is fulfilled by any protocol that fulfills Property 5.4.2.

2. For simplicity's sake, we required that stability would last forever. In practice, however, the following situation holds: Let $t_1$ be a time by which all the events that occurred before time $t_0$ have been reflected by membership notification events at all the processes. If the membership of $G$ stabilizes for only a finite time interval $[t_0, t_2]$, s.t. $t_2 > t_1$ then all the potential members of $G$ will also have the same calculated membership. This membership will consist of exactly the set of potential members of $G$ during the interval $[t_1, t_2]$.

The stronger guarantees are formulated and proven in [Ank97].

5.5 Semantics of the VS Membership Services

Some applications require membership services with only weak semantics, and some require strong semantics. Applications that need to consistently maintain a replicated state (e.g., coherent cache), greatly benefit from virtually synchronous communication and membership semantics. The MOSHE membership service provides such semantics for groups that explicitly request this service. We call such groups VS groups. The protocol that implements these semantics is the MOSHE VS membership protocol. The VS membership service, together with the reliable FIFO multicast service comprise a virtually synchronous communication service, which fulfills the specifications stated below. These specifications are derived from the formal specifications presented in [VKCD98].

The membership protocol encapsulates membership notifications in views. A view $v$ is a triple consisting of: the group name, denoted $v.G$; the group membership (i.e., the list of members),
denoted $v.M$, and a view identifier, denoted $v.id$. We say that the view $v$ occurs in the group $v.G$. We omit $v.G$ where it is obvious. The view identifier is taken from a partially ordered set (in our implementation, it is an integer). We say that a process is a member of view $v$ if it is in $v.M$.

The key features of the membership provided by MOSHE for VS groups are:

- Agreement on the order of views.
- Synchronization of multicast messages with view reports (*virtual synchrony*).

We elaborate on these features below.

### 5.5.1 Agreement on Views

Agreement on the order of views allows processes that continue together to perceive changes of the membership in the same order. With the CONGRESS basic service, two processes that continue together may receive membership notifications in different order, as illustrated in Example 1 in Section 5.4. The membership service uses CONGRESS incremental membership notifications in conjunction with a one round agreement protocol, which allows processes that remain connected to receive views in the same order. The MOSHE VS membership protocol guarantees the following set of properties:

**Property 5.5.1 (View Identifier Local Monotony)** Processes deliver views in a monotonously increasing order of view identifiers.

In particular, Property 5.5.1 implies that the view identifier is locally unique, i.e., a process cannot deliver two views with the same view identifier. Note that the pair $(V.id, V.M)$ serves as a globally unique view identifier.

**Property 5.5.2 (Self Inclusion)** Processes deliver only views of which they are members.

**Property 5.5.3 (Agreement on Views)** Let $G$ be a VS group, $t_0$ a point in time, and $S$ a set of clients. Assume that from time $t_0$ onwards:

1. All the clients in $S$ are potential members of $G$.

2. All the clients in $S$ and their servers are in the same connected component $C$, and the topology of $C$ does not change.
3. Processes in C do not suspect each other, and every process which is not in C is suspected by every process in C\(^2\).

Then there is a time \(t_1 > t_0\) s.t. all the processes in S incur the same sequence of views in G after time \(t_1\). Furthermore, if the set of potential members of G in C is exactly S after time \(t_0\), then all the clients in S eventually deliver the same view \(v\), s.t. \(v \cdot M = S\) and do not deliver any further views in G.

As explained in Section 3.3, perfectly precise membership services are impossible to implement in truly asynchronous environments. Therefore, we have formulated Properties 5.4.2 (Eventual Preciseness) and 5.5.3 (Agreement on Views) to guarantee preciseness of the membership service only at stable periods in which the external failure detector module does not suspect correct and connected processes. If the network is highly unstable, or if failure detection is highly unreliable, then it is possible that the membership algorithm would never be precise. If, however, the failure detector is an eventual perfect one (cf. Chapter 2), and the communication stabilizes, then the membership service is guaranteed to eventually be precise, and furthermore, agreed upon.

It is important to note that although our non-triviality properties (Eventual Preciseness and Agreement on Views) are guaranteed to hold only in certain runs, the conditions on these runs are external to the algorithm implementation, and therefore a trivial or useless protocol cannot meet these guarantees.

As noted in Section 5.4, stability does not have to hold forever. Any protocol that fulfills Property 5.5.3 must begin to precisely reflect the network situation a finite time after the network stabilizes, even if stability will not last indefinitely. (A similar argument is made w.r.t. partial synchrony in [DLS88]). In this thesis we do not analyze the actual length of time required until the membership becomes precise. This can be done, as in [FLS97], by explicitly linking the guarantees of the membership protocol to pre-determined bounds on process scheduling times and delays at the underlying network instead of using the failure detector abstraction.

### 5.5.2 Strong Virtual Synchrony

Virtual synchrony involves synchronizing multicast communication with membership notifications. In this programming model, group multicast send and receive events occur within the context of views. We say that a multicast send (receive) event \(e\) in group \(G\) occurs at process \(p\) in view \(v\) if \(v\) was the latest view that \(p\) received in group \(G\) before \(e\).

\(^2\)This requirement is fulfilled if the failure detector is eventually perfect. Please see [CT96, DFKM96, DFKM97].
5.5. **SEMANTICS OF THE VS MEMBERSHIP SERVICES**

The **moshe VS membership protocol** preserves the following properties of the reliable FIFO communication service: Message Integrity (Property 2.2.1) and No Duplication (Property 5.2.2). In addition, the **moshe VS membership protocol** guarantees the set of properties specified below.

The following two properties are liveness properties:

**Property 5.5.4 (Self Delivery)** A message sent by a process is eventually delivered by that process, unless the process suffers a crash failure or leaves the group.

**Property 5.5.5 (Termination of Delivery)** If a process $p$ sends a message in a view $v$ in $G$, and process $q$ is in $v.M$, then one of the following holds:

- $q$ delivers this message, or
- $p$ eventually delivers a new view in $G$, or
- $p$ crashes, or
- $q$ leaves the group.

The next property is part of the strong virtual synchrony model.

**Property 5.5.6 (Synchronous Delivery)** Every message is delivered within the view in which it was sent.

The synchronous delivery property can be relaxed in various ways, which are not in the scope of this chapter. Please see [FvR95, SM98, VKCD98].

In addition, **moshe** provides the Virtual Synchrony property for groups that require it. This property is perhaps the most well known property of GCSs, to the extent that it engendered the whole Virtual Synchrony model.

**Property 5.5.7 (Virtual Synchrony)** Any two processes undergoing the same two consecutive views in a group $G$ deliver the same set of messages in $G$ within the former view.

The **moshe VS guarantees** are very similar to the semantic of [VKCD98], and to the **Extended Virtual Synchrony** semantic described in [MAMSA94]. We have removed the causal order, total order, and safe delivery properties from these semantics, in the belief that these are optional properties that may be built on top of this service (e.g., see [CHD98, Cho97]). There are other group membership specifications in the literature, such as [FvR95], [BDM97] and [DMS95]. These differ in various details, but have much in common with the semantic that is used here.

The total ordering protocol in Chapter 6 exploits the **moshe VS guarantees**.
5.6 Implementation of the MOSHE VS Membership Protocol

In this section we describe an overview of the implementation of the MOSHE VS membership protocol. The MOSHE membership algorithm maintains the list of members in each group. The algorithm is invoked in response to requests from clients to join or leave groups, and in response to network events. MOSHE uses CONGRESS incremental updates to propagate knowledge of network changes and of membership events.

5.6.1 Message Flow in MOSHE

When a client join/leave request or a client failure report is handled by a MOSHE server, the server invokes a corresponding join/leave request in CONGRESS for further dissemination among the other membership servers. Once CONGRESS generates a membership notification reflecting this event, MOSHE starts a synchronization round, in order to achieve virtual synchrony and agreement on the view.

The membership server computes a proposed view, as explained in Section 5.6.3 below, and emits proposals reflecting it to all of its clients which are members of the group. The clients echo the proposals in flush messages, which acknowledge their participation in this view. The flush messages are propagated to all the membership servers. The clients also multicast the flush messages to the other members of the group in order to synchronize view delivery with the multicast message flow, as explained in Section 5.6.2 below.

After the proposals are emitted, we say that the view is pending until flush messages arrive from all of its members. If a new incremental membership notification arrives while the view is pending, then new proposals are sent only to those newly joined clients to whom proposals for this view were not previously sent.

Once the MOSHE server receives flush messages from all the members of the pending view, it emits a view message to all of its clients (which are members of the group). The clients synchronize the view with the flush messages, as explained in Section 5.6.2 below.

Example 2 In Figure 5.2 we illustrate the events that occur in the protocol when process a is joining group G. Initially, the membership of group G is \{b, c\}. The protocol is invoked when process a issues its join request.

The join request (denoted by (1) Join(a, G) in Figure 5.2), is propagated using CONGRESS. All the MOSHE servers learn of it via the CONGRESS membership notification, denoted by (2) MN(a, G).
Figure 5.2: Events occurring in MOSHE when process $a$ is joining VS group $G$.

Upon receiving this event, the MOSHE servers generate proposals for a new membership to their clients. In Figure 5.2, these are denoted by (3) propose. The clients respond by multicasting (4) flush messages to the servers and clients.

Once the MOSHE membership server receives flush messages from all the members of the new view, it issues a view message, (denoted by (5) $\text{View}(G: \{a,b,c\})$).

### 5.6.2 Supporting Virtual Synchrony

Virtual synchrony requires synchronization among the clients: In order to fulfill Properties 5.5.6 (Synchronous Delivery) and 5.5.7 (Virtual Synchrony) the clients have to synchronize their multicast messages with membership events. Such synchronization necessarily incurs a delay period in which messages may not be transmitted [FvR95].
The synchronization mechanism is based on the flush messages described above. The purpose of flush messages is to synchronize views with the multicast message flow. Therefore, flush messages are multicast via the MMTS, and serve as place holders which denote where (in the message flow) the previous view ends. After sending a flush message, the clients do not send any new messages until the new view is reported.

Once the MOSHE membership server receives flush messages from all the members of the new view, it issues a view message. The view also contains a view identifier as explained in Section 5.6.3 below. The clients synchronize the view with the flush messages: Messages that were sent before the flush are delivered in the previous view. Recall that we assume that the MMTS provides FIFO multicast services; hence, messages sent before the flush message are delivered before the flush message. This way, every message is delivered in the view in which it was sent.

5.6.3 Computing the Proposed View

A proposed view (for a group \( G \)) consists of the proposed set of members, a proposed view identifier, and a proposed set of suspects (or leavers).

The membership server computes the initial members and suspects sets of the proposed view by applying the CONGRESS incremental membership notification to the membership of the current view. When a CONGRESS incremental membership notification reports that a process is leaving a group\(^3\), the process is removed from the members set and added to the suspects set. In case a join notification arrives, the joiner is added to the members set and the suspects set is empty.

Consider Example 2 above: There, the membership of group \( G \) was \( \{b, c\} \) and the incremental notification reported that \( a \) had joined. The proposed set of members is therefore \( \{a, b, c\} \), and the proposed set of suspects is empty.

The proposed view identifier is computed by incrementing the latest known view identifier by one. For example, if the latest view was \( (G, \{b, c\}, 3) \), then the new proposed view is \( (\{a, b, c\}, \{\}, 4) \). The proposed view is sent in the proposal, and echoed in the corresponding flush message.

If a new incremental notification arrives while the view is pending, then the pending view is re-computed by aggregating the incremental notification to the pending view. When a join notification arrives, the joiner is added to the members set unless it is already in the suspects set\(^4\). New proposals are then sent only to those newly joined clients to whom proposals were not

\(^3\)This can occur either because the process crashed or because it has requested to leave the group.

\(^4\)If the joiner is in the suspects set, the notification is buffered to be handled after the current pending view will be delivered.
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previously sent. This is illustrated by the following example:

**Example 3** Consider Example 1 where two processes, c and d, concurrently try to join group G. Assume that clients a and c are served by the membership server $M_1$, and b and d by $M_2$, and assume that at both servers the current view of group G is $\langle G, \{a, b\}, 3 \rangle$. Consider the case in which membership server $M_1$ first receives the notification that c is joining, and then issues proposals for the view $\langle G, \{a, b, c\}, \{\}, 4 \rangle$ to a and c. At the same time, server $M_2$ receives the notification that d is joining, and then issues proposals for the view $\langle G, \{a, b, d\}, \{\}, 4 \rangle$ to b and d.

In the next stage, $M_1$ receives the notification that d is joining, and aggregates it to the pending view, which now becomes $\langle G, \{a, b, c, d\}, \{\}, 4 \rangle$. Server $M_1$ checks if it has to send new proposals: Since the only new member (d) is not a client of $M_1$, no new proposals have to be emitted. Similarly, the aggregated pending view at server $M_2$ becomes $\langle G, \{a, b, c, d\}, \{\}, 4 \rangle$, and $M_2$ does not emit new proposals.

Similarly, if a leave notification is received during the synchronization round, the server removes the leaving client from the members set of the pending view, adds it to the suspects set, and no longer waits for a flush message from this client. In order to prevent blocking, the servers should eventually either receive a flush message from every member of the view, or receive a notification that the member has failed. This is guaranteed to happen since we assume that the failure detector fulfills strong completeness.

Note that it is possible for a flush message that reflects a CONGRESS membership notification to arrive before (or even without) the membership notification$^5$. In such cases, the incremental change reflected in the flush message is also aggregated into the pending view: The suspects set becomes the union of the suspect sets, and the new members set consists of the members of the union of the members sets, except for those who are in the suspects set.

Once flush messages arrive from all the members of the pending view, the server sends the new view to the clients. The view membership is the members set of the pending view, and the view identifier is chosen to be the maximum of the proposed view identifiers among the collected flush messages.

Consider Example 3 above There, the servers wait until they receive flush messages from all four members before they send the new view to their clients. Since all the proposals contain the proposed view identifier 4, this is the view identifier for the new view. Thus, two separate CONGRESS incremental membership notifications are aggregated and reflected in one view: $\langle G, \{a, b, c, d\}, 4 \rangle$.

$^5$This can occur, for example, in case of a false suspicion at some of the processes.
In case two previously disconnected servers become connected, it is possible that they may send proposals for the same view with different view identifiers. This is illustrated in the example below.

**Example 4** There are two membership servers, $M_1$ and $M_2$, which are disconnected due to a network failure. At $M_1$ the view of group $G$ is $\langle \{a, b\}, 3 \rangle$, while at $M_2$ the view is $\langle \{c, d\}, 5 \rangle$. There is a difference in the view identifiers due to a couple of membership changes that occurred at $M_2$’s network component while $M_1$ and $M_2$ were disconnected.

Now, the network failure is mended and all the processes in the system reconnect. $M_1$ receives a CONGRESS membership notification that reflects the join of $c$ and $d$, and $M_2$ receives a CONGRESS membership notification that reflects the join of $a$ and $b$. $M_1$ emits the proposal $\langle G, \{a, b, c, d\}, \{\} \rangle$, whereas $M_2$ emits the proposal $\langle G, \{a, b, c, d\}, \{\} \rangle$. These proposed views are echoed in the flush messages. Once all the flush messages are collected, both servers report of the view $\langle G, \{a, b, c, d\}, 6 \rangle$, since 6 is the maximum view identifier among the collected flush messages.

### 5.6.4 Recovery from Server Failures

The MOSHE service is fault tolerant: If a MOSHE server crashes, its clients are transparently migrated to another MOSHE server, and the application program is unaware of this change.

When a client receives a server failure report, it tries to reconnect to an alternative server. The live servers also receive a report of the server’s failure via CONGRESS. When a live MOSHE server receives such a report, it waits for the failed server’s clients to connect to it during a predefined time interval, called the **reconnection time interval**.

After the reconnection time interval is over, the servers exchange among themselves the list of reconnected clients, and issue a leave event for those clients that did not succeed to reconnect. Since the system is asynchronous, it is possible that a client will succeed to reconnect to a server only after the reconnection time interval is over. In this case, when the client reconnects the server notifies it that the reconnect is too late. The client then re-joins all the groups that it was previously a member of.

During the migration period, some messages that were in transit between the client and server may have been lost. We now describe how the protocol recovers from these message losses:

**Recovery from a lost proposal or flush message** After the reconnection time interval is over, each server emits proposals for pending views to the reconnected clients. The clients echo

---

6The alternative server may be located using CORBA services, or using a list of alternative servers that the client holds. For details please see [Now98].
these proposals in flush messages as usual. The servers ignore duplicate flush messages, and ignore flush messages which pertain to views that have already been cleared.

**Recovery from a lost view report** When a client connects to a new server it emits a join request for each group that corresponds to a pending view (a pending view is one for which the client received a proposal and has not received a view report yet). If the server receives a join request from a client that is included in the group membership, it assumes that the client had lost the view report, and re-sends it.

**Recovery from a lost join or leave** The client re-issues join/leave requests for every group that it tried to join/leave but did not receive a proposal reflecting this request. In order to keep track of these groups, the client also needs to receive proposals for groups that it is leaving. Such proposals are not echoed in flush messages.

### 5.7 Comparison with other membership algorithms

**MOSHE** is a scalable, one-round membership algorithm for wide area networks. We now compare MOSHE with related work.

Our design separates the maintenance of membership from the actual group multicast: membership is not maintained by every client but only by dedicated membership servers which are not concerned with the actual communication among clients in the groups. MOSHE extends CONGRESS and provides an interface for virtually synchronous communication semantics. Unlike Maestro [BFHR98], MOSHE does not wait for responses from clients asserting that virtual synchrony was achieved before delivering views.

Existing group communication systems that were designed for use in a WAN evolved from previous work on group communication systems for use in a LAN [DM96, MMSA+96]. These systems leverage the idea that all WANs are interconnected LANs. These systems first run the original algorithm in each LAN, and then run another algorithm among the LANs, merging the individual memberships into one membership. This merged membership is then disseminated to all of the group members. Thus, these algorithms overcome the problem of remote failure detection by having the failure detection done at the LAN level. However, these algorithms are inherently multi-round, since an additional round is added to the algorithm run on each LAN. For example, the Totem multiple ring algorithm [MMSA+96] takes two rounds per ring\(^7\) plus an extra round for

\(^7\)A ring is the logical representation of a LAN in Totem.
multiple rings [MMSA+96].

“Light-weight” group membership algorithms [DM96, GBCvR93, RGS+96, BFHR98] employ a client-server approach to both virtual synchrony and membership maintenance. In these algorithms, there are two levels of membership, heavy-weight and light-weight. The servers are part of the heavy-weight membership, and they use virtually synchronous communication among them. The clients are part of the light-weight membership. Most light-weight group membership services, e.g., [DM96, GBCvR93], do not preserve the semantics of the underlying heavy-weight membership services.

In these systems, when there is a membership change, the servers first compute the heavy-weight membership, and then map it to several light-weight process groups. As with the approach taken by us, this approach is scalable in the number of clients, since the membership algorithm involves reaching agreement among the servers only. However, computing the light-weight group membership requires additional communication after the heavy-weight membership algorithm is complete.

Unlike light-weight group membership algorithms, MOSHE only computes the process-level group membership, hence additional message rounds for computing the light-weight membership are not necessary. Furthermore, our service provides clients with full virtual synchrony semantics.

Light-weight group membership services have another important advantage: they scale well in the number of groups maintained, since they maintain the membership for several groups at the same time. Since in our design the same membership servers maintain the membership of all of the groups, MOSHE servers can also handle membership changes concerning several groups at the same time. Indeed, our implementation of the algorithm also possess this feature: if there are concurrent notifications concerning multiple groups, the membership server handles all of these groups together, and bundles the messages corresponding to different groups into a single message.

Thus, our algorithm provides the full semantics of heavy-weight group membership along with the scalability and flexibility of a light-weight group membership, all for the cost of a single communication round in the common case.

The only other single round membership algorithm that we are aware of is the one-round algorithm in [CS95]. This algorithm terminates within one round in case of a single process crash or join, but in case of network events that affect multiple processes, the algorithm may take a linear number of rounds, where in each round a token revolves around a virtual ring consisting of all of the processes in the system. Thus, the latency until the membership is complete and stable is $O(n^2\delta)$
where $\delta$ is the maximum message delay at stable times. Thus, this membership algorithm is not suitable for WANs, where $\delta$ tends to be big and typical network events are partitions and merges.

## 5.8 Advanced Group Membership Services

The client-server design of the membership service allows us to support a variety of advanced services without adding complexity to the clients and hence without paying a performance penalty. MOSE provides advanced services such as hierarchical organization of groups, secure groups and group policies.

An important innovation of our membership service is the support for hierarchical directory services. MOSE maintains a hierarchy of groups: a group may be a sub-group of a parent group. A parent group may contain a number of sub-groups. This concept is useful for applications containing a number of logically related groups, e.g., a conferencing application with several discussion groups.

MOSE also supports secure group services: It implements authentication and authorization mechanisms that determine when a user is authorized to perform actions in a group, (e.g., create a sub-group for a specified group, query which sub-groups a group has, or join a group). Furthermore, the membership service may maintain two membership sets for each process group: active members who may provide input in the group, and passive members who receive messages sent to the group but cannot send messages to the group.

Thus, the authentication mechanism allows users to determine policies which restrict the ability of processes to become (active/passive) members of the group. The policies are declared when the group is created. If no policy is declared, then the policies are inherited from the parent group.

More sophisticated policies may be also imposed, e.g., restricting the number of members in a group, or even the properties of the members. For example, a cosmopolitan conference over the Internet may allow only two members from each country to participate in the discussion. If, due to a membership policy, a user's join request may not be currently fulfilled but may possibly be fulfilled later, MOSE allows the user to block until the join will become possible.
Chapter 6

Totally Ordered Broadcast*

This chapter presents an algorithm for Totally Ordered Broadcast in the face of network partitions and process failures, using an underlying group communication service as a building block. The algorithm always allows a majority (or quorum) of connected processes in the network to make progress (i.e., to order messages), if they remain connected for sufficiently long, regardless of past failures. Furthermore, the algorithm always allows processes to initiate messages, even when they are not members of a majority component. These messages are disseminated to other processes using a gossip mechanism. Thus, messages can eventually become totally ordered even if their initiator is never a member of a majority component. The algorithm guarantees that when a majority is connected, each message is ordered within at most two communication rounds, if no failures occur during these rounds.

6.1 Introduction

Totally Ordered Broadcast is a powerful service for the design of fault tolerant applications, e.g., consistent cache, distributed shared memory and replication [Sch90, Kei94]. This chapter presents the COReL (Consistent Object Replication Layer) algorithm for Totally Ordered Broadcast in the face of network partitions and process failures. The algorithm is most adequate for dynamic networks where failures are transient. COReL uses an underlying totally ordered group communication service (TO-GCS) as a building block.

COReL multicasts messages to all the connected members using the underlying TO-GCS. Once messages are delivered by the TO-GCS and logged on stable storage (by COReL), they are acknowledged. Acknowledgments are piggybacked on regular messages. When a majority is connected, messages become totally ordered once they are acknowledged by all the members of the connected majority. Thus, the COReL algorithm guarantees that when a majority is connected, each message is ordered within two communication rounds at the most, if no failures occur during these rounds.

*This chapter is based on a paper by Keidar and Dolev [KD96].

†By “no failures occur” we implicitly mean that the underlying membership service does not report of failures.
6.1. INTRODUCTION

The algorithm incurs low overhead, no "special" messages are needed, all the information required by the protocol is piggybacked on regular messages.

Processes using COReL are always allowed to initiate messages, even when they are not members of a majority component. By carefully combining message ordering within a primary component and gossiping of messages exchanged in minority components, messages can eventually become totally ordered even if their initiator is never a member of a majority component.

The protocol presented in this chapter uses a simple majority rule to decide which network component can become the primary one. Alternatively, one could use a quorum system [PW95], which is a generalization of the majority concept. A quorum system is collection of sets (quorums) such that any two sets intersect. Using such a quorum system, a network component can become the primary one if it contains a quorum. The concept of quorums may be further generalized to allow dynamic adjustment of the quorum system. In the next chapter, we present a dynamic voting protocol for maintaining the primary component in the system; we demonstrate how this protocol may be used in conjunction with COReL.

6.1.1 The Problem

The Atomic Broadcast [HT93] problem deals with consistent message ordering. Informally, Atomic Broadcast requires that all the correct processes will deliver all the messages to the application in the same order and that they eventually deliver all messages sent by correct processes, furthermore, all the correct processes deliver any message that is delivered by a correct processes.

In our model two processes may be detached, and yet both are considered correct. In this case, obviously, Atomic Broadcast as defined above is unsolvable (even if the communication is synchronous) [FKM+95]. We define a variant of Atomic Broadcast for partitionable networks: We guarantee that if a majority of the processes form a connected component then these processes eventually deliver all messages sent by any of them, in the same order. We call this service Totally Ordered Broadcast.

It is well-known that in a fully asynchronous failure-prone environment, agreement problems such as Consensus and Atomic Broadcast are not solvable [FLP85, CT96], and it is impossible to implement an algorithm with the above guarantee (please see [FKM+95]). Therefore, we augment the model with an eventual perfect failure detector, as defined in Section 2.3.

The term delivery is usually used for delivery of totally ordered messages by the Atomic Broadcast algorithm to its application, but also for delivery of messages by the GCS to its application
which in our case is the Totally Ordered Broadcast algorithm). To avoid confusion, in the rest of this chapter we will use the term delivery only for messages delivered by the GCS to our algorithm. When discussing the Totally Ordered Broadcast algorithm, we say that the algorithm totally orders a message when the algorithm decides that this message is the next message in the total order, instead of saying that the algorithm "delivers" the message to its application.

6.1.2 Related Work

Group communication systems often provide totally ordered group communication services. Isis [BSS91], Horus [vRBM96], Totem [AMMS+, MMSA+, Transis [DM96, CHD98, DFM93], Amoeba [KT96], RMP [WMK95], Delta-4 [Pow91] are only some of the group communication systems that support totally ordered group communication.

To increase availability, GCSs detect failures and extract faulty members from the membership. When processes reconnect, the GCS does not recover the states of reconnected processes. This is where the COReL algorithm comes in: it extends the order achieved by the GCS to a global total order.

The majority-based Consensus algorithms of [DLS88, Lam89, DPLL97, CT96, DFM96] are guaranteed to terminate under conditions similar to those of COReL, i.e., at periods at which the network is stable and message delivery is timely, or when failure detectors are eventually accurate. Atomic Broadcast is equivalent to Consensus [CT96]; Atomic Broadcast may be solved by running a sequence of Consensus decisions [CT96, Lam89, DPLL97].

In [MHS89], the Paxos multiple Consensus algorithm of Lamport [Lam89] is used for a replicated file system. The replication algorithm suggested in [MHS89] is centralized, and thus highly increases the load on one server, while our protocol is decentralized and symmetric.

Another advantage of using COReL over running a sequence of Consensus algorithms is that COReL essentially pipelines the sequence of Consensus decisions. While Consensus algorithms involve special rounds of communication dedicated to exchanging “voting” messages of the protocol, in our approach all the information needed for the protocol is piggybacked on regular messages. Furthermore, COReL does not maintain the state of every Consensus invocation separately, the information about all the pending messages is summarized in common data structures. This allows faster recovery from partitions, when COReL reaches agreement on all the recovered messages simultaneously.

The Atomic Broadcast algorithm of [CT96] conserves special “voting” messages by reaching
agreement on the order of sets of messages instead of running Consensus for every single message. However, this increases the latency of message ordering and still requires some extra messages.

The total ordering protocol in [Ami95, ADMSM94] resembles CORel; it also exploits a group communication service to overcome network partitions. Like CORel, it uses a majority-based scheme for message ordering. It decreases the requirement for end-to-end acknowledgments, at the price of not always allowing a majority to make progress.

Recently, Fekete et al. [FLS97] have studied the CORel algorithm (following its publication in [KD96]) using the I/O automata formalism. They have presented both the specifications and the implementation using I/O automata. They presented the liveness guarantees in terms of timed automata at periods during which the underlying network is stable and timely, rather than using the failure detector abstraction as we do here. They made simplifications to the protocol which make it simpler to present, but also less efficient.

The Total protocol [MMSA93] also totally orders messages in the face of process crashes and network partitions. However, it incurs a high overhead: The maximum number of communication rounds required is not bounded, while our algorithm requires two communication rounds to order a message if no failures occur during these rounds.

6.2 The System Architecture

CORel is an algorithm for Totally Ordered Broadcast. CORel is designed as a high-level service atop a totally ordered group communication service (TO-GCS) which provides totally ordered group multicast and membership services, and is omission fault free within connected network components.

All the copies of CORel are members of one group. Each copy of CORel uses TO-GCS to send messages to the members of its group; all the members of the group deliver (or receive) the message.

After a group is created, the group undergoes view changes when processes are added or are taken out of the group. The membership service reports these changes to CORel through views, as explained in Section 5.5. Views are delivered among the stream of regular messages. We say that a send (receive) event e occurs at process p in view v (or in the context of v) if v was the latest view that p received before e.

CORel uses a group membership service with the guarantees described in Section 5.5, augmented with a total ordering protocol such as [CHD98], as depicted in Figure 6.1.
6.2.1 Properties of the TO-GCS

TO-GCS extends the VS service described in Chapter 5 to provide total order of message delivery. The TO-GCS totally orders messages within each component, using a total ordering protocol such as ATOP [CHD98, Cho97], or All-Ack [DM95, Mal94].

When using ATOP over the VS service described in Chapter 5, the TO-GCS preserves all of its membership properties: View Identifier Local Monotony (Property 5.5.1), Self Inclusion (Property 5.5.2) and Agreement on Views (Property 5.5.3).

The TO-GCS also preserves the following properties of the VS service: Message Integrity (Property 2.2.1), No Duplication (Property 5.2.2), Self Delivery (Property 5.5.4), Termination of Delivery\(^2\) (Property 5.5.5) and Virtual Synchrony (Property 5.5.7).

In addition, the TO-GCS fulfills the following properties:

\(^2\)The ATOP [CHD98, Cho97] algorithm preserves Self Delivery and Termination of Delivery only if every live process sends infinitely many messages. This can be achieved by augmenting the service with a liveness mechanism which periodically sends "I-am-alive" messages when the process is idle.
Property 6.2.1 A logical timestamp (TS) is attached to every message when it is delivered. Every message has a unique TS, which is attached to it at all the processes that deliver it. The TS total order preserves the causal partial order. The TO-GCS delivers messages at each process in the TS order.

Among processes that do not remain connected we would like to guarantee agreement to some extent. If two processes become disconnected, we do not expect to achieve full agreement on the set of messages they delivered in the context of $v_1$ before detaching. Instead, we require that they agree on a subset of the messages that they deliver in $v_1$, as described below.

Let processes $p$ and $q$ be members of $v_1$. Assume that $p$ delivers a message $m$ before $m'$ in $v_1$, and that $q$ delivers $m'$, but without delivering $m$. This can happen only if $p$ and $q$ became disconnected (from Properties 6.2.1 and 5.5.7, they will not both be members of the same next view). In Property 6.2.2 we require that if $q$ delivers $m'$ without $m$, then no message $m''$ sent by $q$, after delivering $m'$, can be delivered by $p$ in the context of $v_1$.

Property 6.2.2 Let $p$ and $q$ be members of view $v$. If $p$ delivers a message $m$ before $m'$ in $v$, and if $q$ delivers $m'$ and later sends a message $m''$, such that $p$ delivers $m''$ in $v$, then $q$ delivers $m$ before $m'$.

These properties are fulfilled by the ATOP [CHD98, Cho97] and All-Ack [DM95, Mal94] protocols when used in conjunction with the VS membership service described in Chapter 5.

6.3 Problem Definition: The Guarantees of COReL

Safety

COReL fulfills the following two safety properties:

Property 6.3.1 At each process, messages become totally ordered in an order which is a prefix of some common global total order. I.e., for any two processes $p$ and $q$, and at any point during the execution of the protocol, the sequence of messages totally ordered by $p$ is a prefix of the sequence of messages totally ordered by $q$, or vice versa.

Property 6.3.2 Messages are totally ordered by each process in an order preserving the causal partial order.

In addition, COReL preserves the following properties of underlying TO-GCS service: Message Integrity (Property 2.2.1) and No Duplication (Property 5.2.2).
Liveness

$\text{COREL}$ guarantees that if a majority of the processes form a permanently connected component, and the failure detector is an eventual perfect one (cf. Section 2.3), then these processes eventually totally order all messages sent by any of them.

6.4 The $\text{COREL}$ Algorithm

We present the $\text{COREL}$ algorithm for reliable multicast and total ordering of messages. The $\text{COREL}$ algorithm is used to implement long-term replication services using a TO-GCS service as described above. $\text{COREL}$ guarantees that all messages will reach all processes in the same order. It always allows members of a connected primary component to order messages. The algorithm is resilient to both process failures and network partitions.

6.4.1 Reliable Multicast

When the network partitions, messages are disseminated in the restricted context of a smaller view, and are not received at processes which are members of other components. The participating processes keep these messages for as long as they might be needed for retransmission. Each process logs (on stable storage) every message that it receives from the TO-GCS. A process acknowledges a message after it is written to stable storage. The acknowledgments ($\text{ACKs}$) may be piggybacked on regular messages. Note that it is important to use application level ACKs in order to guarantee that the message is logged on stable storage. If the message is only ACKed at the TO-GCS level, it may be lost if the process crashes.

When network failures are mended and previously disconnected network components remerge, a Recovery Procedure is invoked; the members of the new view exchange messages containing information about messages in previous components and their order. They determine which messages should be retransmitted and by whom.

When a process crashes, a message that it sent prior to crashing may be lost. When a process recovers from such a crash, it needs to recover such messages. Therefore, messages are stored (on stable storage) when they are received by the application (before the application send event is complete).
6.4.2 Message Ordering

Within each component messages are ordered by the TO-GCS layer, which supplies a unique timestamp (TS) for each message when it delivers the message to COReL. When COReL receives the message, it writes the message on stable storage along with its TS. Within a majority component COReL orders messages according to their TS. The TS is globally unique, even in the face of partitions, and yet COReL sometimes orders messages in a different total order: it orders messages from majority component before (causally concurrent) messages with a possibly higher TS from minority components (otherwise it wouldn’t always allow a majority to make progress). Note that both the TS order and the order provided by COReL preserve the causal partial order.

When a message is retransmitted, the TS that was given when the original transmission of the message was received is attached to the retransmitted message, and is the only timestamp used for this message (the new TS generated by the TO-GCS during retransmission is ignored).

We use the notion of a primary component to allow members of one network component to continue ordering messages when a partition occurs. For each process, the primary component bit is set iff this process is currently a member of a primary component. In Section 6.4.5 we describe how a majority of the processes may become a primary component. Messages that are received in the context of a primary component (i.e., when the primary component bit is set) may become totally ordered according to the following rule:

**Order Rule 1** Members of the current primary component $PM$ are allowed to totally order a message (in the global order) once the message was acknowledged by all the members of $PM$.

If a message is totally ordered at some process $p$ according to this rule, then $p$ knows that all the other members of the primary component received the message, and have written it on stable storage. Furthermore, the algorithm guarantees that all the other members already have an obligation to enforce this decision in any future component, using the yellow message mechanism explained below.

COReL maintains a local message queue $MQ$, that is an ordered list of all the messages that this process received from the application or TO-GCS. After message $m$ was received by COReL at process $p$, and $p$ wrote it on stable storage (in its $MQ$) we say that $p$ has the message $m$. Messages are uniquely identified through a pair $<sender, counter>$. This pair is the message id.

Incoming messages within each component are inserted at the end of the local $MQ$, thus $MQ$ reflects the order of the messages local to this component. Messages are also inserted to the $MQ$
(without a TS) when they are received from the application. Once Self Delivery occurs, these messages are tagged with the TS and moved to their proper place in the $\mathcal{MQ}$. When components merge, retransmitted messages from other components are inserted into the queue in an order that may interleave with local messages (but never preceding messages that were ordered already).

The Colors Model

$\textit{CORel}$ builds its knowledge about the order of messages at other processes. We use the colors model defined in [AAD93] to indicate the knowledge level associated with each message, as follows:

**green:** Knowledge about the message's global total order. A process marks a message as green when it knows that all the other members of the primary component know that the message is yellow. Note that this is when the message is totally ordered according to Order Rule 1. The set of green messages at each process at a given time is a prefix of $\mathcal{MQ}$. The last green message in $\mathcal{MQ}$ marks the *green line*.

**yellow:** Each process marks as yellow messages that it received and acknowledged in the context of a primary component, and as a result, might have become green at other members of the primary component. The yellow messages are the next candidates to become green. The last yellow message in $\mathcal{MQ}$ marks the *yellow line*.

**red:** No knowledge about the message's global total order. A message in $\mathcal{MQ}$ is red if there is no knowledge that it has a different color. Yellow messages precede all the red messages in $\mathcal{MQ}$. Thus, $\mathcal{MQ}$ is divided into three zones: a green prefix, then a yellow zone and a red suffix.

As explained in [AAD93, Kei94], it is possible to provide the application with red messages if weak consistency guarantees are required. For example, eventually serializable data services [PL91, FGL+96, AAD93] deliver messages to the application before they are totally ordered. Later, the application is notified when the message becomes stable (green in our terminology). Messages become stable at the same order at all processes. The advantage of using $\textit{CORel}$ for such applications is that with $\textit{CORel}$ messages become stable even whenever a majority is connected, while with the implementations presented in [PL91, FGL+96, AAD93], messages may become stable only after they are received by all the processes in the system.

When a message is marked as green it is totally ordered. If a member of a primary component $PM$ marks a message $m$ as green according to Order Rule 1 then for all the other members of $PM$, $m$ is yellow or green. Since two majorities always intersect, and every primary component contains
a majority, in the next primary component that will be formed at least one member will have \( m \) as yellow or green. When components merge, members of the last primary component enforce all the green and the yellow messages that they have before any concurrent red messages. Concurrent red messages from distinct components are interleaved according to the TS order.

### 6.4.3 Notation

We use the following notation:

- \( \mathcal{MQ}^p \) is the \( \mathcal{MQ} \) of process \( p \).
- \( \text{Prefix}(\mathcal{MQ}^p, m) \) is the prefix of \( \mathcal{MQ}^p \) ending at message \( m \).
- \( \text{Green}(\mathcal{MQ}^p) \) is the green prefix of \( \mathcal{MQ}^p \).

We define process \( p \) knows of a primary component \( PM \) recursively as follows:

1. If a process \( p \) was a member of \( PM \) then \( p \) knows of \( PM \).
2. If a process \( q \) knows of \( PM \), and \( p \) recovers the state of \( q^3 \), then \( p \) knows of \( PM \).

### 6.4.4 Invariants of the Algorithm

The order of messages in \( \mathcal{MQ} \) of each process always preserves the causal partial order. Messages that are totally ordered are marked as green. Once a message is marked as green, its place in the total order may not change, and no new message may be ordered before it. Therefore, at each process, the order of green messages in \( \mathcal{MQ} \) is never altered. Furthermore, the algorithm totally orders messages in the same order at all processes, therefore the different processes must agree on their green prefixes.

The following properties are invariants maintained by each step of the algorithm:

**Causal**

- If a process \( p \) has in its \( \mathcal{MQ} \) a message \( m \) that was originally sent by process \( q \), then for every message \( m' \) that \( q \) sent before \( m \), \( \mathcal{MQ}^p \) contains \( m' \) before \( m \).

- If a process \( p \) has in its \( \mathcal{MQ} \) a message \( m \) that was originally sent by process \( q \), then for every message \( m' \) that \( q \) had in its \( \mathcal{MQ} \) before sending \( m \), \( \mathcal{MQ}^p \) contains \( m' \) before \( m \).

**No Changes in Green** New green messages are appended to the end of \( \text{Green}(\mathcal{MQ}^p) \), and this is the only way that \( \text{Green}(\mathcal{MQ}^p) \) may change.

\(^3 p \) recovers the state of \( q \) when \( p \) completes running the Recovery Procedure for a view that contains \( q \).
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Agreed Green The processes have compatible green prefixes: for every pair of processes $p$ and $q$ running the algorithm, and for every $Green(M_Q^p)$, (at every point in the course of the algorithm), and every $Green(M_Q^q)$, one of $Green(M_Q^p)$ and $Green(M_Q^q)$ is a prefix of the other.

Yellow If a process $p$ marked a message $m$ as green in the context of a primary component $PM$, and if a process $q$ knows of $PM$, then:

1. Process $q$ has $m$ marked as yellow or green.
2. $Prefix(M_Q^q, m) = Prefix(M_Q^p, m)$.

In Appendix A.1 we formally prove that these invariants hold in COReL, and thus prove the correctness of COReL.

6.4.5 Handling View Changes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>View Change Handler for View $v$:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Unset the primary component bit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Stop handling regular messages, and stop sending regular messages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• If $v$ contains new members, run the Recovery Procedure described in Section 6.4.5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• If $v$ is a majority, run the algorithm for establishing a new primary component, described in Section 6.4.5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Continue handling and sending regular messages.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.2: View change handler.

The main subtleties of the algorithm are in handling view changes. Faults can occur at any point in the course of the protocol, and the algorithm ensures that even in the face of cascading faults, no inconsistencies are introduced. To this end, every step taken by the handler for view changes must maintain the invariants described in Section 6.4.4.

When merging components, messages that were passed in the more restricted context of previous components need to be disseminated to all members of the new view. Green and yellow messages from a primary component should precede messages that were concurrently passed in other components. All the members of the new view must agree upon the order of all past messages. To this end, the processes run the Recovery Procedure.
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If the new view \( v \) introduces new members, the Recovery Procedure is invoked in order to bring all the members of the new view to a common state. New messages that are delivered in the context of \( v \) are not inserted into \( \mathcal{M} \) before the Recovery Procedure ends, and thus the Causal invariant is not violated. The members of \( v \) exchange state messages, containing information about messages in previous components and their order. In addition, each process reports of the last primary component that it knows of, and of its green and yellow lines. Every process that receives all the state messages knows exactly which messages every other member has, and the messages that not all the members have are retransmitted.

In the course of the Recovery Procedure, the members agree on the green and yellow lines. The new green line is the maximum of the green lines of all the members: Every message that one of the members of \( v \) had marked as green, becomes green for all the members. The members that know of the latest primary component, \( PM \), determine the new yellow line. The new yellow line is the minimum of the yellow lines of the members that know of \( PM \). If some message \( m \) is red for a member that knows of \( PM \), then by the Yellow invariant, it was not marked as green by any member of \( PM \). In this case if any member had marked \( m \) as yellow, it changes \( m \) back to red. A detailed description of the Recovery Procedure is presented in Section 6.4.5.

After reaching an agreed state, the members of a majority component in the network may practice their right to totally order new messages. They must order all the yellow messages first, before new messages, and before red messages form other components, in order to be consistent with decisions made in previous primary components.

If the new view is a majority, the members of \( v \) will try to establish a new primary component. The algorithm for establishing a new primary component is described in Section 6.4.5. All committed primary components are sequentially numbered. We refer to the primary component with sequential number \( i \) as \( PM_i \).

When a view change is delivered, the handler described in Figure 6.2 is invoked. In the course of the run of the handler, the primary component bit is unset, regular messages are blocked, and no new regular messages are initiated.

**Establishing a Primary Component**

A new view, \( v \), is established as the new primary component, if \( v \) is a majority, after the retransmission phase described in Section 6.4.5. The primary component is established in a three-phase agreement protocol, similar to Three Phase Commit protocols [Ske82, KD98]. The three phases
are required in order to allow for recovery in case failures occur in the course of the establishing process. The three phases correlate to the three levels of colors in $\mathcal{M}Q$.

In the first phase all the processes multicast a message to notify the other members that they attempt to establish the new primary component. In the second phase, the members commit to establish the new primary component, and mark all the messages in their $\mathcal{M}Q$ as yellow. In the establish phase, all the processes mark all the messages in their $\mathcal{M}Q$ as green and set the primary component bit to TRUE. A process marks the messages in its $\mathcal{M}Q$ as green only when it knows that all the other members marked them as yellow. Thus, if a failure occurs in the course of the protocol, the Yellow invariant is not violated. If the TO-GCS reports of a view change before the process is over – the establishing is aborted, but none of its effects need to be undone. The primary component bit remains unset until the next successful establish process.

**Establishing a New Primary Component**

If $v$ contains new members, the Recovery Procedure is run first. If $v$ is a majority, all members of a view $v$ try to establish it as the new primary component:

- Compute: $New\ Primary = max_{i\in C}(Last\ Attempted\ Primary_{i}) + 1$.
  The members of $v$ now try to establish it as $PM_{New\ Primary}$.

- Attempt to establish $PM_{New\ Primary}$.
  Set $Last\ Attempted\ Primary$ to $New\ Primary$ on stable storage, and send an attempt message, to notify the other members of the attempt.

- Wait for attempt messages from all members of $v$. When these messages arrive, do the following in one atomic step:
  1. Commit to the view by setting $Last\ Committed\ Primary$ to $New\ Primary$ on stable storage.
  2. Mark all the messages in the $\mathcal{M}Q$ that are not green as yellow.

  Send a commit message, to notify the other members of the commitment.

- Wait for commit messages from all members of $v$, and then establish $v$, by setting to TRUE the primary component bit. Mark as green all the messages in $\mathcal{M}Q$.

- If the transport layer reports of a view change before the process is over – the establishing is aborted, but its effects are not undone.

Figure 6.3: Establishing a new primary component.

Each process maintains the following variables:
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Last\_Committed\_Primary is the number of the last primary component that this process has committed to establish.

Last\_Attempted\_Primary is the number of the last primary component that this process has attempted to establish. This number may be higher than the number of the last component actually committed to, in the case of failures.

The algorithm for establishing a new primary component is described in Figure 6.3.

**Recovery Procedure**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Retransmission Rule</strong></th>
<th>If process $p$ has messages $m$ and $m'$ such that $m'$ is ordered after $m$ in $p$'s messages queue, then during Step 7 of the Recovery Procedure:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- If $p$ has to retransmit both messages then it will retransmit $m$ before $m'$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- If $p$ has to retransmit $m'$ and another process $q$ has to retransmit $m$ then $p$ does not retransmit $m'$ before receiving the retransmission of $m$.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.4: Retransmission rule.

If the new view, $v$, introduces new members, then each process that delivers the view change runs the following protocol:

**Recovery Procedure for process $p$ and view $v$**

1. Send state message including the following information:
   - Last\_Committed\_Primary.
   - Last\_Attempted\_Primary.
   - For every process $q$, the id of the last message that $p$ received from $q$.
   - The id of the latest green message (green line).
   - The id of the latest yellow message (yellow line).

2. Wait for state messages from all the other processes in $v.M$.

3. Let: $Max\_Committed = \max_{p \in v.set} Last\_Committed\_Primary_p$.
   Let Representatives be the members that have:
   $Last\_Committed\_Primary = Max\_Committed$.

The Representatives advance their green lines to include all messages that any member of $v$ had marked as green, and retreat their yellow lines to include only messages that all

---

\[\text{Note that this is sufficient to represent the set of messages that } p \text{ has, because the order of messages in } MQ_p \text{ always preserves the causal order.}\]
of them had marked as yellow, and in the same order. For example, if process \( p \) has a message \( m \) marked as yellow, while another member with \( \text{Last\_Committed\_Primary} = \text{Max\_Committed} \) has \( m \) marked as red, or does not have \( m \) at all, then \( p \) changes to red \( m \) along with any messages that follow \( m \) in \( MQ^p \).

4. If all the members have the same last committed primary component, (i.e., all are \textit{Representatives}), go directly to Step 7.
   A unique representative from the group of \textit{Representatives} is chosen deterministically.
   Determine (from the state messages) the following sets of messages:

   \textit{component\_stable} is the set of messages that all the members of \( v \) have.
   \textit{component\_ordered} is the set of messages that are green for all the members of \( v \).
   \textit{priority} are yellow and green messages that the representative has.

5. Retransmission of priority messages:
   The chosen representative computes the maximal prefix of its \( MQ \) that contains \textit{component\_ordered} messages only. It sends the set of priority messages in its \( MQ \) that follow this prefix. For \textit{component\_stable} messages, it sends only the header (including the original ACKs), and the other messages are sent with their data and original piggybacked ACKs.
   Members from other view insert these messages into their \( MQs \), in the order of the retransmission, following the green prefix, and ahead of any non-priority messages\(^5\).

6. If \( \text{Last\_Committed\_Primary}_p < \text{Max\_Committed} \); do the following in one atomic step:
   \begin{itemize}
   \item If \( p \) has yellow messages that were not retransmitted by the representative, change these messages to red, and reorder them in the red part of \( MQ \) according to the TS order.
   \item Set \( \text{Last\_Committed\_Primary} \) to \( \text{Max\_Committed} \) (on stable storage).
   \item Set the green and yellow lines according to the representative; the yellow line is the last retransmitted message.
   \end{itemize}

7. Retransmission of red messages:
   Messages that not all the members have, are retransmitted. Each message is retransmitted by at most one process. The processes that need to retransmit messages send them, with their original ACKs, in an order maintaining the Retransmission Rule described in Figure 6.4.
   Concurrent retransmitted messages from different processes are interleaved in \( MQ \) according to the TS order of their original transmissions.

   Note: If the TO-GCS reports a view change before the protocol is over, the protocol is immediately restarted for the new view. The effects of the non-completed run of the protocol do not need to be undone.

\(^5\)Note that it is possible for members to already have some of these messages, and even in a contradicting order (but in this case, not as green messages). In this case they adopt the order enforced by the representative.
After receiving all of the retransmitted messages, if \( v \) is a majority then the members try to establish a new view. (The algorithm is described Section 6.4.5).

If the view change reports only of process faults, and no new members are introduced, the processes need only establish the new view and no retransmissions are needed. This is due to the fact that, from Property 5.5.7 of the TO-GCS, all the members received the same set of messages until the view change.
Chapter 7

Dynamic Voting for Primary Components*

Fault tolerant distributed systems often use quorum systems in order to guarantee consistency; a quorum system is collection of sets (quorums) such that any two sets intersect. Traditionally, the same quorum system is used throughout the system’s life time, and when new processes join, the system is re-started with a new quorum system. Many new applications, e.g., conferencing applications and interactive games, wish to allow users to freely join and leave, without restarting the entire system. The dynamic voting paradigm allows such systems to change the quorum system on the fly and define quorums adaptively, accounting for the changes in the set of participants. Furthermore, dynamic voting was shown to lead to more available services than any other paradigm for maintaining a primary component in unreliable networks.

Nonetheless, implementing dynamic voting bears subtleties. In fact, many of the suggested dynamic voting protocols may lead to inconsistencies which stem from concurrent existence of two disjoint supposedly primary components. Other protocols severely limit the availability in case failures occur while the protocol is trying to form a new quorum system.

This chapter presents a robust and efficient dynamic voting protocol for unreliable asynchronous networks. The protocol consistently maintains the primary component in a distributed system. The protocol allows the system to make progress in cases of repetitive failures in which previously suggested protocols block. The protocol is simple to implement.

7.1 Introduction

Many fault tolerant distributed systems (e.g., ISIS [BvR94], Phoenix [MS94], Consul [MPS91b, MPS93] and xAMP [RV92]) use the primary component paradigm to allow a subset of the processes to function when failures occur. A majority (or quorum) of the processes is often chosen to be the primary component. In unreliable networks this is problematic: Repeated failures may cause majorities to further split up, leaving the system without a primary component. To overcome this

*This chapter is based on a paper by Yeger Lotem, Keidar and Dolev [YLKD97].
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problem, the dynamic voting paradigm was introduced; dynamic voting was exploited in the ISIS system as early as 1985 [Bir].

A “classical” (static) quorum system is a collection of sets (quorums) such that any two sets intersect. The dynamic voting paradigm, on the other hand, defines quorums adaptively: When a partition occurs, a new and possibly smaller quorum may be chosen such that each newly formed quorum contains a majority of the previous one, but does not necessarily intersect all the previous quorums. Stochastic models analysis [JM90], simulations [PL88], and empirical results [AW96] show that dynamic voting leads to more available services than any other paradigm for maintaining a primary component.

Another important benefit of the dynamic voting paradigm is its flexibility to support a dynamically changing set of processes. With emerging world-wide communication technology, new applications wish to allow users to freely join and leave. Using dynamic voting, such systems can dynamically adapt to the changes in the set of participants.

In this chapter we present a robust and efficient protocol for maintaining a primary component using dynamic voting in an asynchronous environment, where processes and communication links may fail. By recording historical information, our protocol allows the system to make progress in certain cases in which previously suggested protocols either block, require a cold start of the entire system, or lead to inconsistencies. Furthermore, our protocol is simple to implement.

Previously suggested dynamic voting protocols were presented as part of replication and transaction management algorithms [DB85, PL88, EAD91, JM90, Her86, Jaj87, Ami95] or as part of group communication systems [RB91, MS94]. We decouple the primary component maintenance from both the group communication mechanism and the application, and focus solely on maintaining the primary component. Our algorithm may be incorporated in any distributed application that makes progress in a primary component, e.g., replication algorithms [Kei94, EAD91], transaction management [KD98], and infrastructure systems like the ISIS toolkit [BvR94]. In Section 7.7 I demonstrate how it may be incorporated within the COReL algorithm presented in Chapter 6.

If a failure occurs during an execution of the protocol while a new primary component is being formed, some previously suggested dynamic voting protocols (e.g., [JM90, Ami95]) block until all the members of the last primary component become reconnected. Blocking until all the members reconnect significantly reduces the availability, especially in failure-prone environments (for which dynamic voting is most suitable) and in applications with a dynamic set of participants, where a waited upon process might have voluntarily left the system. In contrast, our protocol requires
only a majority of the members that attempted to form the last primary component to become reconnected in order to make progress in such cases. Note that the analyses of the availability of dynamic voting do not take the possibility of blocking into consideration, and therefore the actual availability of protocols prone to blocking is lower than expected.

Unlike the dynamic voting protocol of ISIS [RB91], our protocol recovers from situations in which the primary component was transiently lost (e.g., when the primary component partitions into three minority groups which later reconnect) without requiring a cold start of the entire system. In ISIS only members of the primary component are considered alive; members of minority components must “commit suicide” and restart under a new identity. Therefore, the primary component cannot be reconstructed after it is lost, and a cold start is required. In approach, processes may be active even when they are not members of a primary component. This feature is exploited in the algorithm presented in Chapter 6, where processes may issue updates even when they are members of non-primary components.

The challenge in designing consistent dynamic voting protocols is in coping with failures that occur while the processes are trying to form a new primary component. Careless handling of such cases may lead to concurrent existence of two disjoint primary components: Once a process detaches, it is impossible for other processes to know whether it received a specific message before its detachment, or not. Some past protocols (e.g., [DB85, PL88, EAD91]) lead to inconsistent results in such cases, as demonstrated by the following typical scenario:

Scenario 1  • The system consists of five processes: $a, b, c, d$ and $e$. The system partitions into two components: $a, b, c$ and $d, e$.
  • $a, b$ and $c$ try to form a new primary component. To this end, they exchange messages.
  • $a$ and $b$ form the primary component $\{a, b, c\}$, assuming that process $c$ does so too. However, $c$ detaches before receiving the last message, and therefore is not aware of this primary component. $a$ and $b$ remain connected, while $c$ connects with $d$ and $e$.
  • $a$ and $b$ notice that $c$ detached, therefore form a new primary component $\{a, b\}$ (a majority of $\{a, b, c\}$).
  • Concurrently, $c, d$ and $e$ form the primary component $\{c, d, e\}$ (a majority of $\{a, b, c, d, e\}$).
  • The system now contains two live primary components, which may lead to inconsistencies.

Our protocol overcomes the difficulty demonstrated in the scenario above by maintaining another level of knowledge. The protocol guarantees that if $a$ and $b$ succeed in forming $\{a, b, c\}$, then $c$ is aware of this possibility. From $c$'s point of view, the primary components $\{a, b, c\}$ is ambiguous: It might have or might have not been formed by $a$ and $b$. In general, every process records, along
with the last primary component it formed, later primary components that it attempted to form but detached before actually forming them. These ambiguous attempts are taken into account in later attempts to form a primary component.

Some previously suggested protocols avoid inconsistencies by running two phase commit ([JM90, Her86]), or similar mechanisms ([Ami95]) that cause processes to block when their latest primary component is ambiguous. This imposes limitations on the system’s progress, as demonstrated in the following typical scenario:

**Scenario 2**

- The system consists of five processes: $a, b, c, d$ and $e$. The system partitions into two components: $a, b, c$ and $d, e$.
- $a, b$ and $c$ try to form a new primary component. To this end, they run a two phase commit protocol of which $a$ is the coordinator.
- $a$ crashes. $b$ and $c$ detach before the two phase commit ends. They remain blocked.
- $b$ and $c$ re-connect with $d$ and $e$, but they cannot form a primary component.

The problem is especially severe in environments with a dynamic set of participants: If $a$ has permanently left, the system remains blocked forever. With our protocol, the system may remain blocked only if a majority of the members that attempted to form the quorum leave the system. Specifically, when running our protocol in the scenario above, $b$ and $c$ do not block. Instead, they “remember” that they made an ambiguous attempt with $a$, namely $\{a, b, c\}$. Since the group $\{b, c, d, e\}$ contains a majority of $\{a, b, c\}$, it is an eligible new primary component.

In [MS94], a three phase Consensus protocol [CT96] is employed in order to allow a majority to resolve ambiguous attempts. This induces a high overhead that makes the protocol infeasible for use in practice: When a majority of the previous primary component reconnects, [MS94] requires at least five communication rounds in order to resolve the previous attempt and form a new primary component. Our protocol avoids such excessive communication by using pipelining: The status of past ambiguous attempts is resolved while new primary components are being formed. Thus, when a majority of the previous primary component reconnects, only two communication rounds are required in order to form a new one. Our protocol is required to record several ambiguous attempts in case failures cascade.

Unfortunately, recording all ambiguous attempts is not feasible: The number of ambiguous attempts a process might need to record may be exponential in the number of participating processes. In [YLKD97], we consider a simple mechanism that records only the latest ambiguous attempt, and show that it does not work; we demonstrate that in order to preserve consistency it may be necessary to consider an ambiguous attempt even if it is followed by an exponential number of
ambiguous attempts. Taking a huge number of attempts into consideration limits the possibility of progress in the system, and may cause the system to block. An important contribution of our work is in providing a simple “garbage collection” mechanism for reducing the number of attempts that a process needs to record to at most \( n \), where \( n \) is the number of processes in the system. Practically, the number of attempts a process may need to consider is expected to be small. Thus, our protocol achieves a good balance between the historical data it stores, the restrictions on the ability to make progress in the system and the number of communication rounds.

The main criticism of the dynamic voting paradigm is that there can be situations where almost all of the processes in the system are connected but cannot form a new quorum because of the potential existence of a past surviving quorum held by a single process. To prevent such situations, our protocol allows users to set a lower bound, \( \text{Min}_\text{Quorum} \), on the size of quorums. This way, every component containing more than \( n - \text{Min}_\text{Quorum} \) members (where \( n \) is the number of processes in the system, and \( \text{Min}_\text{Quorum} < n/2 \)) can always form a quorum, regardless of past events in the system. We developed a novel mechanism for providing this feature in environments that allow new processes to join on the fly.

## 7.2 The Model

The processes are connected by an asynchronous communication network as described in Chapter 2.

The initial primary component in the system consists of a core group of processes, \( \mathcal{W}_0 \), that is known to all the processes in \( \mathcal{W}_0 \). The core group is typically the initial configuration on which the system manager runs a protocol (e.g., the sites running a distributed database). The set of all the processes that may run the protocol is unknown to any of the processes in advance, and thus the configuration may change dynamically. Processes that do not belong to \( \mathcal{W}_0 \) are aware of the fact that they are not members of the core group.

### 7.2.1 The Membership Service

Maintaining the primary component is typically decoupled into two separate problems: first, determining the set of connected processes, and second, deciding whether a set of processes is the primary component. Like other dynamic voting protocols, we focus on solving the latter problem, assuming a separate mechanism that solves the former.

Our dynamic voting protocol assumes a membership mechanism no stronger than those assumed in [DB85, Jaj87, PL88, JM90, EAD91, Ami95]. Each process is equipped with an underlying
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In this chapter we present a primary component maintenance service, that allows a group of processes to form a primary component in a consistent way. Such a service is required to impose a total order on all the primary components formed in the system. When using a static quorum system, the order is easily provided using the following property: “every two primary components intersect”. Unfortunately, dynamic quorum systems do not possess this property. Instead, a total order on primary components is defined by extending the causal order on components that do intersect.

Let $P$ and $P'$ be two primary components. If $j \in P \cap P'$, and $j$ participates in both of these primary components, i.e., attempts to form both, then $j$ participates in one of $P$ and $P'$ before the other. A process does not participate in two quorums concurrently. If $j$ participates in $P$ first, we denote the transitive closure of this relation by: $P \prec P'$. The requirement from a dynamic paradigm
for maintaining primary components is that \( \prec \) is a total order. Since a process is a member of at most one component at any given time, the total order on primary components implies that at any given time there is at most one live and connected primary component in the system.

### 7.4 The Primary Component Protocol

We present a protocol for maintaining the primary component in an asynchronous system. Initially, the primary component in the system is the core group, \( W_0 \). Whenever a membership change is reported, the notified members invoke a new session of the protocol, trying to form a new primary component. If they succeed, then at the end of the session they form a new primary component \( P \), which persists until the next membership change. Each process independently invokes the protocol once it receives the membership message.

In this section, we present a simplified version of the protocol in which the members of the core group, \( W_0 \), have a special status: every quorum in the system must contain a threshold of members from \( W_0 \). In Section 7.6 we modify the protocol to eliminate this special status.

#### 7.4.1 Dynamic Quorums

Our protocol uses dynamic voting to determine when a group of processes is eligible to be the next primary component in the system. Originally, dynamic voting was implemented by allowing a majority of the previous primary component to become the new primary component \cite{DB85}. Dynamic linear voting \cite{Ja87}, optimizes this scheme by breaking ties between groups of equal size using a linear order, \( L \), imposed on all the potential processes in the system. We extend dynamic linear voting with another parameter: \textit{Min. Quorum}, the minimum quorum size allowed in the system.

We define a predicate \( \text{Next} \_ \text{Quorum}(S, T) \), that is \textsc{true} iff \( T \) can become the new primary component in the system, given that the previous primary component was \( S \). Formally, \( \text{Next} \_ \text{Quorum}(S, T) \) is \textsc{true} iff:

1. \( |T \cap W_0| \geq \text{Min. Quorum} \), and
2. \( |T \cap S| > |S|/2 \), or
   (a) \( |T \cap S| = |S|/2 \) and \( \exists p \in T \cap S \text{ such that } \forall q \in S \setminus T \ L(p) > L(q) \), or
   (b) \( |T \cap W_0| > |W_0| - \text{Min. Quorum} \).
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Requirements 2(a) and 2(b) describe dynamic linear voting. Requirement 1 sets a threshold on the minimum quorum size allowed in the system. The complementing requirement, 2(c), allows a large group of processes to become a primary component regardless of the system’s history. However, it still requires every quorum in the system to contain at least Min_Quorum members of \( \mathcal{W}_0 \). In Section 7.6 we relax this restriction, and require, instead, that a quorum will contain Min_Quorum processes.

It is easy to see that the \textit{Next_Quorum} predicate has the following properties:

1. If \textit{Next_Quorum}(S, T) then \( S \cap T \neq \emptyset \).
2. If \textit{Next_Quorum}(S, T) and \textit{Next_Quorum}(S, T') then \( T \cap T' \neq \emptyset \).

We extend the definition of the \textit{Next_Quorum} predicate so that \textit{Next_Quorum}(\( \infty, T \)) is \textit{false} for every set \( T \).

7.4.2 Variables and Notation

The protocol is conducted in sessions, and the sessions are numbered. A session \( S \) of the protocol is identified by its membership, \( S.M \), and session number, \( S.N \). Each process \( p \) maintains the following variables:

\( Is_{-}Primary_p \) is a boolean variable that is \textit{true} if the current membership is the primary component in the system. If \( p \in \mathcal{W}_0 \), then it is initialized to \textit{true}, and otherwise to \textit{false}.

\( Session\_Number_p \) is the current session number. This variable is initialized to 0.

\( Last_{-}Primary_p \) is the last primary component that process \( p \) formed (i.e., the membership and \( Session\_Number \) of the session in which the last primary component was formed). If \( p \in \mathcal{W}_0 \) then it is initialized to \((\mathcal{W}_0, 0)\) and otherwise to \((\infty, -1)\).

\( Ambiguous\_Sessions_p \) is the set of ambiguous sessions that process \( p \) attempted to form after \( p \) participated in \( Last_{-}Primary_p \). For each ambiguous session (or attempt) \( S \) in this set, \( p \) maintains an associative array (which acts like a function) \( S.A \). For every \( q \in S.M \): if \( p \) knows that \( q \) formed \( S \) then \( S.A(q) = 1 \); if \( p \) knows that \( q \) did not form \( S \) then \( S.A(q) = -1 \) and otherwise \( S.A(q) = 0 \). The set of ambiguous sessions is initially empty.

\( Last_{-}Formed_p \) is an associative array. For each process \( q \) that \( p \) participated in a session with, \( Last_{-}Formed_p(q) \) is the last session (membership and number) that \( p \) formed and \( q \) was a member of. Initially, if \( p, q \in \mathcal{W}_0 \) then \( Last_{-}Formed_p(q) \) is \((\mathcal{W}_0, 0)\). Otherwise, it is \((\infty, -1)\).
We use the following notation:

- $\mathcal{M}$ is the membership as reported in the membership message that invoked the current session of the protocol. The membership is a set of processes.

- $\text{Max}_{\text{Session}}$ is: $\max_{p \in \mathcal{M}} (\text{Session}_{\text{Number}}_p)$.

- $\text{Max}_{\text{Primary}}$ is: $\text{Last}_{\text{Primary}}_p$ s.t. $\text{Last}_{\text{Primary}}_p.N = \max_{q \in \mathcal{M}} (\text{Last}_{\text{Primary}}_q.N)$.

- $\text{All}_{\text{Ambiguous}}_{\text{Sessions}}$ is: $\bigcup_{p \in \mathcal{M}} (A \in \text{Ambiguous}_{\text{Sessions}}_p$ s.t. $A.N > \text{Max}_{\text{Primary}.N}$).

In order to simplify notations, we extend the definition of the $\text{Next}_{\text{Quorum}}$ predicate to sessions. For a pair of sessions $S_1, S_2$, we define $\text{Next}_{\text{Quorum}}(S_1, S_2)$ as: $\text{Next}_{\text{Quorum}}(S_1.M, S_2.M)$.

### 7.4.3 The Protocol

Whenever a membership change is reported, the notified members invoke a new session of the protocol. Each session of the protocol is conducted in three steps: In the first step the connected processes exchange information about past sessions.\(^1\) The second step is the attempt step. Each process uses the information it received in the first step to make an independent decision whether the current membership is eligible to be a primary component. If it is, the member attempts to form the session: it computes the session number, records the session and sends an attempt message to the rest of the members. In the last step, the processes form the new primary component: They declare the session as a primary component, and no longer record preceding sessions. The primary component formed in this step remains the primary component in the system until another membership change occurs.

If a process receives a membership message in the course of a session, it aborts the session and invokes a new session. Once the membership stabilizes, sessions are no longer aborted. If the expected messages fail to arrive from some of the members, then the primary component protocol is blocked until a membership change is reported.

Intuitively, the purpose of the attempt step is to guarantee that if a process $p$ forms a session $\mathcal{F}$,\(^2\) then all the other members of $\mathcal{F}$ recorded $\mathcal{F}$ as an ambiguous session. Thus, if some members of $\mathcal{F}$ detach before the last step, they will take $\mathcal{F}$ into account in future attempts to form a primary component.

\(^1\)In case the membership protocol involves message exchange among the members, this information can be piggy-backed onto the membership protocol messages, thus no extra communication round is needed.

\(^2\)As a convention, we use the notation $\mathcal{F}$ to denote formed sessions.
1. Set Is Primary to FALSE.
   Send your Session Number, Ambiguous Sessions, Last Primary and Last Formed to all the
   members of M.

2. Attempt step: Upon receiving this information from all members of M:
   • Update Ambiguous Sessions according to the learning rules described in Figure 7.3.
   • Apply the resolution rules described in Figure 7.2.
   • Compute Max Session, Max Primary, and All Ambiguous Sessions.
   • if (Next Quorum(Max Primary, M, M) and
     (\(\forall S \in \text{All Ambiguous Sessions} \) Next Quorum(S.M, M)))
     then “attempt the session:"
     - Set Session Number to Max Session + 1.
     - Append to Ambiguous Sessions the session \(S = (M, \text{Session Number})\), with
       \(S.A(q) = 0\) for every \(q \in S.M\) s.t. \(q \neq p\), and \(S.A(p) = -1\).
     - Send an attempt message to every member of M.
     else terminate this session with Is Primary = FALSE.

3. Form step: Upon receiving an attempt message from all members of M set:
   • Last Primary = (M, Session Number), and
   • Ambiguous Sessions = \(\emptyset\), and
   • Is Primary = TRUE, and
   • \(\forall q \in M\) Last Formed\(p(q) = \text{Last Primary}\).

Figure 7.1: A session of the protocol executed by process \(p\).

In order to avoid recording an exponential number of ambiguous sessions, our protocol employs
a “garbage collection” mechanism that reduces the number of ambiguous sessions recorded concurrently
to be at most the number of processes in the system. A process deletes ambiguous sessions
when it resolves their status, i.e., discovers whether they were formed by any member or not. In
order to resolve a session, a process needs to learn about the session status at other members. The
rules for learning and resolving ambiguous sessions are described in Section 7.4.4. These rules are
employed during the attempt step. The protocol is formally described in Figure 7.1.

In each step of the protocol, when a process changes any of its private variables, it must write the
change to a stable storage before responding to the message that caused the change. If the storage
is destroyed because of a disk crash, the process may recover with its Last Primary = (\(\infty, -1\)).
This may limit the availability, but does not affect the correctness.
The Resolution Rules:

**Adoption** If $p \in \mathcal{F}.M$ and $Last_{.Primary_p}.N < \mathcal{F}.N$, and $p$ learns that session $\mathcal{F}$ was formed by at least one of its members then:
Process $p$ sets $Last_{.Primary_p}$ to $\mathcal{F}$ and $\forall q \in \mathcal{F}.M$ $p$ sets $Last_{.Formed_p}(q) = \mathcal{F}$.

**Deletion** If $p$ learns that an ambiguous session $S$ was not formed by any of its members, or if $p$ learns that a session $\mathcal{F}$, where $\mathcal{F}.N \geq S.N$ and $p \in \mathcal{F}.M$, was formed by at least one of its members, then:

![Figure 7.2: The resolution rules.](image)

### 7.4.4 Resolving Ambiguous Sessions

A process can either adopt or delete ambiguous sessions upon resolving their status. The resolution is based on determining whether an ambiguous session was formed by any of its members. If an ambiguous session was formed by some member, then the other members adopt this session: They declare the session as a primary component. On the other hand, if an ambiguous session was not formed by any of its members, then it is safe to delete it from $Ambiguous\_Sessions$. Furthermore, if a process adopts a session $S$, (as described above), then it no longer records ambiguous sessions that precede $S$. The resolution rules are formally summarized in Figure 7.2.

**Process $p$ learns the status of process $q$ w.r.t. session $S$ during a later session $S'$**, where $p, q \in S.M \cap S'.M$, if during $S'$ $p$ executes the attempt step. Process $p$ learns accordingly:

- If $Last_{.Formed_q}(p).N = S.N$ then $p$ learns that process $q$ formed session $S$.
- If $Last_{.Formed_q}(p).N < S.N$ then $p$ learns that process $q$ did not form session $S$.

**Process $p$ learns that session $S$ was not formed by any of its members** if:

- $p$ doesn’t form $S$, and learns from all the other session members that they did not form session $S$ either, or
- There exist a later session $S'$ and a process $q$, where $p, q \in S.M \cap S'.M$, such that during $S'$, $q$ does not consider $S$ to be ambiguous or formed. Formally:
  - $Last_{.Primary_q}.N < S.N$ or ($Last_{.Primary_q}.N = S.N$ and $Last_{.Primary_q}.M \neq S.M$), and
  - $S \notin Ambiguous\_Sessions_q$, and
  - $p$ executes the attempt step of the protocol during $S'$.

![Figure 7.3: Learning rules.](image)

The resolution rules require a process $p$ to learn whether an ambiguous session that $p$ records
was formed by any of its members. This is achieved by collecting the session status from other session members during the first step of future sessions of the protocol. Process \( p \) applies the information it gathered to its \( \text{Ambiguous Sessions} \) set during the attempt step.

A process \( p \) learns that a session \( S \) was formed by at least one of its members upon discovering that such a member exists. A process \( p \) learns that a session \( S \) was not formed by any of its members in one of two ways: First, by discovering that every member of \( S \) did not form \( S \). Second, by discovering that another session member, \( q \), does not consider \( S \) to be ambiguous, although \( q \) did not form \( S \) or any other session with a session number greater than \( S \). This implies that either \( q \) did not even attempt to form \( S \), or \( q \) already learned that none of the members of \( S \) formed \( S \). The formal rules of learning are described in Figure 7.3.

### 7.5 Evaluating the Efficiency

Our protocol assumes a simple underlying membership protocol, which may be conducted in one communication round (e.g., [CS95]). Each session of our protocol is conducted in two communication rounds, one of which may be conducted by piggybacking information on the messages sent by the membership protocol. Thus, in each session of the protocol, a total of \( 2n \) messages are multicast by all the processes, where \( n \) is the number of processes participating in this session.

The protocol presented in Section 7.4 is symmetric: Processes multicast messages to all other processes. Such a protocol is efficient assuming a hardware broadcast/multicast mechanism. For networks in which efficient multicast is not available, it is straightforward to convert our protocol to work in a centralized fashion by appointing a coordinator for each session. The coordinator may be chosen deterministically, for example, the first member of the current membership in lexicographical order. In the centralized protocol, each process sends two messages to the coordinator, and the coordinator multicasts two messages to the other processes. Hence, a total of \( 4n \) point to point messages are sent. Once the membership stabilizes, our protocol terminates within one session, in which it resolves past ambiguous attempts and also forms a new primary component (if possible). As in the symmetric version of the protocol, the first round of messages may be piggybacked on membership protocol messages.

Below, we prove that a process records concurrently at most \( n \) ambiguous sessions in the worst case. In practice, the number of ambiguous sessions is expected to be small, since whenever a new primary component is successfully formed, all the ambiguous sessions are discarded.

In Lemma 7.5.4 we prove that if a process \( p \) attempts to form two ambiguous sessions with a
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process $q$, then during the later session $p$ can learn $q$'s status w.r.t. the former session. Note that after $p$ learns a session's status as recorded by every session member, $p$ can resolve the status of a session. Therefore, in case $p$ cannot resolve a session's status, there is at least one session member with which $p$ does not share a later attempt. This property linearly bounds the number of unresolved ambiguous sessions a process records concurrently, as we formally prove in Theorem 7.5.1.

**Lemma 7.5.1** At each process, the value of Session_Number is increased whenever the process attempts to form a session. Session_Number does not change at any other time.

**Proof:** Immediate from the protocol. □

**Lemma 7.5.2** If a member $p$ of a session $\mathcal{F}$ sets Last_Primary$_p$ to $\mathcal{F}$ during session $\mathcal{F}$, then all members $q$ of $\mathcal{F}$ appended $\mathcal{F}$ to Ambiguous_Sessions$_q$ during this session.

**Proof:** Process $p$ sets Last_Primary$_p$ to $\mathcal{F}$ during session $\mathcal{F}$ in Step 3 of the protocol, only if $p$ received attempt messages from all members $q$ of $\mathcal{F}$ indicating that they successfully executed Step 2 of the protocol during this session, i.e., appended $\mathcal{F}$ to Ambiguous_Sessions$_q$. □

**Lemma 7.5.3** Process $p$ sets Last_Primary$_p$ to a session $\mathcal{F}$ during a session $S$, if either $\mathcal{F} = S$, or there exists a process $q$ such that $q$ set Last_Primary$_q$ to $\mathcal{F}$ during $\mathcal{F}$.

**Proof:** According to the protocol, a process $p$ sets Last_Primary$_p$ to $\mathcal{F}$ in one of two cases:

1. During session $\mathcal{F}$ in Step 3 of the protocol.

2. During a later session than $\mathcal{F}$, upon learning that another member $q$ of $\mathcal{F}.M$ set Last_Formed$_q(p)$ to $\mathcal{F}$ before $p$. Let $r$ be the first member of $\mathcal{F}.M$ who set Last_Formed$_r(p)$ to $\mathcal{F}$, then $r$ set Last_Formed$_r(p)$ to $\mathcal{F}$ by the first case, hence, during $\mathcal{F}$. □

**Lemma 7.5.4** Let $p$ be a process and $A_1, A_2$ two ambiguous sessions, such that $A_1.N < A_2.N$ and both $A_1$ and $A_2$ are in Ambiguous_Sessions$_p$. If there exists a process $q$ such that $q \in A_1.M \cap A_2.M$, then $p$ learned whether $q$ formed session $A_1$ before $p$ attempted to form session $A_2$.

**Proof:** By induction on the difference $A_2.N - A_1.N$. 
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- Base case: \( A_2.N - A_1.N = 1 \). According to the protocol, a process attempts to form a session in Step 2 of the protocol, after the process received the \textit{Last Formed} arrays from all session members and applied the learning rules as follows:

1. If \( \text{Last}._\text{Formed}_q(p).N < A_1.N \) then \( p \) learned that \( q \) did not form \( A_1 \).
2. If \( \text{Last}._\text{Formed}_q(p).N = A_1.N \) then \( p \) learned that \( q \) formed \( A_1 \).

Notice that \( \text{Last}._\text{Formed}_q(p).N > A_1.N \) is impossible; Otherwise, \( q \) formed \( \text{Last}._\text{Formed}_q(p) \), and therefore by Lemmas 7.5.3 and 7.5.2 process \( p \) attempted to form \( \text{Last}._\text{Formed}_q(p) \). Hence, by Lemma 7.5.1, \( A_1.N < \text{Last}._\text{Formed}_q(p).N < A_2.N \), in contradiction with \textit{Session.Number} being an integer.

- General case: We assume the induction hypothesis holds for \( A_2.N - A_1.N < k \), and prove for \( A_2.N - A_1.N = k \). Since \( A_2 \in \text{Ambiguous.Sessions}_p \), \( p \) received \( \text{Last}._\text{Formed}_q(p) \) during session \( A_2 \), and learned as follows:

1. If \( \text{Last}._\text{Formed}_q(p).N \leq A_1.N \) then, as in the base case, \( p \) learned whether \( q \) formed \( A_1 \).
2. Otherwise, \( \text{Last}._\text{Formed}_q(p).N > A_1.N \). Hence, there exists a formed session \( F_i \) such that:
   - \( A_1.N < F_i.N < A_2.N \), and
   - \( p, q \in F_i.M \), and
   - \( q \) formed \( F_i \).

Since \( q \) formed \( F_i \), then by Lemmas 7.5.3 and 7.5.2 \( F_i \in \text{Ambiguous.Sessions}_p \) upon ending \( F_i \). Moreover, \( F_i.N - A_1.N < k \). Hence, from the induction hypothesis, \( p \) learned whether \( q \) formed \( A_1 \) before attempting to form \( F_i \), hence before attempting to form \( A_2 \). \( \square \)

**Theorem 7.5.1** Process \( p \) records concurrently at most \( n - \text{Min.Quorum} + 1 \) ambiguous sessions, where \( n \) is the number of processes that participate in an execution of the protocol.

**Proof:** Assume to the contrary that \( p \) records in \( \text{Ambiguous.Sessions}_p \) \( n - \text{Min.Quorum} + 2 \) ambiguous sessions concurrently, \( A_1, \ldots, A_{n - \text{Min.Quorum} + 2} \), such that \((\forall 1 \leq i < n - \text{Min.Quorum} + 2) \ A_i.N < A_{i+1}.N^3 \). Since \( A_i \) is still ambiguous, \( p \) did not learn whether some member of \( A_i \) formed

\(^3\)By Lemma 7.5.1, the order requirement is always fulfilled.
it or not. Hence, by Lemma 7.5.4, there is at least one member of $A_i$ that is not a member of any session $A_j \in \text{Ambiguous Sessions}_p$ for $j > i$. Consequently, for each $i$, there are at least $i$ processes that do not participate in any session $A_j$ where $j > i$. In particular, after recording sessions $A_1, \ldots, A_{n-\text{Min Quorum}+1}$, there are at least $n - \text{Min Quorum} + 1$ members that are not members of $A_{n-\text{Min Quorum}+2}$. Therefore $A_{n-\text{Min Quorum}+2}M$ consists of less than $\text{Min Quorum}$ members, and $A_{n-\text{Min Quorum}+2}$ is not a legal session, a contradiction. □

7.6 Dynamically Changing Quorum Requirements

The definition of $\text{Next Quorum}$ presented in Section 7.4.1 requires every quorum to contain at least $\text{Min Quorum}$ members of $W_0$ in order to always allow a group of more than $|W_0| - \text{Min Quorum}$ members of $W_0$ to make progress (provided that $\text{Min Quorum} > |W_0|/2$). This requirement restricts the availability if some members of $W_0$ leave the system. In this section we eliminate the special status of the members of $W_0$: we always allow a group of more than $n - \text{Min Quorum}$ processes to make progress, where $n$ is the “current” number of processes in the system. We present a novel mechanism for providing this feature, in environments which allow new processes to join on the fly.

Allowing $n$ to change dynamically is subtle because the truth value of $\text{Next Quorum}$ changes with time. For example, $\text{Next Quorum}(S,T)$ may be initially true because $T$ contains more than $|W_0| - \text{Min Quorum}$ members of $W_0$, but later, as the set of participants increases, the truth value of $\text{Next Quorum}(S,T)$ may become false. Therefore, $n$ must be increased with care, and new processes may not immediately be taken into account. New processes are inserted into the “set of participants” using the two new variables described below:

$W$ is the set of processes taken into account in the new $\text{Min Quorum}$ requirement. For members of $W_0$, $W$ is initialized to $W_0$. For other processes, $W$ is initially empty. New processes are inserted into this group when they participate in a formed session.

$A$ is the set of processes that have not been admitted into $W$ yet. $A$ is initialized to the empty set if $p \in W_0$, and otherwise to contain $p$ itself.

These variables are used to evaluate the $\text{Next Quorum}$ predicate. Below we describe how these variables are maintained in the course of the primary component protocol (cf. Section 7.4). At the beginning of each step in a session $S$ of the protocol, every process $p$ executes the following operations:
1. In the first step, \( p \) sends \( W_p \) and \( A_p \) to every member of \( S \).

2. **The Attempt Step:** Upon receiving responses from every member of \( S \), \( p \) updates \( W_p \) and \( A_p \) as follows:
   
   (a) Set \( W_p \) to \( \bigcup_{q \in S,M} W_q \).
   
   (b) Set \( A_p \) to \( (\bigcup_{q \in S,M} A_q) \setminus W_p \).

   The \( \text{Min}_\text{Quorum} \) requirement in the definition of the \( \text{Next}_\text{Quorum} \) predicate is evaluated as follows:
   
   - \( S \) is eligible to be a new primary component only if \( |S,M \cap W_p| \geq \text{Min}_\text{Quorum} \).
   
   - If \( |S,M \cap (W_p \cup A_p)| > |W_p \cup A_p| - \text{Min}_\text{Quorum} \), then for every session \( S' \) that \( p \) records, the truth value of \( \text{Next}_\text{Quorum}(S', S) \) is \text{true}, regardless of the system history.

   The first item replaces Requirement 1 in the definition of the \( \text{Next}_\text{Quorum} \) predicate in Section 7.4.1. The second item replaces Requirement 2(c) in the same definition.

3. **The Form Step:** Upon receiving an attempt message from every member of \( S \):
   
   (a) Set \( W_p \) to \( W_p \cup (A_p \cap S,M) \).
   
   (b) Set \( A_p \) to \( A_p \setminus S,M \).

This mechanism allows the system to adjust the quorum requirements in the protocol to the dynamically changing set of processes. We prove the correctness of the resulting protocol in the next section.

Jajodia and Mutchler [JM89] suggest a similar idea in their hybrid algorithm. The hybrid approach combines dynamic voting in large quorums with static voting in quorums of size three, ruling out quorums consisting of a single process. The resulting hybrid algorithm works as follows: Dynamic voting is employed in quorums that consist of at least four members. In a quorum \( Q \) of size three, static voting is employed: subsequent quorums contain at least two members of \( Q \). The protocol returns to the dynamic voting scheme once a quorum containing at least four processes is formed.

The hybrid approach of [JM89] is comparable with the mechanism presented above when \( \text{Min}_\text{Quorum} \) is chosen to be two. In this case, neither approach is strictly better than the other. Note that the hybrid algorithm of [JM89] applies the hybrid approach to the algorithm of [JM90] which uses two phase commit to avoid inconsistencies.

### 7.7 Using Dynamic Voting in Conjunction with \textsc{CorEl}

Our dynamic voting protocol may be used in conjunction with a variety of applications and services that make progress in primary components. The \textsc{CorEl} protocol is an example of such a service. We now explain how our dynamic voting protocol may be exploited in conjunction with \textsc{CorEl}.
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The steps of the dynamic voting protocol should be performed together with steps of COREL, as follows:

1. The first step (information exchange) can be either piggybacked on membership messages or on messages sent by the Recovery Procedure of COREL described in Section 6.4.5.

2. The Attempt Step of the dynamic voting protocol should be performed as part of the Attempt Step of COREL’s algorithm for establishing a new primary component, described in Section 6.4.5.

3. The Form Step of the dynamic voting protocol should be performed as part of the Commit Step of COREL’s algorithm for establishing a new primary component, described in Section 6.4.5.
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Majority-Resilient Atomic Commit*

This chapter presents a new atomic commitment protocol, enhanced three phase commit (E3PC), that always allows a quorum in the system to make progress. Previously suggested quorum-based protocols (e.g., the quorum-based three phase commit (3PC) [Ske82]) allow a quorum to make progress in case of one failure. If failures cascade, however, and the quorum in the system is “lost” (i.e., at a given time no quorum component exists), a quorum can later become connected and still remain blocked. With E3PC, a connected quorum never blocks. E3PC is based on the quorum-based 3PC [Ske82], and it does not require more time or communication than 3PC. This protocol can be exploited in a replicated database setting, making the database always available to a majority of the sites.

8.1 Introduction

Reliability and availability of loosely coupled distributed database systems are becoming requirements for many installations, and fault tolerance is becoming an important aspect of distributed systems design. When sites crash, or when communication failures occur, it is desirable to allow as many sites as possible to make progress. A common way to increase the availability of data and services is replication. If data are replicated in several sites, they can still be available despite site and communication-link failures. Protocols for transaction management in distributed and replicated database systems need to be carefully designed in order to guarantee database consistency. This chapter presents a novel atomic commitment protocol (ACP) that always allows a majority (or quorum) to make progress. This protocol can be exploited in a replicated database setting, making the database always available to a majority of the sites.

In distributed and replicated database systems, when a transaction spans several sites, the database servers at all sites have to reach a common decision regarding whether the transaction should be committed or not. A mixed decision results in an inconsistent database, while a unani-

*This chapter is based on a paper by Keidar and Dolev [KD98].
mous decision guarantees the *atomicity* of the transaction (provided that the local server at each site can guarantee local atomicity of transactions). To this end an *atomic commitment protocol*, such as *two phase commit (2PC)* [Gra78] is invoked. The atomic commit problem and the two phase commit protocol are described in Section 8.3. Two phase commit is a *blocking* protocol: if the coordinator fails, all the sites may remain blocked indefinitely, unable to resolve the transaction.

To reduce the extent of blocking, Skeen suggested the quorum-based three phase commit (3PC) protocol, which maintains consistency in spite of network partitions [Ske82]. In case of failures, the algorithm uses a *quorum* (or *majority*)-based recovery procedure that allows a quorum to resolve the transaction. If failures cascade, however, and the quorum in the system is “lost” (i.e., at a certain time no quorum component exists), a *quorum of sites can become connected and still remain blocked*. Other previously suggested quorum-based protocols (e.g., [CR83, CK85]) also allow a quorum to make progress in case of one failure, while if failures cascade, a quorum can later become connected and still remain blocked. To our knowledge, the only previously suggested ACP that *always* allows a quorum to make progress is the ACP that we construct in [Kei94]. The protocol in [Kei94] is not straightforward; it uses a replication service as a building block, while the protocol presented in this chapter is easy to follow and self-contained.

This chapter presents the *enhanced three phase commit (E3PC)* protocol, which is an enhancement of the quorum-based 3PC [Ske82]. E3PC maintains consistency in the face of site failures and network partitions: sites may crash and recover, and the network may partition into several *components* and remerge. E3PC *always* allows a quorum to make progress: At any point in the execution of the protocol, if a group $G$ of sites becomes connected, and this group contains a *quorum* and no subsequent failures occur for sufficiently long, then all the members of $G$ eventually reach a decision. Furthermore, every site that can communicate with a site that has already reached a decision will also, eventually, reach a decision. An operational site that is not a member of a connected quorum may be *blocked*, i.e., may have to wait until a failure is repaired in order to resolve the transaction. This is undesirable but cannot be avoided; Skeen proved that every protocol that tolerates network partitions is bound to be blocking in certain scenarios [SS83].

E3PC achieves higher availability than 3PC simply by carefully maintaining two additional counters and with no additional communication. The principles demonstrated in this chapter can be used to increase the resilience of a variety of distributed services, e.g., replicated database systems, by ensuring that a quorum will always be able to make progress. Other protocols that use two counters in order to allow a majority to make progress are given in Chapters 6 and 7 and
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in [MHS89, CT96, Lam89, DLS88].

Numerous database replication schemes that are based on quorums have been suggested [Gif79, Her86, Her87, EASC85, EAT89]. These algorithms use quorum systems to determine when data objects are accessible. In order to guarantee the atomicity of transactions, these algorithms use an ACP and therefore are bound to block when the ACP they use blocks. Thus, with previously suggested ACPs, these approaches do not always allow a connected majority to update the database. Using E3PC these protocols can be made more resilient. Section 8.6 describes in detail how E3PC may be incorporated into accessible copies protocols [EASC85, EAT89], in order to make the database always available to a quorum.

E3PC uses a perfect failure detector (cf. Section 2.3): Every site has accurate information regarding which sites are connected to it. Section 8.7 discusses the ability of E3PC to work with unreliable failure detectors. In this case, the protocol solves the weak atomic commit problem [Gue95].

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 8.2 presents the computation model. Section 8.3 provides general background on the atomic commitment problem. The quorum-based three phase commit protocol [Ske82] is described in Section 8.4, and enhanced three phase commit is described in Section 8.5. Section 8.6 describes how E3PC can be exploited in replicated database systems. Section 8.7 describes the protocol’s behavior with an unreliable failure detector. The discussion in Section 8.8 concludes this chapter. In Appendix A.4 the correctness of E3PC is formally proven.

8.2 The Model

Our protocol is applicable in an asynchronous message-passing environment, as described in Chapter 2. The set of sites running the protocol is fixed and is known to all the sites. Failures are detected using a perfect fault detector, defined in Section 2.3. This assumption is weakened in Section 8.7.

8.3 Background – Distributed Transaction Management

This section provides general background on the atomic commit problem and protocols.

8.3.1 Problem Definition

A distributed transaction is composed of several subtransactions, each running on a different site. The database manager at each site can unilaterally decide to abort the local subtransaction, in
which case the entire transaction must be aborted. If all the participating sites agree to commit their subtransaction (vote Yes on the transaction) and no failures occur, the transaction should be committed. It is assumed that the local database server at each site can atomically execute the subtransaction once it has agreed to commit it.

In order to ensure that all the subtransactions are consistently committed or aborted, the sites run an atomic commitment protocol such as two phase commit. The requirements of atomic commitment (as defined in Chapter 7 of [BHG87]) are as follows:

AC1: **Uniform Agreement:** All the sites that reach a decision reach the same one.

AC2: A site cannot reverse its decision after it has reached one.

AC3: **Validity:** The commit decision can be reached only if all sites voted Yes.

AC4: **Non-triviality:** If there are no failures and all sites voted Yes, then the decision will be to commit.

AC5: **Termination:** At any point in the execution of the protocol, if all existing failures are repaired and no new failures occur for sufficiently long, then all sites will eventually reach a decision.

### 8.3.2 Two Phase Commit

The simplest and most renowned ACP is two phase commit [Gra78]. Several variations of 2PC have been suggested (e.g., presume abort and presume commit [MLO86]), the simplest version is centralized – one of the sites is designated as the coordinator. The coordinator sends a transaction (or request to prepare to commit) to all the participants. Each site answers by a Yes ("ready to commit") or by a No ("abort") message. If any site votes No, all the sites abort. The coordinator collects all the responses and informs all the sites of the decision. In absence of failures, this protocol preserves atomicity. Between the two phases, each site blocks, i.e., keeps the local database locked, waiting for the final word from the coordinator. If a site fails before its vote reaches the coordinator, it is usually assumed that it had voted No. If the coordinator fails in the first phase, all the sites remain blocked indefinitely, unable to resolve the last transaction. The centralized version of 2PC is depicted in Figure 8.1.

Commit protocols may also be described using state diagrams [SS83]. The state diagram for 2PC is shown in Figure 8.1. The circles denote states; final states are double-circled. The arcs
represent state transitions, and the action taken (e.g., message sent) by the site is indicated next to each arc. In this protocol, each site (either coordinator or participant) can be in one of four possible states:

**q**: INITIAL state – A site is in the initial state until it decides whether to unilaterally abort or to agree to commit the transaction.

**w**: WAIT state – In this state the coordinator waits for votes from all of the participants, and each participant waits for the final word from the coordinator. This is the “uncertainty period” for each site, when it does not know whether the transaction will be committed or not.

**c**: COMMIT state – The site knows that a decision to commit was made.

**a**: ABORT state – The site knows that a decision to abort was made.

The states of a commit protocol may be classified along two orthogonal lines. In the first dimension, the states are divided into two disjoint subsets: The **committable** states and the **non-committable** states. A site is in a committable state only if it knows that all the sites have agreed to proceed with the transaction. The rest of the states are **non-committable**. The only committable state in 2PC is the COMMIT state. The second dimension distinguishes between **final** and **non-final** states. The final states are the ones in which a decision has been made and no more state transitions are possible. The final states in 2PC are COMMIT and ABORT.

### 8.3.3 Quorums

In order to reduce the extent of blocking in replication and atomic commit protocols, **majority** votes or **quorums** are often used. A **quorum system** is a generalization of the majority concept. E3PC,
like Skeen's quorum-based three phase commit protocol [Ske82], uses a quorum system to decide when a group of connected sites may resolve the transaction. To enable maximum flexibility the quorum system may be elected in a variety of ways (e.g., weighted voting [Gif79]). The quorum system is static; it does not change in the course of the protocol.

The predicate $Q(S)$ is true for a given subset $S$ of the sites iff $S$ is a quorum. The requirement from this predicate is that for any two sets of sites $S$ and $S'$ such that $S \cap S' = \emptyset$, at most one of $Q(S)$ and $Q(S')$ holds, i.e., every pair of quorums intersect. For example, in the simple majority quorum system $Q(S)$ is true iff $|S| > n/2$, where $n$ is the total number of sites running the protocol. Numerous quorum systems that fulfill these criteria were suggested. An analysis of the availability of different quorum systems may be found in [PW95].

For further flexibility, it is possible to set different quorums for commit and abort (this idea was presented in [Ske82]). In this case, a commit quorum of connected sites is required in order to commit a transaction, and an abort quorum is required to abort. For example, to increase the probability of commit in the system, one can assign smaller quorums for commit and larger ones for abort.

In this case, the quorum system consists of two predicates: $Q_C(G)$ is true for a given group of sites $G$ iff $G$ is a commit quorum, and $Q_A(G)$ is true iff $G$ is an abort quorum. The requirement from these predicates is that for any two groups of sites $G$ and $G'$ such that $G \cap G' = \emptyset$, at most one of $Q_C(G)$ and $Q_A(G')$ holds, i.e., every commit quorum intersects every abort quorum.

### 8.3.4 The Extent of Blocking in Commit Protocols

The 2PC protocol is an example of a blocking protocol: operational sites sometimes wait on the recovery of failed sites. Locks must be held in the database while the transaction is blocked. Even though blocking preserves consistency, it is highly undesirable because the locks acquired by the blocked transaction cannot be relinquished, rendering the data inaccessible by other requests. Consequently, the availability of data stored in reliable sites can be limited by the availability of the weakest component in the distributed system.

Skeen et al. [SS83] proved that there exists no non-blocking protocol resilient to network partitioning. When a partition occurs, the best protocols allow no more than one group of sites to continue while the remaining groups block. Skeen suggested the quorum-based three phase commit protocol, which maintains consistency in spite of network partitions [Ske82]. This protocol is blocking in case of partitions; it is possible for an operational site to be blocked until a failure is
mended. In case of failures, the algorithm uses a quorum (or majority)-based recovery procedure that allows a quorum to resolve the transaction. If failures cascade, however, a quorum of sites can become connected and still remain blocked. Skeen’s quorum-based commit protocol is described in Section 8.4.

Since completely non-blocking recovery is impossible to achieve, further research in this area concentrated on minimizing the number of blocked sites when partitions occur. Chin et al. [CR83] define optimal termination protocols (recovery procedures) in terms of the average number of sites that are blocked when a partition occurs. The average is over all the possible partitions, and all the possible states in the protocol in which the partitions occurs. The analysis deals only with states in the basic commit protocol and ignores the possibility for cascading failures (failures that occur during the recovery procedure). It is proved that any ACP with optimal recovery procedures takes at least three phases and that the quorum-based recovery procedures are optimal.

In [Kei94] we construct an ACP that always allows a connected majority to proceed, regardless of past failures. To our knowledge, no other ACP with this feature was suggested. The ACP suggested in [Kei94] uses a reliable replication service as a building block and is mainly suitable for replicated database systems. This chapter presents a novel commitment protocol, enhanced three phase commit, which always allows a connected majority to resolve the transaction (if it remains connected for sufficiently long). E3PC does not require complex building blocks, such as the one in [Kei94], and is more adequate for partially replicated or non-replicated distributed database systems; it is based on the quorum-based three phase commit [Ske82].

8.4 Quorum-Based Three Phase Commit

This section describes Skeen’s quorum-based commit protocol [Ske82]. E3PC is a refinement of 3PC, and therefore we elaborate on 3PC before presenting E3PC. The basic three phase commit is described in Section 8.4.1, and the recovery procedure is described in Section 8.4.2. In Section 8.4.3 it is shown that with 3PC a connected majority of the sites can be blocked. A simplified version of 3PC that uses the same quorums for commit and abort is presented.

8.4.1 Basic Three Phase Commit

The 3PC protocol is similar to two phase commit, but in order to achieve resilience, another non-final “buffer state” is added in 3PC, between the wait and the commit states:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coordinator</th>
<th>Participant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transaction is received:</td>
<td>Sub-transaction is received:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Send sub-transactions to participants.</td>
<td>Send reply – Yes or No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If all sites respond <strong>Yes</strong>: Send PRE-COMMIT.</td>
<td>PRE-COMMIT received:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If any site voted <strong>No</strong>: Send ABORT.</td>
<td>Send ACK to coordinator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upon receiving a quorum of <strong>ACKs</strong>:</td>
<td>COMMIT or ABORT is received:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Send COMMIT.</td>
<td>Process the transaction accordingly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otherwise:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block (wait for more votes or until recovery)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8.2: The quorum-based three phase commit protocol.

**pc**: PRE-COMMIT state – this is an intermediate state before the commit state and is needed to allow for recovery. In this state the site is still in its “uncertainty period.”

The quorum-based 3PC is described in Figure 8.2, and a corresponding state diagram is depicted in Figure 8.3(a). The COMMIT and PRE-COMMIT states of 3PC are committable states; a site may be in one of these states only if it knows that all the sites have agreed to proceed with the transaction. The rest of the states are non-committable. In each step of the protocol, when the sites change their state, they must write the new state to stable storage before replying to the message that caused the state change.

### 8.4.2 Recovery Procedure for Three Phase Commit

When a group of sites detect a failure (a site crash or a network partition) or a failure repair (site recovery or merge of previously disconnected network components), they run the recovery procedure in order to try to resolve the transaction (i.e., commit or abort it). The recovery procedure consists of two phases: first elect a new coordinator, and next attempt to form a quorum that can resolve the transaction.

A new coordinator may be elected in different ways (e.g., [GM82]). In the course of the election, the coordinator heans from all the other participating sites. If there are failures (or recoveries) in the course of the election, the election can be restarted.

The new coordinator tries to reach a decision whether the transaction should be committed or
not and tries to form a quorum for its decision. The protocol must take the possibility of failures and failure repairs into account and, furthermore, must take into account the possibility of two (or more) different coordinators existing concurrently in disjoint network components. In order to ensure that the decision will be consistent, a coordinator must explicitly establish a quorum for a COMMIT or an ABORT decision. To this end, in the recovery procedure, another state is added:

**pa**: PRE-ABORT state. Dual state to PRE-COMMIT.

The recovery procedure is described in Figure 8.4. The state diagram for the recovery procedure is shown in Figure 8.3(b). The dashed lines represent transitions in which this site's state was not used in the decision made by the coordinator. Consider for example the following scenario: site $p_1$ reaches the PRE-ABORT state during an unsuccessful attempt to abort. The network then partitions, and $p_1$ remains blocked in the PRE-ABORT state. Later, a quorum (that does not include $p_1$) is formed, and another site, $p_2$, decides to COMMIT the transaction (this does not violate consistency, since the attempt to abort has failed). If now $p_1$ and $p_2$ become connected, the coordinator must decide to COMMIT the transaction, because $p_2$ is COMMITTED already. Therefore, $p_1$ makes a transition from PRE-ABORT to COMMIT.

After collecting the states from all the sites, the coordinator tries to decide how to resolve the transaction. If any site has previously committed or aborted, then the transaction is immediately
1. Elect a new coordinator, $r$.

2. The coordinator, $r$, collects the states from all the connected sites.

3. The coordinator tries to reach a decision, as described in Figure 8.5. The decision is computed using the states collected so far. The coordinator multicasts a message reflecting the decision.

4. Upon receiving a PRE-COMMIT or PRE-ABORT each participant sends an ACK to $r$.

5. Upon receiving a quorum of ACKs for PRE-COMMIT or PRE-ABORT, $r$ multicasts the corresponding decision: COMMIT or ABORT.

6. Upon receiving a COMMIT or an ABORT message: Process the transaction accordingly.

Figure 8.4: The quorum-based recovery procedure for three phase commit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collected States</th>
<th>Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>⬩ ABORTED</td>
<td>ABORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⬩ COMMITTED</td>
<td>COMMIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⬩ PRE-COMMITTED ∧ $Q$(sites in WAIT and PRE-COMMIT states)</td>
<td>PRE-COMMIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q$(sites in WAIT and PRE-ABORT states)</td>
<td>PRE-ABORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otherwise</td>
<td>BLOCK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8.5: The decision rule for the quorum-based recovery procedure.

committed or aborted accordingly. Otherwise, the coordinator attempts to establish a quorum. A COMMIT is possible if at least one site is in the PRE-COMMIT state and the group of sites in the WAIT state together with the sites in the PRE-COMMIT state form a quorum. An ABORT is possible if the group of sites in the WAIT state together with the sites in the PRE-ABORT state form a quorum. The decision rule is summarized in Figure 8.5.

8.4.3 Three Phase Commit Blocks a Quorum

In this section it is shown that in the algorithm described above, it is possible for a quorum to become connected and still remain blocked. In our example, there are three sites executing the transaction: $p_1$, $p_2$, and $p_3$. The quorum system used is a simple majority: every two sites form a quorum. Consider following the scenario depicted in Figure 8.6:

$p_1$ is the coordinator. All the sites vote **Yes** on the transaction. $p_1$ receives and processes the votes, but $p_2$ and $p_3$ detach from $p_1$ before receiving the PRE-COMMIT message sent by $p_1$.

$p_2$ is elected as the new coordinator. It sees that both $p_2$ and $p_3$ are in the WAIT state and therefore sends a PRE-ABORT message, according to the decision rule. $p_3$ receives the PRE-ABORT message, acknowledges it, and then detaches from $p_2$. 
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Now, \( p_3 \) is in the PRE-ABORT state, while \( p_1 \) is in the PRE-COMMIT state. If now \( p_1 \) and \( p_3 \) become connected, then according to the decision rule, they remain BLOCKED, even though they form a quorum.

**Analysis**

In this example, it is actually safe for \( p_1 \) and \( p_3 \) to decide PRE-ABORT, because none of the sites could have committed, but it is not safe for them to decide PRE-COMMIT, because \( p_3 \) cannot know whether \( p_2 \) has aborted or not.

Observe that \( p_3 \) decided PRE-ABORT "after" \( p_1 \) decided PRE-COMMIT, and therefore the PRE-COMMIT decision made by \( p_1 \) is "stale", and no site has actually reached a COMMIT decision following it, because otherwise, it would have been impossible for \( p_2 \) to reach a PRE-ABORT decision.
The 3PC protocol does not allow a decision in this case, because the sites have no way of knowing which decision was made “later.” Had the sites known that the a PRE-ABORT decision was made “later,” they could have decided PRE-ABORT again and would have eventually ABORTED the transaction. E3PC provides the mechanism for doing exactly this.

8.5 The E3PC Protocol

This section presents a three phase atomic commitment protocol, enhanced three phase commit, with a novel quorum-based recovery procedure that always allows a quorum of sites to resolve the transaction, even in the face of cascading failures. The protocol is based on the quorum-based three phase commit protocol [Ske82]. E3PC does not require more communication or time than 3PC; the improved resilience is achieved simply by maintaining two additional counters, which impose a linear order on quorums formed in the system.

Initially, the basic E3PC is invoked. If failures occur, the sites invoke the recovery procedure and elect a new coordinator. The new coordinator carries on the protocol to reach a decision. If failures cascade, the recovery procedure may be reinvoked an arbitrary number of times. Thus, one execution of the protocol (for one transaction) consists of one invocation of the basic E3PC and of zero or more invocations of the recovery procedure.

Section 8.5.1 describes how E3PC enhances 3PC. The recovery procedure for E3PC is described in Section 8.5.2. In Section 8.5.3 it is shown that E3PC does not block a quorum in the example of Section 8.4.3. Section 8.5.4 outlines the correctness proof for E3PC. First, a simplified version of E3PC that uses the same quorums for commit and abort is presented. In Section 8.5.5 a more general version of E3PC, which uses different quorums for commit and abort is described.

8.5.1 E3PC: Enhancing Three Phase Commit

The basic E3PC is similar to the basic 3PC, the only difference being that E3PC maintains two additional counters, as follows: In each invocation of the recovery procedure, the sites try to elect a new coordinator. The coordinators elected in the course of an execution of the protocol are sequentially numbered: A new “election number” is assigned in each invocation of the recovery procedure. Note that there is no need to elect a new coordinator in each invocation of the basic 3PC or E3PC; the re-election is needed only in case failures occur. The coordinator of the basic E3PC is assigned “election number” one, even though no elections actually take place. The following two counters are maintained by the basic E3PC and by the recovery procedure:
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**Last_Elected** - The number of the last election that this site took part in. This variable is updated when a new coordinator is elected. This value is initialized to *one* when the basic E3PC is invoked.

**Last_Attempt** - The election number in the last attempt this site made to commit or abort. The coordinator changes this variable's value to the value of *Last_Elected* whenever it makes a decision. Every other participant sets its *Last_Attempt* to *Last_Elected* when it moves to the PRE-COMMIT or to the PRE-ABORT state, following a PRE-COMMIT or a PRE-ABORT message from the coordinator. This value is initialized to *zero* when the basic E3PC is invoked.

These variables are logged on stable storage. The second counter, *Last_Attempt*, provides a linear order on PRE-COMMIT and PRE-ABORT decisions; e.g., if some site is in the PRE-COMMIT state with its *Last_Attempt* = 7, and another site is in the PRE-ABORT state with its *Last_Attempt* = 8, then the PRE-COMMIT decision is “earlier” and therefore “stale,” and the PRE-ABORT decision is safe. The first counter, *Last_Elected*, is needed to guarantee the uniqueness of the *Last_Attempt*, i.e., that two different attempts will not be made with the same value of *Last_Attempt* (cf. Lemma A.4.3 in Appendix A.4).

**Notation**

The following notation is used:

- $\mathcal{P}$ is the group of sites that are live and connected, and which take part in the election of the new coordinator.
- $\text{Max}_Elected$ is $\max_{p\in \mathcal{P}}(\text{Last}_Elected$ of $p)$.
- $\text{Max}_Attempt$ is $\max_{p\in \mathcal{P}}(\text{Last}_Attempt$ of $p)$.
- $\text{Is}_\text{Max}_\text{Attempt}_\text{Committable}$ is a predicate that is *true* iff all the members that are in non-final states and whose *Last_Attempt* is equal to *Max_Attempt* are in a committable state (i.e., in the PRE-COMMIT state). Formally, $\text{Is}_\text{Max}_\text{Attempt}_\text{Committable}$ is *true* iff $\forall_{p\in \mathcal{P}}(\text{Last}_\text{Attempt}$ of $p = \text{Max}_\text{Attempt} \land p$ is in a non-final state $\rightarrow p$ is in a committable state)

8.5.2 **Quorum-Based Recovery Procedure**

As in 3PC, the recovery procedure is invoked when failures are detected and when failures are repaired. Sites cannot “join” the recovery procedure in the middle, instead, the recovery procedure must be reinvoked to let them take part.

---

1The value of *Last_Elected* is not guaranteed to be unique, two elections may be made with the same value of *Last_Elected*, in case the first election with this number did not terminate successfully at all the members. Also note that the same coordinator can not be chosen with the same election number twice.
1. Elect a new coordinator \( r \). The election is non-blocking, it is restarted in case of failure. In the course of the election, \( r \) hears from all the other sites their values of \( \text{Last\_Elected} \) and \( \text{Last\_Attempt} \) and determines \( \text{Max\_Elected} \) and \( \text{Max\_Attempt} \). \( r \) sets \( \text{Last\_Elected} \) to \( \text{Max\_Elected} + 1 \) and notifies the sites in \( \mathcal{P} \) of its election, and of the value of \( \text{Max\_Elected} \).

2. Upon hearing \( \text{Max\_Elected} \) from \( r \), set \( \text{Last\_Elected} \) to \( \text{Max\_Elected} + 1 \) and send local state to the coordinator \( r \).

3. The coordinator, \( r \) collects states from the other sites in \( \mathcal{P} \), and tries to reach a decision as described in Figure 8.8. The decision is computed using the states collected so far; the subset of sites from which \( r \) received the state so far is denoted by \( \mathcal{S} \). Upon reaching a decision other than \( \text{BLOCK} \), \( r \) sets \( \text{Last\_Attempt} \) to \( \text{Last\_Elected} \), and multicasts the decision to all the sites in \( \mathcal{P} \).

4. Upon receiving a \( \text{PRE\-COMMIT} \) or \( \text{PRE\-ABORT} \) each participant sets its \( \text{Last\_Attempt} \) to \( \text{Last\_Elected} \) and sends an \( \text{ACK} \) to \( r \).

5. Upon receiving a quorum of \( \text{ACKs} \) for \( \text{PRE\-COMMIT} \) (\( \text{PRE\-ABORT} \)), \( r \) multicasts the decision: COMMIT (ABORT).

6. Upon receiving a COMMIT (ABORT) message from \( r \): process the transaction accordingly.

Figure 8.7: The recovery procedure for E3PC.

All the messages sent by the protocol carry the election number (\( \text{Last\_Elected} \)) and process id of the coordinator. Thus, it is possible to know in which invocation of the protocol each message was sent. A site that hears from a new coordinator ceases to take part in the previous invocation that it took part in and no longer responds to its previous coordinator. Messages from previous invocations are ignored. Thus, a site cannot concurrently take part in two invocations of the recovery procedure. Furthermore, if a site responds to messages from the coordinator in some invocation, it necessarily took part in the election of that coordinator.

The recovery procedure for E3PC is similar to the quorum-based recovery procedure described in Section 8.4.2. As in 3PC, in each step of the recovery procedure, when the sites change their state, they must write the new state to stable storage before replying to the message that caused the state change. The recovery procedure is described in Figure 8.7. The possible state transitions in E3PC and its recovery procedure are the same as those of 3PC, depicted in Figure 8.3; the improved performance in E3PC results from the decision rule, which allows state transitions in more cases.

In Step 3 of the recovery procedure, \( r \) collects the states from the other sites in \( \mathcal{P} \) and tries to reach a decision. The sites are blocked until \( r \) receives enough states to allow a decision. It is
possible to reach a decision before collecting the states from all the sites in \( \mathcal{P} \); e.g., when a final state is received, a decision can be made. It is also possible to reach a decision once states are collected from a quorum, if one of the quorum members has \( Last\_Attempt = Max\_Attempt \). The subset of \( \mathcal{P} \) from which \( r \) received the state so far is denoted by \( \mathcal{S} \); \( r \) constantly tries to compute the decision using the states in \( \mathcal{S} \), whenever new states arrive and until a decision is reached. The decision rule is described below. If the decision is not BLOCK, \( r \) changes \( Last\_Attempt \) to \( Last\_Elected \), and multicasts the decision to all the sites in \( \mathcal{P} \).

**Decision Rule**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collected States</th>
<th>Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \exists ) ABORTED</td>
<td>ABORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \exists ) COMMITTED</td>
<td>COMMIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Is_Max_Attempt_Committable \land Q(\mathcal{S}) )</td>
<td>PRE-COMMIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \neg Is_Max_Attempt_Committable \land Q(\mathcal{S}) )</td>
<td>PRE-ABORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otherwise</td>
<td>BLOCK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8.8: The decision rule for E3PC.

The coordinator collects the states from the live members of \( \mathcal{P} \) and applies the following decision rule to the subset \( \mathcal{S} \) of sites from which it received the state.

- If there exists a site (in \( \mathcal{S} \)) that is in the ABORTED state – ABORT.
- If there exists a site in the COMMITTED state – COMMIT.
- If \( Is\_Max\_Attempt\_Committable \) is TRUE, and \( \mathcal{S} \) is a quorum – PRE-COMMIT.
- If \( Is\_Max\_Attempt\_Committable \) is FALSE and \( \mathcal{S} \) is a quorum – PRE-ABORT.
- Otherwise – BLOCK.

The decision rule is summarized in Figure 8.8. It is easy to see that with the new decision rule, if a group of sites is a quorum, it will never be blocked.

**8.5.3 E3PC does not Block a Quorum**

In E3PC, if a group of sites forms a quorum, it will never be blocked. This is obvious from the decision rule: if some site has previously committed (aborted), then the decision is COMMIT (ABORT). Otherwise, a decision can always be made according to the value of \( Is\_Max\_Attempt\_Committable \).
We now demonstrate that E3PC does not block with the scenario of Section 8.4.3 (in which Skeen’s quorum-based 3PC does block). In this example, there are three sites executing the transaction - $p_1$, $p_2$, and $p_3$ - and the quorum system is a simple majority: every two sites form a quorum. The following scenario, depicted in Figure 8.9, was considered:

- Initially, $p_1$ is the coordinator. All the sites vote Yes on the transaction. $p_1$ receives and processes the votes, but $p_2$ and $p_3$ detach from $p_1$ before receiving the PRE-COMMIT message sent by $p_1$. Now $\text{Last\_Attempt}_{p_1}$ is 1 while $\text{Last\_Attempt}_{p_2} = \text{Last\_Attempt}_{p_3} = 0$, and the value of $\text{Last\_Elected}$ is one for all the sites.

- $p_2$ is elected as the new coordinator, and the new $\text{Last\_Elected}$ is two. It sees that both $p_2$ and $p_3$ are in the wait state and therefore sends a PRE-ABORT message, according to the
decision rule, and moves to the PRE-ABORT state while changing its Last Attempt to two. $p_3$ receives the PRE-ABORT message, sets its Last Attempt to two, sends an acknowledgment, and detaches from $p_2$.

- Now, $p_3$ is in the PRE-ABORT state with its value of Last Attempt = 2, while $p_1$ is in the PRE-COMMIT state with its Last Attempt = 1. If now $p_1$ and $p_3$ become connected, then, according to the decision rule, they decide to PRE-ABORT the transaction, and they do not remain blocked.

### 8.5.4 Correctness of E3PC

In Appendix A.4 it is formally proven that E3PC fulfills the requirements of atomic commitment described in Section 8.3.1. This section outlines the proof.

First it is proven that two contradicting attempts (i.e., PRE-COMMIT and PRE-ABORT) cannot be made with the same value of Last Attempt (Lemma A.4.3). This is true due to the fact that every two quorums intersect and that a quorum of sites must increase Last Elected before a PRE-COMMIT or a PRE-ABORT decision. Moreover, Last Attempt is set to the value of Last Elected, which is higher than the previous value of Last Elected of all the participants of the recovery procedure. Next, it is proven that the value of Last Attempt at each site increases every time the site changes state from a commitable state to a non-final non-commitable state, and vice versa (Lemma A.4.5).

Using the two lemmas above the following is proven (Lemmas A.4.6 and A.4.8): If the coordinator reaches a COMMIT (ABORT) decision upon receiving a quorum of ACKs for PRE-COMMIT (PRE-ABORT) when setting its Last Attempt to $i$, then for every $j \geq i$ no coordinator will decide PRE-ABORT (PRE-COMMIT) when setting its Last Attempt to $j$. These lemmas are proven by induction on $j \geq i$; it is shown, by induction on $j$, that if some coordinator $r$ sets its Last Attempt to $j$ in Step 3 of the recovery procedure, then $Is$ Max Attempt Committable is TRUE (FALSE) in this invocation of the recovery procedure, and therefore, the decision is PRE-COMMIT (PRE-ABORT).

One concludes that if some site running the protocol COMMITS the transaction, then no other site ABORTS the transaction.

### 8.5.5 Using Different Quorums for Commit and Abort

This section describes how to generalize E3PC to work with different quorums for commit and abort. Commit and abort quorums are described in Section 8.3.3. The following changes need to be made in the protocol:
1. In the second phase of the basic E3PC, the coordinator waits for a commit quorum of ACKs before sending PRE-COMMIT.

2. In Step 5 of the recovery procedure, the coordinator needs to wait for a commit quorum of ACKs in order to PRE-COMMIT, and for ACKs from an abort quorum in order to PRE-ABORT.

3. Likewise, the decision rule is slightly changed to require a commit quorum in order to PRE-COMMIT (in case \texttt{Is\_Max\_Attempt\_Committable} is \texttt{true}) and an abort quorum in order to PRE-ABORT (if \texttt{Is\_Max\_Attempt\_Committable} is \texttt{false}). The resulting decision rule is shown in Figure 8.10.

It is easy to see from the new decision rule that if a group of processes is both a commit quorum and an abort quorum, it does not remain blocked.

The correctness proof of the general version of E3PC is similar to the correctness proof of E3PC presented in this chapter; it uses the property that every commit quorum intersects every abort quorum in order to prove that two contradicting attempts (i.e., PRE-COMMIT and PRE-ABORT) cannot be made with the same value of \texttt{Last\_Attempt}. The formal proof may be found in [KD94].

### 8.6 Replicated Database Systems

In replicated database systems, the sites continuously execute transactions. When the network partitions, it is often desirable to allow a quorum of the sites to access the database, but it is usually undesirable to allow sites in two disjoint network components to concurrently update the same data. Numerous replication schemes that are based on quorums have been suggested [Gif79, Her86, Her87, EASC85, EAT89]. In order to guarantee the atomicity of transactions, these algorithms use an ACP and therefore are bound to block when the ACP they use blocks. We propose to use E3PC in conjunction with these protocols in order to make the database always available to a quorum.
The same quorum system should be used to determine when the data are accessible to a group of sites as for the atomic commitment protocol. In a fully replicated database, a group of sites needs to be a quorum of the total number of sites in order to access the database. Hence, in order to resolve a transaction using the E3PC recovery procedure, a group of sites needs to be a quorum of the total number of sites and not just of the sites that invoked E3PC for the specific transaction.

If the data are partially replicated, then for each item accessed by this transaction, a quorum of the sites it resides on is required. In order to resolve a transaction using the E3PC recovery procedure, a group of sites needs to contain a quorum for each item accessed by this transaction.

There is a subtle point to consider with this solution: sites that did not take part in the basic E3PC for this transaction may take part in the recovery procedure. The local databases at such sites are not up-to-date, since they do not necessarily reflect the updates performed by the current transaction. Therefore, these sites need to recover the database state from other sites during the merge and before taking part in the recovery procedure. In the accessible copies protocols [EASC85, EAT89], this is done every time the view changes. In this case, we suggest using the view change as the failure detector for E3PC; thus, the recovery procedure is always invoked following a view change, after all the participating sites have reached an up-to-date state. Below, we describe in detail how E3PC may be incorporated into accessible copies protocols.

8.6.1 Using E3PC with Accessible Copies Protocols

Accessible copies protocols [EASC85, EAT89] maintain a view of the system to determine when data are accessible: A data item can be read/written within a view (component) only if a majority of its read/write votes are assigned to copies that reside on sites that are members of this view. This majority of votes is the “accessibility threshold for the item,” not to be confused with read and write quorums used within the current view. In order to guarantee the atomicity of each transaction, these protocols use an ACP. I propose to use E3PC as this ACP using these accessibility thresholds as its quorum system. This way the sites that succeed in resolving the previous transaction are also allowed to access the database in new transactions.

A group of sites is considered a quorum (in E3PC) if and only if it contains a majority of the votes of each item accessed by this transaction. A connected quorum of the sites may invoke a transaction and access the data. When the sites running the transaction wish to commit it, they run E3PC for the transaction. The basic E3PC may be invoked by a subset of the sites, the members of the current view. The views maintained by the accessible copies protocol are used as
failure detectors for E3PC; when the view changes, the recovery procedure is invoked.

In the course of the view change protocol, each site executes an update transaction in order to recover the most up-to-date values of each data item. If the update transaction is aborted, the view change is aborted; a successful view change implies that the “newly joined” sites have successfully performed the updates and thus have given up their right to unilaterally abort the transaction. When the recovery procedure is invoked with sites that did not take part in the basic E3PC for the current transaction, these sites are considered to be in the wait state with their Last_Elected = 1 and Last_Attempt = 0, as if they had voted Yes on the transaction, and detached.

- The basic E3PC may be invoked by a subset of the sites, the members of the current view.
- E3PC uses view changes as its failure detector, i.e., every time the view changes, the recovery procedure is invoked.
- When the recovery procedure is invoked with “newly joined” sites that did not take part in the basic E3PC, the “newly joined” sites are considered to be in the wait state with their Last_Elected = 1 and Last_Attempt = 0.

Figure 8.11: E3PC adjusted to the accessible copies protocol.

Figure 8.11 summarizes the adjustments made in E3PC to make it suitable for the accessible copies protocol. With this protocol, the database is always available to a quorum of connected sites. We know of no previous database replica control protocol with this feature.

8.7 Failure Detectors and Weak Atomic Commit

The E3PC protocol presented above uses a perfect failure detector: Every site has accurate information regarding which sites are connected to it. This assumption is not practical: in asynchronous systems, it is not always possible to tell failed sites from very slow ones. In practice, systems use unreliable mechanisms, e.g., timeout, in order to detect failures. Such mechanisms may make mistakes and suspect that a correct (connected) site is faulty (disconnected).

Can the perfect failure detection assumption be relaxed? Guerraoui [Gue95] proves that the Atomic Commit Problem, as defined in Section 8.3.1, cannot be solved without a perfect failure detector; the non-triviality requirement (AC4) is too strong. He defines the weak atomic commit problem by changing the non-triviality requirement of atomic commit as follows:

Non-Triviality: If all sites voted Yes, and no site is ever suspected, then the decision will be to
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The other requirements of atomic commit are unchanged. The weak atomic commit problem can be solved with non-perfect failure detectors.

Can the weak atomic commit problem be solved in a fully asynchronous environment that is not augmented with any failure detector? Unfortunately, the answer to this question is no. In a fully asynchronous environment, reaching Consensus\(^2\) is impossible [FLP85], in the sense that every protocol that reaches agreement is bound to have an infinite run. In particular, using any failure detector that can be implemented in such an environment, e.g., a time-out mechanism, E3PC does not fulfill the termination (AC5) requirement. However, when the protocol does terminate, the rest of the requirements of weak atomic commit are preserved.

We have seen that in order to solve weak atomic commit, the model must be augmented with some failure detector. An eventual perfect failure detector (formally defined in Section 2.3) may suspect correct sites, but there is a time after which correct sites are no longer suspected. Using such a failure detector, E3PC solves the weak atomic commit problem. E3PC terminates once a quorum of sites becomes connected and no failures or suspicions occur for sufficiently long. In a practical system, this assumption is likely to be fulfilled.

However, eventual perfect failure detectors are not the weakest ones which may be used; [CT96] and [DFKM96] define weaker classes of failure detectors. Chandra et al. [CHT92] prove that the weakest possible failure detector to solve Consensus in a crash failure model is the eventual weak failure detector. Intuitively, an eventual weak failure detector may make mistakes and suspect correct sites, but there is a time after which there is some correct site that is not suspected by any other site that is connected to it. Guerraoui and Schiper [GS95] present a solution to the weak atomic commit problem in an environment without network partitions, using an eventual weak failure detector. Their protocol may be adapted to work in an environment with network partitions, using the technique presented in [DFKM96]. This technique yields a protocol that is less efficient (requiring more communication) than E3PC.

8.8 Discussion

In this chapter, we demonstrate a general technique for constructing resilient algorithms that always allow progress in a majority component, using a simple and well-known protocol (namely, 3PC). The

\(^2\)Guerraoui [Gue95] proves that the weak atomic commit problem is reducible to Consensus.
underlying concept of E3PC is the use of two counters to convey information among a sequence of majority components. This technique is exploited in the COREL algorithm presented in Chapter 6 and in the dynamic voting protocol in Chapter 7.

We demonstrate how the three phase commit [Ske82] protocol can be made more resilient simply by maintaining two additional counters and by changing the decision rule. The new protocol, E3PC, always allows a quorum of connected sites to resolve a transaction: At any point in the execution of the protocol, if a group $G$ of sites becomes connected and this group contains a quorum of the sites, and no subsequent failures occur for sufficiently long, then all the members of $G$ eventually reach a decision. Furthermore, every site that can communicate with a site that already reached a decision will also, eventually, reach a decision. We have shown that 3PC does not possess this feature: if the quorum in the system is "lost" (i.e., at a certain time no quorum component exists), a quorum can later become connected and still remain blocked.

E3PC does not require more communication or time than 3PC; the improved resilience is achieved simply by maintaining two additional counters. The information needed to maintain the counters is piggybacked on messages that are sent in 3PC as well as in E3PC: the values of Last_Elected and Last_Attempt are attached to messages used to elect a new coordinator.

We discuss how E3PC can be extended to work in an environment with unreliable failure detectors. In this case, the protocol solves the weak atomic commitment problem.

E3PC may be used in conjunction with quorum-based replication protocols, such as [Gif79, Her86, Her87, EASC85, EAT89], in order to make the database always available to a quorum. I demonstrate how E3PC may be incorporated in accessible copies protocols [EASC85, EAT89]; with the new protocol, the database is always available to a quorum of connected sites.
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Correctness Proofs

A.1 Correctness Proof of COReL

We now prove the correctness of the COReL algorithm. In Section A.1.1 we prove that the order of messages in $\mathcal{M}Q$ of each process always preserves the causal partial order, and thus, the total order determined by the algorithm at each process preserves the causal partial order. We conclude that at each process messages become both red and green in causal order, and Property 6.3.2 holds.

In Section A.1.2 we prove that messages are totally ordered in the same order at all the processes, and hence, Property 6.3.1 holds. The proof is based on the order imposed on committed primary components. We prove that if a message $m$ is marked as green by some process $p$ in the context of some primary component, then in all the later primary components, all the members will agree with $p$ on $m$’s order. In other words, every primary component preserves the order determined by previous primary components.

Finally, in Section A.1.3 we prove the liveness of COReL.

Notation

We denote by $p$ commits $j$ the event that $p$, as a member of $PM_j$, commits to $PM_j$ when trying to establish it as the new primary component. We denote by $p$ adopts $j$ the event that in Step 6 of the Recovery Procedure $p$ sets its $Last\_Committed\_Primary$ to $j$ according to the representative’s $Last\_Committed\_Primary$.

We denote by $v_p(v)$ the event that process $p$ receives the view $v$.

The Epochs Model

The processes running the protocol may be viewed as state machines; they react to messages that they receive by the TO-GCS. The event $e(m, p)$ is the reaction of process $p$ when it receives
the message \( m \). The event may include internal state changes as well as transmission of messages by \( p \).

A history of the protocol is a set of events, partially ordered by the causal partial order. In Chapter 2 we define the causal order of messages motivated by Lamport's [Lam78] definition of the order of events in a distributed system. We generalize the definition of causal order to events and views as follows:

- The causal order of events is defined as follows:
  \[ e(m, p) \xrightarrow{\text{causal}} e(m', q) \text{ if } m \xrightarrow{\text{causal}} m'. \]

- The causal order of views is defined as follows: View \( v \) causally precedes view \( v' \) if \((\exists p)(\exists q)\)
  \[ v_p(v) \xrightarrow{\text{causal}} v_q(v'). \]

A history is divided into epochs.

**Definition:**

- An event \( e(m, p) \) happens in epoch \( i(p) \) if \( e \) occurs when \( \text{Last\_Committed\_Primary}_p = i \) and \( e \) does not change \( \text{Last\_Committed\_Primary}_p \).

- The event in which \( \text{Last\_Committed\_Primary}_p \) is changed to \( i \) is the first event in epoch \( i(p) \).
  Note that \( \text{Last\_Committed\_Primary}_p \) may change in two types of events, when \( p \) commits \( i \), or when \( p \) adopts \( i \).

  We say that epoch \( i(p) \) is empty if in the history of \( p \), \( \text{Last\_Committed\_Primary}_p \) was never \( i \).

### A.1.1 Causal Order

We first prove that the order determined by the algorithm at each process preserves the causal partial order.

**Claim A.1.1** Messages are received at each process in an order preserving the causal partial order, and the order of the messages in \( \mathcal{M} \mathcal{Q} \) of each process always preserves the causal partial order.

**Proof:** Messages are ordered at each process' \( \mathcal{M} \mathcal{Q} \) when they are first delivered to it. This order may be altered only in the course of a view change protocol when a representative of a primary component enforces its order over the TS order. The proof is by induction on the steps of the protocol in which a message is transmitted or reordered in \( \mathcal{M} \mathcal{Q} \).
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When a regular message is first transmitted to the members of the current view we assume that the TO-GCS delivers it in TS order, (which preserves the causal order), and without missing causally preceding messages (in the context of the same view). The messages are inserted into each $\mathcal{MQ}$ in this order.

In a new view, $v$, regular messages are sent only after the Recovery Procedure ends, and therefore are received by each process after all the messages that were sent in views that causally precede $v$.

We now show that during a view change the order in which retransmitted messages are delivered at each process, and placed in $\mathcal{MQ}$ preserves causality.

We assume (by induction) that for each member $p$ of a view $v$ that receives the view $v$, the order of messages in $\mathcal{MQ}^p$ preserves the causal partial order when the view change occurs, and we show that this property still holds throughout the Recovery Procedure.

By the Retransmission Rule the retransmission order preserves the order of the messages in $\mathcal{MQ}$ of the retransmitting process. From our assumption, this order preserves the causal partial order. Therefore, from the assumption on the TO-GCS, the delivery order of retransmitted messages preserves the causal partial order.

Retransmitted messages are inserted into $\mathcal{MQ}$ according to the TS order with the exception of one special case: messages that are retransmitted by the chosen representative, $r$, in Step 5 of the Recovery Procedure are inserted into $\mathcal{MQ}$ at the receiving end ahead of non-priority messages, i.e., before any messages that $r$ didn’t have marked as yellow or green. This does not violate causality, since, from the inductive assumption on $\mathcal{MQ}^r$, the non-priority messages do not causally precede any priority message in $\mathcal{MQ}^r$. Thus, in all cases, retransmitted messages are inserted into $\mathcal{MQ}$ in causal order.

If $m'$ precedes $m$ in $\mathcal{MQ}^p$ and $p$ reorders $m$ to follow $m'$ in Step 5 of the Recovery Procedure then the representative, $r$, either had $m'$ and not $m$, or $m'$ before $m$. Therefore, by the inductive assumption on $\mathcal{MQ}^r$, $m'$ does not causally follow $m$. □

**Corollary A.1.2** Red messages are delivered to the application in an order that preserves the causal partial order.

**Proof:** Follows from Claim A.1.1 and the fact that messages become red in the order that they are inserted into $\mathcal{MQ}$. □

**Theorem A.1.1** The total order of messages computed at each process extends the causal order.
Proof: Follows from Claim A.1.1 and the fact that the ordered messages are a prefix of $MQ$. □

A.1.2 Total Order

We now prove that messages are totally ordered in the same order at all the processes. The proof is based on the order imposed on committed primary components. We prove that if a message $m$ is marked as green by some process $p$ in the context of some primary component, then in all the later primary components, all the members will agree with $p$ on $m$'s order. In other words, every primary component preserves the order determined by previous primary components. The proof is by induction on the committed primary components.

Claim A.1.3 If $p$ and $q$ committed to primary components with number $i$, $PM^p_i$ and $PM^q_i$ respectively, then $PM^p_i$ and $PM^q_i$ are the same.

Proof: Assume the contrary. Since every two primary components intersect there is a process $r$ that is a member of both $PM^p_i$ and $PM^q_i$. Since both views were committed to, $r$ attempted to establish both. W.l.o.g. $r$ attempted to establish $PM^p_i$ before attempting to establish $PM^q_i$, then when trying to establish $PM^q_i$, $r$ had at least $i$ as the number of the Last_Attempted_Primary, and therefore the New_Primary suggested for the new view is greater than $i$, which contradicts the assumption. □

Henceforth we will refer to primary component number $i$ as $PM_i$.

Claim A.1.4 If $p$ adopts $j$ then there exists a process $q$ s.t. $q$ commits $j$.

Proof: A process sets its Last_Committed_Primary to $j$ either when committing to $j$, or when adopting from another process that has its Last_Committed_Primary set to $j$. Therefore, there must be one process that commits to $j$, in order to start the chain. □

Claim A.1.5 For each process $p$, the value of Last_Committed_Primary$_p$ does not decrease.

Proof: In the protocol, a process may change its Last_Committed_Primary in two cases:

- In Step 6 of the Recovery Procedure, when adopting the value of the representative's Last_Committed_Primary.

In this case the Last_Committed_Primary of $p$ does not decrease, otherwise $p$ would have been chosen as the representative.
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- When committing to a new primary component $PM_j$. Assume that immediately before committing to $PM_j$ $Last\_Committed\_Primary_p = i$. We consider two cases:

  - If $p$ committed to $i$, then before committing to $PM_i$, $p$ attempted $i$, therefore, $Last\_Attempted\_Primary_p$ $i$ when $v_p(PM_j)$ occurs.

  - Otherwise, $p$ adopted $i$, and from Claim A.1.4, some member $q$ of $PM_i$ has committed to $PM_i$. Since $q$ committed to $PM_i$ all the members of $PM_i$ have attempted to to establish it, and, furthermore, all the members of $PM_i$ set their $Last\_Attempted\_Primary$ to $i$ causally before any process committed to $i$. Since every two primary components intersect, there exists a process $r$ that is a member of both $PM_i$ and $PM_j$; $r$'s attempt to establish $PM_i$ causally precedes the event that $p$ sets its $Last\_Committed\_Primary$ to $i$. Therefore, when $r$ starts to run the Recovery Procedure in which $p$ commits to $PM_j$, $Last\_Attempted\_Primary_r \geq i$, and this is the value that $r$ sends in the state message.

  In both cases, the number $j$, of the new primary that the members try to establish $> i$. □

**Corollary A.1.6** If events $e$ and $e'$ happen at $p$ in epochs $i$ and $i'$ respectively, and if $i < i'$ then $e$ happens before $e'$. Note: the order on $e$ and $e'$ is well defined since they both happen at process $p$.

**Proof:** Immediate from Claim A.1.5. □

**Claim A.1.7** If process $p$ totally orders a message $m$ according to Order Rule 1 in the context of $PM_i$ then all the members of $PM_i$ have committed to $PM_i$. Therefore, epoch $i$ is not empty for these processes.

**Proof:** In order to totally order $m$ according to Order Rule 1 in the context of $PM_i$, $p$ has to establish $PM_i$ (and set to TRUE the primary component bit). Before establishing $PM_i$, $p$ waits for all the members of $PM_i$ to send a commit message, therefore all the members of $PM_i$ have committed to $PM_i$. □

We now proceed to the main part of the proof. In Claims A.1.9 through A.1.13 we prove, by induction, that the following proposition holds in $epoch_j(q)$ for each process $q$ and for all $j$: 
Proposition A.1.8 for process $q$ in epoch $j$:
Assume that a message $m$ was marked as green by some process $p_m$ in the context of $PM_{i_m}$ according to Order Rule 1, and that $i_m$ is the first primary component in which some process marked $m$ as green according to Order Rule 1. Then:

- If $j > i_m$ and if $epoch_j(q)$ is non-empty: $q$ has $m$ marked as yellow or green, and $\text{Prefix}(\mathcal{M}Q^q, m) = \text{Prefix}(\mathcal{M}Q^{p_m}, m)$ in epoch $j$.
- If $j = i_m$, and if $epoch_j(q)$ is non-empty then starting at a certain point in $epoch_j(q)$, $q$ has $m$ marked as yellow or green and $\text{Prefix}(\mathcal{M}Q^q, m) = \text{Prefix}(\mathcal{M}Q^{p_m}, m)$.

Definition:
We say that there are no contradictions in the green zone when view $v$ is received if:

- For each member $p$ of view $v$, $v_p(v)$ occurs.
- Let $\text{Representatives}$ be the set of members of $v$ with the highest $\text{Last\_Committed\_Primary}$ (as denoted in Step 3 of the Recovery Procedure). For each member $p$ of $v$, and for each message $m$ that $p$ has marked as green in $\mathcal{M}Q^p$ before $v_p(v)$ occurs:
  - All the $\text{Representatives}$ have $m$ marked as yellow or green.
  - Process $p$ agrees with all the $\text{Representatives}$ on the ordered prefix of its $\mathcal{M}Q$ that ends at $m$.

Claim A.1.9 Assume that there are no contradictions in the green zone when the view $v$ is received. Let $m$ be a message that all the Representatives have as yellow or green and agree on $\text{Prefix}(\mathcal{M}Q, m)$ when they receive the view $v$.

Then, at the end of Step 7 of the Recovery Procedure all the members of $v$ that execute Step 7 have identical $\mathcal{M}Q$s, and the message order in their $\text{Prefix}(\mathcal{M}Q, m)$ is the same as the order in $\text{Prefix}(\mathcal{M}Q, m)$ of the Representatives when $v_p(v)$ occurred. The message order in the $\mathcal{M}Q$s is not altered until the end of this instance of the Recovery Procedure.

Proof: We first show that all the members agree on a prefix of their $\mathcal{M}Q$s that contains all the messages that were marked as green by at least one of the members before this instance of the Recovery Procedure.
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Let \( m \) be a message that all the Representatives have as yellow or green and agree on \( \text{Prefix}(\mathcal{MQ}, m) \) when they receive the view \( v \).

In Step 3 of the Recovery Procedure all the Representatives mark \( m \) as yellow or green, and the order of messages in their \( \mathcal{MQs} \) is not altered. At the end of this step, all the Representatives agree on the prefix of green and yellow messages in their \( \mathcal{MQs} \). From the assumption, this prefix is consistent with the order in the green prefixes of all the other members of \( v \).

In Step 5 of the Recovery Procedure there are two cases to consider:

- If \( m \) is component-ordered, i.e., \( m \) is green for all the members of \( v \), then, from the assumption, all the members have identical prefixes ending at \( m \). In this case, \( m \) is not retransmitted, \( m \) remains green and its order isn’t altered.

- Otherwise, \( m \) (or its header) is retransmitted by the representative. Since no member had green messages in an order that contradicts \( \text{Prefix}(\mathcal{MQ}, m) \) of the Representatives, all the members adopt the order of the representatives on a prefix of their \( \mathcal{MQs} \) that contains \( m \).

In Step 6 all the members of \( v \) mark \( m \) as green or yellow, (according to the representative’s color) At the end of this step, all the members have the same set of green and yellow messages in their \( \mathcal{MQs} \), and in the same order.

We have shown that at the end of Step 6 all the members of \( v \) that execute this step agree on a prefix of their \( \mathcal{MQs} \) that contains all the messages that were marked as green by one of the members before this instance of the Recovery Procedure. Furthermore, they agree on the prefix of green and yellow messages in their \( \mathcal{MQs} \). We now show that at the end of Step 7 all the members of \( v \) that execute Step 7 have identical \( \mathcal{MQs} \). And indeed, before this step they agree on the order of all green and yellow messages. During this step, all the members retransmit all the red messages, and insert them into their \( \mathcal{MQs} \). Thus, all the processes have the same set of red messages in their \( \mathcal{MQs} \). The red messages in each \( \mathcal{MQ} \) are ordered according to the timestamp order of their original transmissions. Therefore, at the end of this step, all the members of \( v \) have identical \( \mathcal{MQs} \), and the message order is consistent with the order in the \( \text{Prefix}(\mathcal{MQ}, m) \) of the Representatives when \( v_p(v) \) occurred.

No new messages arrive until the end of the Recovery Procedure, and the message order in each \( \mathcal{MQ} \) is not altered until the end of this instance of the Recovery Procedure. \( \square \)

Claim A.1.10 Assume that for each member \( p \) of the view \( v \), \( v_p(v) \) occurs (i.e., \( p \) receives the view \( v \)), and let \( j \) be the highest value of \( \text{Last}\_\text{Committed}\_\text{Primary}_p \) among members of \( v \) at the time
\(v_p(v)\) occurs. If Proposition A.1.8 holds for each member \(p\) of \(v\) for every epoch \(i \leq j\) when \(v_p(v)\) occurs, then throughout this execution of the Recovery Procedure, Proposition A.1.8 holds for all the members of \(v\) for every epoch \(i \leq j\).

**Proof:** Let \(m\) be a message that was first marked as green according to Order Rule 1 in the context of \(PM_{i_m}\) (by some process \(p_m\)), and assume that \(j > i_m\). From the assumption, all the Representatives (members with \(Last\_Committed\_Primary = j\)) have \(m\) as yellow or green when they start to run the protocol, and their \(Prefix(MQ, m)\) are identical to \(Prefix(MQ^{p_m}, m)\). Therefore, in Step 3 of the Recovery Procedure, none of the members changes \(m\) to red, and all the messages in their \(Prefix(MQ, m)\) are yellow or green.

Furthermore, if any other member \(p\) of \(v\) has \(m\) marked as green, then \(Prefix(MQ^p, m) = Prefix(MQ^{p_m}, m)\)

In Step 5 of the Recovery Procedure there are two cases to consider:

- If \(m\) is component ordered, i.e., \(m\) is green for all the members of \(v\), and all the members have identical prefixes ending at \(m\), then \(m\) is not retransmitted, \(m\) remains green and its order isn't altered.

- Otherwise, \(m\) (or its header) is retransmitted by the representative in Step 5, and marked as green or yellow (according to the representative's color) in Step 6 of the protocol, by every member that sets its \(Last\_Committed\_Primary\) to \(j\). No member changes it to red at this step, and no member had it marked as green in contradicting order. Thus, at the end of this step of the Recovery Procedure all the members have \(m\) as yellow or green and their \(Prefix(MQ, m)\) are identical.

We have shown that \(m\) is not changed to red by any of the members of \(v\) in the course of the Recovery Procedure. Therefore, if for a process \(p\), \(Last\_Committed\_Primary_p \geq i_m\) when \(p\) started to run the protocol, Proposition A.1.8 still holds for \(p\) at any point in the course of the protocol.

It is now left to show for the case that \(Last\_Committed\_Primary_p\) is initially smaller than \(i_m\), but is changed in the course of the protocol. In this case, \(p\) adopts \(j\) in Step 6 of the Recovery Procedure.

And indeed, if \(p\) sets its \(Last\_Committed\_Primary\) to \(j\) on stable storage in Step 6 of the protocol, then, from the discussion above \(p\) had already received \(m\) before Step 6 of the protocol, and in Step 6, \(p\) marks it as green or yellow, according to its color at the representative,
and adopts the order of messages in Prefix(MQ, m) of the representative, when changing its
Last_Committed_Primary to j.

Every process that reaches the end of Step 6 of the Recovery Procedure, has its Last_Committed_Primary ≥ i_m,
and has m marked as yellow or green, and its Prefix(MQ, m) is identical to Prefix(MQ^{p_m}, m).
This is not altered in later steps of the protocol. □

Claim A.1.11 If at a certain point in epoch_j(q), q has m marked as yellow or green and Prefix(MQ^{q}, m) =
Prefix(MQ^{p_m}, m), then Proposition A.1.8 holds for q in epoch_j, i.e., this property is not altered in
later steps of the protocol.

Proof: The color of messages may change from yellow to red only in the course of the Recovery
Procedure, and the order of messages in MQ may only be altered in the course of the Recovery
Procedure. Therefore, it is sufficient to show that Proposition A.1.8 is invariant under the Recovery
Procedure, i.e., that if it holds for all the members when they start to run the Recovery Procedure,
then it also holds for all the members throughout the execution of the Recovery Procedure.

If not all the members of v receive the view v, then not all the members of v run the Recovery
Procedure, therefore the other members of v receive another view without going past Step 2 of this
instance of the protocol. In this case, no messages are changed to red and the MQs are not altered.

Therefore, we may restrict our discussion to instances of the Recovery Procedure for views v s.t.
all the members of v receive the view v. The conclusion in this case is derived from Claim A.1.10.
□

Claim A.1.12 If Proposition A.1.8 holds for all the processes in every epoch k s.t. k < j, and if
q commits j, then Proposition A.1.8 holds for q in epoch j.

Proof: If q commits j then q is a member of PM_j, and all the members of PM_j have attempted
to establish it, therefore all of them received the view PM_j, and all of them reached the end of
Step 7 of this instance of the Recovery Procedure.

Let k be max_{p ∈ PM_j} Last_Committed_Primary_p when v_p(PM_j) occurs. For every message m
that one of the members p has green, there exists a first primary component PM_{i_m} in the context
of which m was marked as green according to Order Rule 1, and i_m ≤ k. From the assumption,
all the Representatives (members with Last_Committed_Primary = k) have m marked as yellow
or green, and agree with p on Prefix(MQ, m). Therefore, there are no contradictions in the green
zone when PM_j is received.
Let \( m \) be a message that was first marked as green (according to Order Rule 1) in the context of \( PM_{i_m} \) by some process \( p' \). We first show that at a certain point in \( \text{epoch}_j(q) \), \( q \) has \( m \) marked as yellow or green and \( \text{Prefix}(MQ^q, m) = \text{Prefix}(MQ^{p_m}, m) \). We consider three cases:

- If \( j > i_m \), since every two primary components intersect, there exists at least one process that is a member of both \( PM_j \) and \( PM_{i_m} \) and from Claim A.1.7, this process committed to \( PM_{i_m} \), therefore, \( k \geq i_m \).

Let \( \text{Representatives} \) be the following set:
\[
\{ p \in PM_j : \text{Last} \_\text{Committed} \_\text{Primary}_p = k \text{ when } v_p(PM_j) \text{ occurs} \}.
\]

From the assumption Proposition A.1.8 holds for all the representatives in \( k \), thus, Proposition A.1.8 holds for them when \( v_p(PM_j) \) occurs. Therefore, all the representatives have \( m \) marked as yellow or green and the prefixes of their \( MQ \)s that end at \( m \) are identical when \( v_p(PM_j) \) occurs. Furthermore, none of the other members have green messages in contradicting order.

Therefore, from Claim A.1.9, at the end of Step 7 of the Recovery Procedure all the members of \( PM_j \) have identical \( MQ \)s, and the message order is consistent with the order in \( \text{Prefix}(MQ^p, m) \) when \( v_{p'}(PM_j) \) occurred. The \( MQ \)s are not altered until the end of this instance of the Recovery Procedure.

- If \( j = i_m \) and some member, \( p \), of \( PM_j \) had \( m \) in its \( MQ \) when \( v_p(PM_j) \) occurred, then \( m \) is marked as green by the members of \( PM_j \) that establish it.

Every process that completes the execution of this instance of the Recovery Procedure and establishes \( PM_j \) marks as green all the messages in its \( MQ \). If some process establishes \( PM_j \) then all the other members committed to \( j \), and marked all these messages as yellow. From the above discussion, their \( MQ \)s are identical at this point.

- We have shown that for every process that runs this instance of the Recovery Procedure, Proposition A.1.8 holds in the course of the run of the protocol, and when the protocol ends.

It is left to show that if \( m \) is marked as green according to Order Rule 1 in the context of \( PM_j \) by some process \( p_m \), and \( p_m \) first received \( m \) in the context of \( PM_j \), then \( q \) has \( m \) marked as yellow or green at some point in epoch \( j \) and \( \text{Prefix}(MQ^{p_m}, m) = \text{Prefix}(MQ^q, m) \). And indeed, if \( p_m \) marked \( m \) as green then it received acknowledgments for it from all the members of \( PM_j \), all of them received \( m \) in the context of \( PM_j \), and therefore, marked it as yellow.
when receiving it. From Property 6.2.2 of the TO-GCS, all the members of $PM_j$ received the same set of messages following the view change and before $m$, and in the same order. These messages are ordered in the $MQ$ of each process in the order they are received.

We have shown that in all cases, at a certain point in $epoch_j(q)$, $q$ has $m$ marked as yellow or green and $Prefix(MQ^q, m) = Prefix(MQ^{PM}, m)$, it is left to show that this property persists, i.e., that it is not altered in later steps of the protocol. Claim A.1.11 concludes the proof. □

**Claim A.1.13** Proposition A.1.8 holds for every process $q$ in every epoch $j$.

**Proof:** The proof is by induction on $j$:

For $j = 0$, the $epoch_0$ at each process precedes committing to any primary component, therefore for all $m$, $i_m > j$ and Property 6.2.1 trivially holds.

We now assume that Property 6.2.1 holds for all the process in every epoch $k$ s.t. $k < j$, and prove that it holds for all the processes in $epoch_j$. If no process has committed to $PM_j$, then for all the processes $epoch_j$ is empty and Proposition A.1.8 trivially holds. Otherwise, let $q$ be a process s.t. $epoch_j(q)$ is non-empty. There are two cases to consider:

- If $q$ commits $j$ - then from Claim A.1.12, Proposition A.1.8 holds for $q$ in epoch $j$.

- If $epoch_j(q)$ is non-empty and $q$ does not commit to $j$, then $q$ adopts $j$ in the course of a run of the Recovery Procedure for some view $v$. In this case, $j = \max_{p \in v} Last_{Committed\_Primary_p}$ at the time $v_p(v)$ occurs, and $q$ adopts $j$ in Step 6 of the Recovery Procedure. Since $q$ passed Step 2 of this instance of the protocol, we conclude that for each member $p$ of the view $v$, $v_p(v)$ occurred (i.e., $p$ received the view $v$).

Therefore, from Claim A.1.10, Proposition A.1.8 holds for all the members of $v$ for every epoch $i \leq j$, throughout this execution of the Recovery Procedure. In particular, Proposition A.1.8 holds at some point in $epoch_j(q)$. Claim A.1.11 concludes the proof.

□

**Theorem A.1.2** At each process, messages become totally ordered in an order which is a prefix of some common global total order. I.e., for any two processes $p$ and $q$, and at any point during the execution of the protocol, the sequence of messages delivered by $p$ is a prefix of the sequence of messages delivered by $q$, or vice versa.
Proof: From the protocol, the order of green messages in $\mathcal{MQ}$ is never altered. The proof immediately follows from Claim A.1.13. □

A.1.3 Liveness of CORel

In this section we prove that CORel fulfills the liveness guarantee stated in Section 6.3.

Claim A.1.14 If a majority of the processes form a permanently connected component, and the failure detector is an eventual perfect one, then these processes eventually receive any message previously sent by any of them and establish a primary component, following which the view change handler is not invoked.

Proof:

Let $S$ be a majority set of processes which form a permanently connected component. From Property 5.5.3 (which is preserved by the TO-GCS) all the members of $S$ eventually deliver the same view $v$, s.t. $v \cdot M = S$ and do not deliver any further views. From Property 5.5.5 (which is also preserved by the TO-GCS), since the members of $S$ do not crash, do not leave the group, and do not deliver any further views, all the messages they send in the Recovery Procedure are received by all of them. In the course of the Recovery Procedure, every process retransmits messages from its $\mathcal{MQ}$ which not all the other members of $S$ have received. Since every message a process sends is in $\mathcal{MQ}$, all the processes receive any message previously sent by any of them. Therefore, the Recovery Procedure terminates successfully and the members successfully establish a primary component. Since no further views are delivered, the view change handler is not invoked. □

Claim A.1.15 If a majority of the processes establish a primary component, following which the view change handler is not invoked then every message sent by any of them in this primary component is eventually totally ordered by all of them.

Proof: From Property 5.5.5, since no further view changes occur, every message sent in the new primary component is eventually delivered to every member of this component. Every process which delivers the message acknowledges it, and all the acknowledgments are also eventually delivered. Therefore, the messages become totally ordered according to Order Rule 1. □

Theorem A.1.3 If a majority of the processes form a permanently connected component, and the failure detector is an eventual perfect one, then these processes eventually totally order all messages sent by any of them.
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**Proof:** From Claim A.1.14, these processes eventually receive any message previously sent by any of them and establish a primary component, following which the view change handler is not invoked. When the new primary component is established, all the previous messages become totally ordered. From Claim A.1.15, every message sent by any of them in the new primary component is also eventually totally ordered by all of them. □
A.2 Correctness Proof of the Dynamic Voting Protocol

The basic requirement from a dynamic paradigm for maintaining a primary component is to impose a total order on all the primary components formed in the system. The total order on primary components is defined by extending the causal order on components that intersect. This requirement is formally postulated in Section 7.3. We now prove the correctness of our protocol, i.e., that the total order requirement is fulfilled.

Throughout the proof we use the following notations and definitions:

- The variables: Session\_Number, Max\_Session, All\_Ambiguous\_Sessions, and Max\_Primary computed during a session $S$, are denoted: Session\_Number(S), Max\_Session(S), All\_Ambiguous\_Sessions(S) and Max\_Primary(S), respectively.
- $Sessions\_List(S)$ is defined as: All\_Ambiguous\_Sessions(S) ∪ {Max\_Primary(S)}.
- The initial primary component $(W_0, 0)$ is denoted: $F_0$. It is considered a formed session.
- In general, we shall denote a session by $S$, and a formed session by $F$.

**Lemma A.2.1** If two members $p$ and $q$ of a session $S$ attempt to form $S$, then $p$ and $q$ increment their Session\_Number during session $S$, and $Session\_Number_p = Session\_Number_q$ upon ending the session.

**Proof:** A process $p$ attempts to form session $S$ in Step 2 of the protocol, only if $p$ received Session\_Number, from all members $r$ of $S$ during Step 1 of the protocol. During Step 2 of session $S$ $p$ increments Session\_Number$_p$ to Max\_Session(S) + 1. Since Max\_Session(S) is computed over the same set of values at all processes $q$ that also attempt to form $S$, Session\_Number$_p = Session\_Number_q$ upon ending the session. □

**Corollary A.2.1** During every formed session $F$ every member $p$ of $F$ increments Session\_Number$_p$ to $F.N$.

**Lemma A.2.2** If two formed sessions, $F_1, F_2$, intersect then $F_1.N \neq F_2.N$.

**Proof:** Let process $p \in (F_1.M \cap F_2.M)$. By Corollary A.2.1, $p$ increments Session\_Number$_p$ in both $F_1, F_2$, w.l.o.g., $p$ participates in $F_1$ first. Hence $F_1.N < F_2.N$. □
Lemma A.2.3 Let $A$ be an attempt, such that there is no formed session $F$ fulfilling $F_0.N < F.N < A.N$, then $F_0 = \text{Max\_Primary}(A)$.

Proof: For every process $p$ in the system, $\text{Session\_Number}_p$ is initialized to zero. By Lemma 7.5.1 $A.N > 0$, i.e., $A.N > F_0.N$. Since $A$ is an attempt, there exists a formed session $F$ s.t. $F = \text{Max\_Primary}(A)$, and $\text{Next\_Quorum}(F, A)$ is true. Since we extended the definition of the $\text{Next\_Quorum}$ predicate so that $\text{Next\_Quorum}(\infty, T)$ is false for every set $T$, then $F \neq (\infty, -1)$.

Assume for the sake of contradiction that $F \neq F_0$. Since $F$ is in particular an attempt, $F.N > F_0.N$. Moreover, there exists a process $p$ s.t. $p \in F.M \cap A.M$. By Corollary A.2.1 and Lemma 7.5.1, in Step 1 of session $A$ $\text{Session\_Number}_p \geq F.N$. Thus $\text{Session\_Number}(A) > F.N > F_0.N$, in contradiction to the definition of $A$. Hence $F = F_0$. □

Lemma A.2.4 If $\text{Last\_Primary}_p = F$ then for every member $q$ of $F$ either

- $F$ is in $\text{Ambiguous\_Sessions}_q$, or
- $\text{Last\_Primary}_q = F$, or
- $\text{Last\_Primary}_q.N > F.N$.

Proof: By Lemmas 7.5.2 and 7.5.3 all members $q$ of $F$ appended $F$ to $\text{Ambiguous\_Sessions}_q$. Process $q$ deletes $F$ from $\text{Ambiguous\_Sessions}_q$ upon forming a session $F'$, in one of the following ways:

- $q$ deletes $F$ in step 3 of the protocol during session $F'$. If $F' = F$, then $\text{Last\_Primary}_q = F$. Otherwise, $q$ participated in $F'$ after it ended session $F$. By Corollary A.2.1, $\text{Session\_Number}_q$ is incremented during session $F'$, hence $F'.N > F.N$.

- $q$ deletes $F$ in Step 2 of the protocol. Since $F$ was formed by one of its members, $q$ may delete it only when $q$ adopts $F'$ according to the resolution rules during a later session than $F'$. Hence $q \in F'.M$ and $F'.N \geq F.N$. If $F' = F$, then $\text{Last\_Primary}_q = F$. Otherwise, by Lemma A.2.2, $F'.N > F.N$.

Note that $F'$ can later be deleted from $\text{Last\_Primary}_q$, when $q$ forms a new session, but in this case the newly formed session always has a session number greater than the previous formed session held in $\text{Last\_Primary}_q$. □
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Lemma A.2.5 For every sequence of formed sessions $F_1, \ldots, F_k$ and a formed session $F$, such that

- $\forall i < k \ F_i.N < F_{i+1}.N$, and
- $\forall i < k \ \text{Next\_Quorum}(F_i, F_{i+1})$ is true, and
- $F.N > F_k.N$

If $F_1 \in \text{Sessions\_List}(F)$ then $\text{Next\_Quorum}(F_k, F)$ is true.

Proof: By induction on $k$.

- Base case $k = 1$.
  Since $F$ is a formed session and $F_1 \in \text{Sessions\_List}(F)$ then, according to the protocol, $\text{Next\_Quorum}(F_1, F)$ is true.

- General case $k > 1$.
  By the induction hypothesis, $\text{Next\_Quorum}(F_{k-1}, F)$ is true. Since $\text{Next\_Quorum}(F_{k-1}, F_k)$ is also true then, by the properties of $\text{Next\_Quorum}$, $F_k.M \cap F.M \neq \emptyset$.
  Let $p \in F_k.M \cap F.M$. Since $F.N > F_k.N$ and $F$ is a formed session, $p$ participated in $F_k$ before participating in $F$. By Lemma A.2.4, when $F$ begins, there are two possibilities:

  1. $F_k$ is in $\text{Ambiguous\_Sessions}_p$. Hence $\text{Next\_Quorum}(F_k, F)$ is true.

  2. $p$ has $\text{Last\_Primary}_p.N \geq F_k.N$. This case is not possible since $F_1 \in \text{Sessions\_List}(F)$, therefore when session $F$ begins, $p$ has $\text{Last\_Primary}_p.N \leq F_1.N < F_k.N$.

\[
\square
\]

Lemma A.2.6 Let $G$ be a formed session other than $F_0$. Let $F$ be a formed session such that $F.N = \max(F.N | F \text{ is a formed session and } F.N < G.N)$. Then the value of $F.N$ is unique among formed sessions, and $\text{Next\_Quorum}(F, G)$ is true.

Proof: The proof is by induction on $F.N$.

- Base case $F.N = 0$.
  By Lemma 7.5.1, and since for every process $p$ $\text{Session\_Number}_p$ is initialized to zero, $F = F_0$.
  By Lemma A.2.3 $F_0 = \text{Max\_Primary}(G)$ therefore $\text{Next\_Quorum}(F_0, G)$ is true.
• **General case** \( \mathcal{F}.N > 0 \).

Let \( \mathcal{F}^* \) be a formed session such that \( \mathcal{F}^*.N = \max(\mathcal{F}.N|F \text{ is a formed session and } \mathcal{F}.N < \mathcal{F}.N) \). Then, by the induction hypothesis, the value of \( \mathcal{F}^*.N \) is unique among formed sessions, and \( \text{Next}_\text{Quorum}(\mathcal{F}^*, \mathcal{F}) \) is \text{TRUE}. Assume, for the sake of contradiction, that \( \mathcal{F}.N \) is not unique among formed sessions, then there exists a formed session \( \mathcal{F}' \) such that \( \mathcal{F}'.N = \mathcal{F}.N \). By the induction hypothesis \( \text{Next}_\text{Quorum}(\mathcal{F'}, \mathcal{F}) \) is also \text{TRUE}. By the properties of \( \text{Next}_\text{Quorum}, \mathcal{F} \) and \( \mathcal{F}' \) intersect, hence by Lemma A.2.2 \( \mathcal{F}'.N \neq \mathcal{F}.N \), a contradiction. Therefore \( \mathcal{F}.N \) is unique among formed sessions.

Let \( \text{Max}_\text{Primary}(\mathcal{G}) = \mathcal{F}' \). If \( \mathcal{F}' = \mathcal{F} \) then \( \text{Next}_\text{Quorum}(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{G}) \) is \text{TRUE} and we are done. Otherwise, by the definition of \( \mathcal{F} \) and the uniqueness of \( \mathcal{F}.N \) among formed sessions, \( \mathcal{F}'.N < \mathcal{F}.N \). By applying the induction hypothesis multiple times we construct a unique sequence of formed sessions, \( \mathcal{F}_1, \ldots, \mathcal{F}_k \), such that:

- \( \mathcal{F}_1 = \mathcal{F}' \), and
- \( \mathcal{F}_k = \mathcal{F} \), and
- \( \forall i < k \quad \mathcal{F}_i.N < \mathcal{F}_{i+1}.N \), and
- \( \forall i < k \quad \text{Next}_\text{Quorum}(\mathcal{F}_i, \mathcal{F}_{i+1}) \) is \text{TRUE}, and
- \( \mathcal{G}.N > \mathcal{F}_k.N \)

Furthermore, \( \mathcal{F}' \in \text{Sessions}_\text{List}(\mathcal{G}) \), hence by Lemma A.2.5 \( \text{Next}_\text{Quorum}(\mathcal{F}, \mathcal{G}) \) is \text{TRUE}.

\( \Box \)

**Theorem A.2.1**  The transitive closure of the causal order between intersecting formed sessions, denoted \( \prec \), is a total order.

**Proof:** By Lemma A.2.6, each formed session has a unique session number, hence we can define a total order on formed sessions as follows: \( \mathcal{F} < \mathcal{F}' \) if \( \mathcal{F}.N < \mathcal{F}'.N \). We now show that \( \mathcal{F} < \mathcal{F}' \) iff \( \mathcal{F} \prec \mathcal{F}' \), implying that \( \prec \) is a total order on formed sessions.

\( \Leftarrow \) : If \( \mathcal{F} \prec \mathcal{F}' \), then there is a sequence of intersecting formed sessions starting at \( \mathcal{F} \) and ending at \( \mathcal{F}' \). Therefore, by Corollary A.2.1 all the members of each such formed session incremented their session number to the same value. Together with Lemma 7.5.1 it implies that \( \mathcal{F}.N < \mathcal{F}'.N \).
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⇒ : If \( \mathcal{F}.N < \mathcal{F}'.N \), then by Lemma A.2.6 and the properties of \( \text{Next}_\mathcal{Q} \), every formed session intersects with the formed session that precedes it w.r.t. the session number. Therefore, \( \mathcal{F} \prec \mathcal{F}' \). □

A.3 Correctness of the Dynamically Changing Quorum System

We now prove that the mechanism introduced in Section 7.6 is correct, i.e., that the resulting protocol fulfills the total order requirement. We note that the only difference between this protocol and the protocol presented in Section 7.4 is in the way the \( \text{Next}_\mathcal{Q} \) predicate is evaluated.

In proving Lemmas A.2.5 and A.2.6, we relied on the property that if \( \text{Next}_\mathcal{Q}(S,T) \) and \( \text{Next}_\mathcal{Q}(S,T') \) then \( T \cap T' \neq \emptyset \). With the dynamically changing quorum system, the correctness of this property is subtle: it depends on the times at which these expressions are evaluated. Therefore, the proofs of these lemmas no longer hold with the new mechanism. In this section we prove Lemma A.3.8, which is equivalent to Lemma A.2.5, and Lemma A.3.9 – the equivalent of Lemma A.2.6. From the latter we deduce Theorem A.3.1. In the proof, we use other lemmas that were proven in Sections 7.5 and A.2. These lemmas remain valid since their proofs do not refer to the properties of the \( \text{Next}_\mathcal{Q} \) predicate.

**Lemma A.3.1** At each process \( p \), \( W_p \) and \( W_p \cup A_p \) are monotonically increasing.

**Proof:** According to the protocol, processes are never removed from \( W_p \). Processes are removed from \( A_p \) only after they were added to \( W_p \). □

**Lemma A.3.2** All the members that attempt to form a session \( S \), set their \( W \) and \( A \) variables to the same value in the Attempt Step.

**Proof:** Processes attempt to form a session after receiving information messages from all other members of the session. They compute \( W \) and \( A \) using only the information in these messages. All the members receive the same set of messages, and therefore the result of the computation is the same. □

Henceforth we denote by \( W(S) \) and \( A(S) \) the values of \( W \) and \( A \) computed in the Attempt Step during session \( S \). We denote by \( W_A(S) \) the union \( W(S) \cup A(S) \).

**Lemma A.3.3** If a process \( p \) formed a session \( \mathcal{F} \), then at the end of session \( \mathcal{F} \) \( W_p \cup A_p = W_A(\mathcal{F}) \).
Proof: Since $\mathcal{F}$ is a formed session, by Lemmas 7.5.2 and 7.5.3 all the members of $\mathcal{F}$, including $p$, attempted to form session $\mathcal{F}$. If $p$ formed session $\mathcal{F}$ during $\mathcal{F}$, then the only change process $p$ could make to $\mathcal{A}_p$ and $\mathcal{W}_p$ after attempting the session was to move members from $\mathcal{A}_p$ to $\mathcal{W}_p$. Hence, after $p$ attempted to form session $\mathcal{F}$, the value of $\mathcal{W}_p \cup \mathcal{A}_p$ does not change until the end of session $\mathcal{F}$, and, by Lemma A.3.2, is equal to $\mathcal{W}\mathcal{A}(S)$. □

Lemma A.3.4 If for two formed sessions $\mathcal{F}_i$ and $\mathcal{F}_j$, $\mathcal{F}_i \in \text{Sessions}_0(\mathcal{F}_j)$, then $\mathcal{F}_i$ and $\mathcal{F}_j$ intersect.

Proof: Since $\mathcal{F}_i$ in $\text{Sessions}_0(\mathcal{F}_j)$, there is a member $p$ of $\mathcal{F}_j$ s.t. during $\mathcal{F}_j$, $\mathcal{F}_i$ is in $\{\text{Last}_p, \text{Primary}_p\} \cup \text{Ambiguous}_p$. Since a process records only sessions in which it participated, process $p$ participated in session $\mathcal{F}_i$, and therefore $\mathcal{F}_i$ and $\mathcal{F}_j$ intersect. □

Lemma A.3.5 If two formed sessions $\mathcal{F}_i, \mathcal{F}_j$ intersect and $\mathcal{F}_i.N < \mathcal{F}_j.N$, then $\mathcal{W}\mathcal{A}(\mathcal{F}_i) \subseteq \mathcal{W}\mathcal{A}(\mathcal{F}_j)$.

Proof: There exists a process $p$ s.t. $p \in \mathcal{F}_i.M \cap \mathcal{F}_j.M$. From Lemmas 7.5.2 and 7.5.3 process $p$ attempted to form both sessions. Therefore, by Lemmas A.3.2 and A.3.3, at the end of session $\mathcal{F}_i$, $\mathcal{W}_p \cup \mathcal{A}_p = \mathcal{W}\mathcal{A}(\mathcal{F}_i)$, while at the end of session $\mathcal{F}_j$, $\mathcal{W}_p \cup \mathcal{A}_p = \mathcal{W}\mathcal{A}(\mathcal{F}_j)$. From Lemma A.3.1, $\mathcal{W}\mathcal{A}(\mathcal{F}_i) \subseteq \mathcal{W}\mathcal{A}(\mathcal{F}_j)$. □

Lemma A.3.6 For every formed session $\mathcal{F}$ and for every process $q \in \mathcal{W}(\mathcal{F}) \cap \mathcal{F}.M$, $q$ is a member of some formed session $\mathcal{F}'$ s.t. $\mathcal{F}'.N < \mathcal{F}.N$.

Proof: Recall that $\mathcal{W}(\mathcal{F})$ is $\bigcup_{p \in \mathcal{F}.M} \mathcal{W}_p$. For every process $p \in \mathcal{F}.M$, $\mathcal{W}_p$ is initialized to be either $\mathcal{W}_0 = F_0.M$ or an empty set. If $q \in \mathcal{W}_0$, then $q$ is a member of $F_0$, which is the formed session with the smallest number. Otherwise, process $q \notin \mathcal{W}_0$ could have been added to $\mathcal{W}_p$ in one of two cases:

- during the Form Step of a session $\mathcal{F}'$, if $q \in \mathcal{F}'.M$. In this case, $q$ is a member of the formed session $\mathcal{F}'$ and $p$ participated in $\mathcal{F}'$ before participating in $\mathcal{F}$. Therefore, from Corollary A.2.1, $\mathcal{F}'.N < \mathcal{F}.N$.

- during the Attempt Step of a session $S$, if there exists a member $r$ of $S.M$ such that $q \in \mathcal{W}_r$. Let $s$ be the first process that added $q$ to $\mathcal{W}_s$, then $s$ added $q$ to $\mathcal{W}_s$ by the first case, i.e.,
during a formed session $\mathcal{F}'$, of which $q$ is a member. If $q \in \mathcal{F}.M$ then since the Attempt Step of $\mathcal{F}$ causally follows the Form Step of $\mathcal{F}'$, $q$ participated in $\mathcal{F}'$ before participating in $\mathcal{F}$. Therefore, from Corollary A.2.1, $\mathcal{F}'.N < \mathcal{F}.N$. $\Box$

**Definition A.3.1 Formed Sequence** is a set of formed sessions $\{\mathcal{F}_1, \ldots, \mathcal{F}_k\}$, such that

- $\mathcal{F}_1 = F_0$, and
- $\forall i < k \ \mathcal{F}_i.N < \mathcal{F}_{i+1}.N$, and
- $\forall i < k \ \mathcal{F}_i \in \text{Sessions\_List}(\mathcal{F}_{i+1})$, and
- for every formed session $\mathcal{F}'$, such that $\mathcal{F}'.N < \mathcal{F}_k.N$, $\mathcal{F}'$ is in the formed sequence.

**Lemma A.3.7** Let $\mathcal{FS}$ be a formed sequence of length $k$. For every formed session $\mathcal{F}_i \in \mathcal{FS}$, where $i < k$, the following is true:

- $\mathcal{WA}(\mathcal{F}_i) \subseteq \mathcal{WA}(\mathcal{F}_{i+1})$, and
- $\mathcal{WA}(\mathcal{F}_{i+1}) \cap \mathcal{F}_{i+1}.M \subseteq \mathcal{WA}(\mathcal{F}_i)$.

**Proof:** By the definition of $\mathcal{FS}$, $\mathcal{F}_i \in \text{Sessions\_List}(\mathcal{F}_{i+1})$. From Lemma A.3.4 $\mathcal{F}_i$ and $\mathcal{F}_{i+1}$ intersect. Therefore, from Lemma A.3.5, $\mathcal{WA}(\mathcal{F}_i) \subseteq \mathcal{WA}(\mathcal{F}_{i+1})$. From Lemma A.3.6 $\mathcal{WA}(\mathcal{F}_{i+1}) \cap \mathcal{F}_{i+1}.M \subseteq \bigcup_{\mathcal{F}_j \in \mathcal{FS}, j \leq i} \mathcal{F}_j.M$. Since for every formed session $\mathcal{F}$, $\mathcal{F}.M \subseteq \mathcal{W}(\mathcal{F}) \cup \mathcal{A}(\mathcal{F})$, then by the first part of this lemma, $\mathcal{WA}(\mathcal{F}_{i+1}) \cap \mathcal{F}_{i+1}.M \subseteq \mathcal{WA}(\mathcal{F}_i)$. $\Box$

**Lemma A.3.8** Let $\mathcal{F}$ be a formed session. Let $\mathcal{FS}$ be a formed sequence s.t.:

- $\mathcal{FS}$ contains every formed session $\mathcal{F}'$, where $\mathcal{F}'.N < \mathcal{F}.N$, and
- $\mathcal{FS}$ is of length $k$, and
- $\mathcal{F}_k.N \leq \mathcal{F}.N$.
- $\mathcal{F} \not\in \mathcal{FS}$.

Then $\mathcal{F}_k.N < \mathcal{F}.N$ and $\mathcal{F}_k \in \text{Sessions\_List}(\mathcal{F})$. 

Proof: From Lemma A.3.6, \( W(\mathcal{F}) \cap \mathcal{F}.M \subseteq \bigcup_{\mathcal{F}_j \in \mathcal{FS}} \mathcal{F}_j.M \). Let \( \mathcal{F}_i \) be a formed session with the minimal index in \( \mathcal{FS} \), such that \( W(\mathcal{F}) \cap \mathcal{F}.M \subseteq \bigcup_{\mathcal{F}_j \in \mathcal{FS}, j \leq i} \mathcal{F}_j.M \). By Lemma A.3.7, \((\forall j < i)W.A(\mathcal{F}_j) \subseteq W.A(\mathcal{F}_i)\), and for every formed session \( \mathcal{F}_j \), \( \mathcal{F}_j.M \subseteq W.A(\mathcal{F}_j) \), together we have:

\[
W(\mathcal{F}) \cap \mathcal{F}.M \subseteq W.A(\mathcal{F}_i)
\]  

(A.1)

The minimality of \( \mathcal{F}_i \) implies that there exists a process \( p \in \mathcal{F}.M \cap \mathcal{F}_i.M \). If \( i = k \) then by Lemma A.2.2 \( \mathcal{F}_k.N < \mathcal{F}.N \). Therefore, in any case \( \mathcal{F}_i.N < \mathcal{F}.N \). By Lemma A.2.4, during \( \mathcal{F} \) there exists a formed session \( F^* \) in \( Ambiguous\_Sessions_p \cup \{ Last\_Primary_p \} \) s.t. \( F^*.N \geq \mathcal{F}_i.N \). Since \( Session\_Number_p \) is monotonically increasing, \( F^*.N < \mathcal{F}.N \), and hence \( F^* \in \mathcal{FS} \). Either \( F^* \in Sessions\_List(\mathcal{F}) \), or else \( F^* \) is not in \( Sessions\_List(\mathcal{F}) \) because \( Sessions\_List(\mathcal{F}) \) contains another formed session \( F' \) such that \( F'.N > F^*.N \). Note that \( F' \) is also in \( \mathcal{FS} \) and \( F'.N < \mathcal{F}.N \). In both cases, there exists a formed session, \( \mathcal{F}_j \), in \( Sessions\_List(\mathcal{F}) \cap \mathcal{FS} \) s.t. \( j \geq i \).

If \( j = k \) then we are done. Otherwise, we show below that \( \mathcal{F}_{j+1}.N < \mathcal{F}.N \) and \( \mathcal{F}_{j+1} \in Sessions\_List(\mathcal{F}) \). The argument below may be repeated by induction, hence we conclude that \( \mathcal{F}_k.N < \mathcal{F}.N \) and \( \mathcal{F}_k \in Sessions\_List(\mathcal{F}) \).

Since \( \mathcal{F}_j \in Sessions\_List(\mathcal{F}) \), \( Next\_Quorum(\mathcal{F}_j, \mathcal{F}) \) is \texttt{true} during \( \mathcal{F} \). Similarly, during \( \mathcal{F}_{j+1} \), \( Next\_Quorum(\mathcal{F}_j, \mathcal{F}_{j+1}) \) is \texttt{true}. There are three cases to consider:

1. If both \( \mathcal{F}_{j+1} \) and \( \mathcal{F} \) contain a majority of \( \mathcal{F}_j \) then \( \mathcal{F}_{j+1} \) and \( \mathcal{F} \) intersect.

2. \( \mathcal{F} \) does not contain a majority of \( \mathcal{F}_j \). In this case,

\[
|\mathcal{F}.M \cap W.A(\mathcal{F})| > |W.A(\mathcal{F})| - Min\_Quorum
\]

(A.2)

\[
|\mathcal{F}_{j+1}.M \cap W(\mathcal{F}_{j+1})| \geq Min\_Quorum
\]

(A.3)

By Lemma A.3.7, \( W(\mathcal{F}_{j+1}) \cap \mathcal{F}_{j+1}.M \subseteq W.A(\mathcal{F}_j) \) and by Lemma A.3.5, \( W.A(\mathcal{F}_j) \subseteq W.A(\mathcal{F}) \). Therefore, we can replace \( W(\mathcal{F}_{j+1}) \) in Equation (3) above with \( W.A(\mathcal{F}) \). By summing the resulting equation with Equation (2), we get: \(|\mathcal{F}.M \cap W.A(\mathcal{F})| + |\mathcal{F}_{j+1}.M \cap W.A(\mathcal{F})| > |W.A(\mathcal{F})|\). Hence, \( \mathcal{F}_{j+1} \) and \( \mathcal{F} \) intersect.

3. \( \mathcal{F}_{j+1} \) does not contain a majority of \( \mathcal{F}_j \). In this case,

\[
|\mathcal{F}_{j+1}.M \cap W.A(\mathcal{F}_{j+1})| > |W.A(\mathcal{F}_{j+1})| - Min\_Quorum
\]

(A.4)

\[
|\mathcal{F}.M \cap W(\mathcal{F})| \geq Min\_Quorum
\]

(A.5)
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By Lemma A.3.7, $W.A(\mathcal{F}_i) \subseteq W.A(\mathcal{F}_{j+1})$. Together with Equation (1) above, we get: $W(\mathcal{F}) \cap \mathcal{F}.M \subseteq W.A(\mathcal{F}_{j+1})$. As above, we can replace $W(\mathcal{F})$ in Equation (5) with $W.A(\mathcal{F}_{j+1})$, and by summing the resulting equation with Equation (4), we conclude that $\mathcal{F}_{j+1}$ and $\mathcal{F}$ intersect.

In all cases, $\mathcal{F}_{j+1}$ and $\mathcal{F}$ intersect, and by Lemma A.2.2 $\mathcal{F}_{j+1}.N < \mathcal{F}.N$. Let process $q$ be in $\mathcal{F}_{j+1}.M \cap \mathcal{F}.M$. By Lemma A.2.4, during $\mathcal{F}$ one of the following cases exists:

- $\mathcal{F}_{j+1} \in \text{Ambiguous\_Sessions}_{q} \cup \{\text{Last\_Primary}_{q}\}$, and therefore $\mathcal{F}_{j+1} \in \text{Sessions\_List}(\mathcal{F})$.
- $\text{Last\_Primary}_{q} = F'$ where $F'.N > \mathcal{F}_{j+1}.N$. This is impossible since $\mathcal{F}_{j} \in \text{Sessions\_List}(\mathcal{F})$, and therefore when $\mathcal{F}$ begins Last\_Primary$_{q}.N \leq \mathcal{F}_{j}.N < F'.N$, a contradiction.

$\square$

Lemma A.3.9 Let $\mathcal{G}$ be a formed session other than $F_0$. Let $\mathcal{F}$ be a formed session such that $\mathcal{F}.N = \max(F.N|F$ is a formed session and $F.N < \mathcal{G}.N)$. Then the value of $\mathcal{F}.N$ is unique among formed sessions, and $\mathcal{F} \in \text{Sessions\_List}(\mathcal{G})$.

Proof: The proof is by induction on $\mathcal{F}.N$.

- **Base case** $\mathcal{F}.N = 0$.
  Immediate from Lemma A.2.3.

- **General case** $\mathcal{F}.N > 0$.
  Let $\mathcal{F}^*$ be a formed session such that $\mathcal{F}^*.N = \max(F.N|F$ is a formed session and $F.N < \mathcal{F}.N)$. Then, by the induction hypothesis, the value of $\mathcal{F}^*.N$ is unique among formed sessions, and $\mathcal{F}^* \in \text{Sessions\_List}(\mathcal{F})$. Moreover, by applying the induction hypothesis multiple times we construct a formed sequence, $\mathcal{F}\mathcal{S}$, of length $k$ such that $\mathcal{F}_k = \mathcal{F}$ and $\mathcal{F}_{k-1} = \mathcal{F}^*$.

Assume, for the sake of contradiction, that $\mathcal{F}.N$ is not unique among formed sessions. Therefore, there exists another formed session $\mathcal{F}'$ such that $\mathcal{F}'.N = \mathcal{F}.N$. Note that $\mathcal{F}\mathcal{S}$ constructed above contains every formed session with a smaller number than $\mathcal{F}'.N$. Therefore, from Lemma A.3.8, $\mathcal{F}.N < \mathcal{F}'.N$, a contradiction.

The existence of $\mathcal{F}\mathcal{S}$ implies, by Lemma A.3.8, that $\mathcal{F} \in \text{Sessions\_List}(\mathcal{G})$.

$\square$
Theorem A.3.1 The transitive closure of \( \prec \) on formed sessions is a total order.

Proof: By Lemma A.3.9, each formed session has a unique session number, hence we can define a total order on formed sessions as follows: \( \mathcal{F} < \mathcal{F}' \) if \( \mathcal{F}.N < \mathcal{F}'.N \). We now show that \( \mathcal{F} < \mathcal{F}' \) iff \( \mathcal{F} \prec \mathcal{F}' \), implying that \( \prec \) is a total order on formed sessions.

\[ \iff \quad \text{If } \mathcal{F} < \mathcal{F}', \text{ then as in the proof of Theorem A.2.1, it can be shown that } \mathcal{F}.N < \mathcal{F}'.N. \]

\[ \Rightarrow \quad \text{If } \mathcal{F}.N < \mathcal{F}'.N, \text{ then by Lemma A.3.9 it is possible to build a formed sequence that contains both } \mathcal{F} \text{ and } \mathcal{F}'. \text{ For every two succeeding sessions } \mathcal{F}_i, \mathcal{F}_{i+1} \in \mathcal{F} \mathcal{S}, \mathcal{F}_i \in \text{Sessions_List}(\mathcal{F}_{i+1}). \text{ Therefore, by Lemma A.3.4, } \mathcal{F}_i \text{ and } \mathcal{F}_{i+1} \text{ intersect. Consequently, } \mathcal{F} \prec \mathcal{F}'. \square \]
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This section proves the correctness of E3PC; it is shown that E3PC and its recovery procedure fulfill the requirements of atomic commitment (as defined in Chapter 7 of [BHG87]) described in Section 8.3.1. The proof follows:

AC1: **Uniform Agreement:** Theorem A.4.1 below proves that all the sites that reach a decision reach the same one.

AC2: In our protocol, a site cannot reverse its decision after it has reached one. When a site in a final state (COMMIT or ABORT) participates in some invocation of the recovery procedure, the decision in this invocation of the recovery procedure will correspond with its state.

AC3: **Validity:** The COMMIT decision can be reached only if all sites voted Yes: In the basic E3PC, a committable decision can be made only if all the sites vote Yes. If the recovery procedure is invoked with no site in a committable state, then according to the decision rule, a committable decision cannot be reached.

AC4: **Non-triviality:** If there are no suspicions during the execution of basic E3PC, then the basic E3PC succeeds in reaching a decision. If all sites voted Yes, then the decision is COMMIT. Since a perfect failure detector is assumed, if there are no failures, there are no suspicions.

Without a perfect failure detector, the weak non-triviality requirement (defined in [Gue95] and Section 8.7) is fulfilled.

AC5: **Termination:** At any point in the execution of the protocol, if all existing failures are repaired and no new failures occur for sufficiently long, then all sites will eventually reach a decision. Our protocol guarantees a much stronger property:

At any point in the execution of the protocol, if a group $G$ of sites becomes connected and this group contains a quorum of the sites, and no subsequent failures occur for sufficiently long, then all the members of $G$ eventually reach a decision. Furthermore, every site that can communicate with a site that already reached a decision will also, eventually, reach a decision.
This property is immediate from the decision rule and from our assumption that the failure detector is perfect. This property is also fulfilled with an eventual perfect failure detector, since with such a failure detector, there is a time after which correct sites are no longer suspected.

We now prove that the decision made is unanimous, i.e., that if one site decides to COMMIT, then no site can decide to ABORT and vice versa.

**Lemma A.4.1** If a coordinator $r$ sets its local value of Last Attempt to $i$ and sends a PRE-COMMIT (PRE-ABORT) message to the participants in Step 3 of the recovery procedure, then a quorum of sites have set their value of Last Elected to $i$ during the same invocation of the recovery procedure.

**Proof.** It is immediate from the protocol and from the fact that sites cannot “join” the recovery procedure in the middle, but rather the protocol must be reinvoked to let them take part. $\square$

**Lemma A.4.2** At each site, the value of Last Elected never decreases.

**Proof.** The value of Last Elected is modified only in Step 2 of the recovery procedure, when it is changed to Max Elected+1. A site may execute Step 2 only if it took part in the election of the coordinator in that invocation of the recovery procedure and its value of Last Elected was used to compute Max Elected, and therefore Max Elected$\geq$Last Elected, and Last Elected increases. $\square$

**Lemma A.4.3** If two sites, $p$ and $q$, both set their Last Attempt to the number $i$ without changing to a final state, then either both of them set their Last Attempt to $i$ as a response to a PRE-COMMIT decision or both of them set their Last Attempt to $i$ as a response to a PRE-ABORT decision.

**Proof.** A coordinator changes the value of Last Attempt when it reaches a decision (in Step 3 of the recovery procedure or in the basic E3PC), and it remains in a non-final state if the decision is PRE-COMMIT or PRE-ABORT. Other sites change the value of Last Attempt only in response to a PRE-COMMIT or a PRE-ABORT decision, in Step 4 of the recovery procedure, or in response to PRE-COMMIT in the basic E3PC.

Assume the contrary; then w.l.o.g., $p$ set its Last Attempt to $i$ in response to a PRE-COMMIT decision in the course of some invocation, $I_0$, of the recovery procedure (or of the basic E3PC), and
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$q$, in response to a PRE-ABORT decision, in an invocation $I_1$. From Lemma A.4.1, a quorum of sites set their Last_Elected to $i$ in invocation $I_0$ and another quorum of sites set their Last_Elected to $i$ in invocation $I_1$. Since the coordinator in invocation $I_0$ decided to PRE-COMMIT and the coordinator in $I_1$ decided to PRE-ABORT, $I_0$ and $I_1$ were different invocations of recovery procedure or of the basic E3PC.

Since every two quorums intersect, there exists a site, $s$, that set its Last_Elected to $i$ in both invocations. W.l.o.g., $s$ set its Last_Elected to $i$ in $I_0$ before setting it to $i$ in $I_1$. From the protocol, a site cannot concurrently take part in two invocations of the recovery procedure, furthermore, if a site responds to messages from the coordinator in some invocation, it necessarily took part in the election of that coordinator. Therefore, $s$ took part in the election of the coordinator in $I_1$, after it set its Last_Elected to $i$, and from Lemma A.4.2, in the course of the election, the coordinator heard from $s$ that its value of Last_Elected $\geq i$ and determined that Max_Elected $\geq i$. The new value of Last_Elected for this invocation was Max_Elected+1, which is greater than $i$, which contradicts our assumption. □

Lemma A.4.4 At each site, at any given time, Last_Elected $\geq$ Last_Attempt.

Proof. From Lemma A.4.2, the value of Last_Elected never decreases, so it is sufficient to show that Last_Attempt is never increased to exceed it. This is proven by induction on the steps of the protocol in which Last_Attempt changes. Base: When E3PC is initiated, Last_Elected is set to one, and Last_Attempt, to zero. Step: Whenever Last_Attempt is changed in the course of the protocol, it takes the value of Last_Elected. □

Lemma A.4.5 The value of Last_Attempt at each site increases every time the site changes state from a committable state to a non-final, non-committable state and vice versa. The value of Last_Attempt never decreases.

Proof. The only non-final committable state is PRE-COMMIT, and the only way to switch to a PRE-COMMIT state is in response to a PRE-COMMIT decision, when setting Last_Attempt to Last_Elected. Likewise, the only way to switch from a committable state to a non-final non-committable state is in Step 3 or in Step 4 of the recovery procedure, in response to a PRE-ABORT decision, when setting Last_Attempt to Last_Elected.

It is sufficient to prove that Last_Attempt increases when it is set to Last_Elected in Step 3 or 4 of the recovery procedure, i.e., that Last_Attempt $<$ Last_Elected before Step 3. And indeed, in
Step 2, $\text{Last\_Elected}$ is set to $\text{Max\_Elected}+1$, which is greater than the value of $\text{Last\_Elected}$ was when the recovery procedure was initialized. From Lemma A.4.4, $\text{Last\_Elected} \geq \text{Last\_Attempt}$ at all times, therefore, before Step 3, $\text{Last\_Elected}$ is greater than $\text{Last\_Attempt}$. □

Lemma A.4.6 If the coordinator reaches a COMMIT decision upon receiving a quorum of ACKs for PRE-COMMIT when setting its Last\_Attempt to $i$, then for every $j \geq i$ no coordinator will decide PRE-ABORT when setting its Last\_Attempt to $j$.

Proof. The proof is by induction on $j$. Base ($j = i$): This is immediate from Lemma A.4.3. Step: Now, assume that no coordinator decides PRE-ABORT with $\text{Last\_Attempt} = k$ for every $j > k \geq i$, and prove for $j$. From the assumption, no site can be in a non-final non-committable state with its $j > \text{Last\_Attempt} \geq i$. Now, assume some coordinator $r$ sets its Last\_Attempt to $j$ in Step 3 of the recovery procedure, it is left to show that $r$ did not decide PRE-ABORT during this invocation of the recovery procedure. Assume the contrary, then $r$ collected states, from a quorum of sites with $\text{Last\_Attempt} < j$, and therefore, in this invocation $\text{Max\_Attempt} < j$. Since every two quorums intersect, at least one member of $G$, $p$ took part in this invocation of the recovery procedure and sent its state to $r$. Since $j > i$, from Lemma A.4.5, $p$ set its Last\_Attempt to $i$ (and switched to a committable state) before this invocation. But, no site can be in a non-final non-committable state with its $j > \text{Last\_Attempt} \geq i$, and therefore $\text{Is\_Max\_Attempt\_Committable}$ is true in this invocation, which contradicts the assumption that $r$ decides PRE-ABORT. □

Lemma A.4.7 If the coordinator reaches a COMMIT decision when setting its Last\_Attempt to $i$, then for every $j \geq i$ no coordinator will decide PRE-ABORT when setting its Last\_Attempt to $j$.

Proof. There are two cases to consider:

- If the coordinator reaches a COMMIT decision upon receiving a quorum of ACKs for PRE-COMMIT when setting its Last\_Attempt to $i$, then from Lemma A.4.6 for every $j \geq i$ no coordinator will decide PRE-ABORT when setting its Last\_Attempt to $j$.

- If the coordinator reaches a COMMIT decision during the recovery procedure upon receiving a COMMIT state, then some coordinator has reached a COMMIT decision before, when its Last\_Attempt was $< i$. Go back, by induction, to the first coordinator that reached a COMMIT decision. This coordinator must have reached a commit decision according to the previous
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...case. Thus, it can be concluded that for every \( j \geq i \) no coordinator will decide PRE-ABORT when setting its \( \text{Last\_Attempt} \) to \( j \). □

Lemma A.4.8 If the coordinator reaches an ABORT decision upon receiving a quorum of ACKs for PRE-ABORT when setting its \( \text{Last\_Attempt} \) to \( i \), then for every \( j \geq i \) no coordinator will decide PRE-COMMIT when setting its \( \text{Last\_Attempt} \) to \( j \).

Proof. This lemma is dual to Lemma A.4.6 and can be proven the same way. □

Lemma A.4.9 If the coordinator reaches an ABORT decision when setting its \( \text{Last\_Attempt} \) to \( i \), then for every \( j \geq i \) no coordinator will decide PRE-COMMIT when setting its \( \text{Last\_Attempt} \) to \( j \).

Proof. There are three cases to consider:

- If the coordinator reaches an ABORT decision during the basic E3PC, this decision is reached because some site voted \textbf{No} on the transaction. In this case, the coordinator does not PRE-COMMIT, and no site reaches a committable state in the course of the protocol. Note: If the recovery procedure is invoked with no site in a committable state, then according to the decision rule, a committable decision cannot be reached.

- If the coordinator reaches an ABORT decision during the recovery procedure upon receiving a quorum of ACKs for PRE-ABORT when setting its \( \text{Last\_Attempt} \) to \( i \), then from Lemma A.4.8 for every \( j \geq i \) no coordinator will decide PRE-COMMIT when setting its \( \text{Last\_Attempt} \) to \( j \).

- If the coordinator reaches an ABORT decision during the recovery procedure upon receiving an ABORT state, then some coordinator has reached an ABORT decision before, when its \( \text{Last\_Attempt} \) was \( < i \). Go back, by induction, to the first coordinator that reached an ABORT decision, according to one of the previous two cases, and conclude that for every \( j \geq i \) no coordinator will decide PRE-COMMIT when setting its \( \text{Last\_Attempt} \) to \( j \). □

Theorem A.4.1 If some site running the protocol COMMITs the transaction, then no other site ABORTs the transaction and vice versa.

Proof. A site may COMMIT (ABORT) only upon hearing a COMMIT (ABORT) decision from its coordinator. Assume that a COMMIT or ABORT decision was reached for some transaction \( T \). Note:
It is possible for more than one coordinator to reach a decision for the same transaction. Let \( i \) be the lowest value of \( \text{Last\_Attempt} \) that a coordinator had when reaching a \text{COMMIT} or \text{ABORT} decision. There are two cases to consider:

1. Some coordinator reached an \text{ABORT} decision when setting its \( \text{Last\_Attempt} \) to \( i \):

   Assume for the sake of contradiction that some coordinator also reached a \text{COMMIT} decision, and let \( j \) be the lowest value of \( \text{Last\_Attempt} \) of a coordinator reaching a \text{COMMIT} decision. From the assumption, \( j \geq i \). Furthermore, since \( j \) is the lowest value of \( \text{Last\_Attempt} \) of a coordinator reaching a \text{COMMIT} decision, no site could have started this invocation of the recovery procedure in the \text{COMMITTED} state, and the \text{COMMIT} decision must have been preceded by a \text{PRE-COMMIT}. But from Lemma A.4.9 no coordinator can decide \text{PRE-COMMIT} when setting its \( \text{Last\_Attempt} \) to \( j \), a contradiction.

2. Some coordinator reached a \text{COMMIT} decision when setting its \( \text{Last\_Attempt} \) to \( i \):

   The proof is similar to the proof of Case 1 above, but there is one more case to consider: An \text{ABORT} decision reached in the course of the basic E3PC (not in the recovery procedure) is \textit{not} preceded by a \text{PRE-ABORT} decision. In this case, \( \text{Last\_Attempt} \) is set to 1, and the \text{COMMIT} decision could not have been reached with a lower value of \( \text{Last\_Attempt} \); therefore \( i = 1 \). This case reduces to Case 1 proved above. \( \square \)
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